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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strrve Upward
VOL. XLIV; NO. 27. 
MANY MOURN DEATH
- k OF FORMER BENTON
GIRL: BURIED HERE
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JULY 8th, 1927.
Stick to Sound
Principles but Adopt
the Better Methods
$1.00 A YEAR
Mrs. Vera Beasley McKinley Suc-
cumbs in Richmond, Ky.,
After Short Illness.
BODY IS LAID TO REST IN
UNION CEMETERY TUESDAY
A large number of friends join
the Beasley family in mourning
the untimely death of Mrs. Vera
Beasley McKinley, aged 19, who
passed away Sunday, July 3rd, at
her home in Richmond, Ky., fol-
lowing a brief illness of tuber-
culosis. Mrs. McKinley was one
of the most popular young ladies
of Benton and Marshall county.
She was a native of the county
and resided with her father in
Penton until a year ago when she
was married to Mr. McKinley.
She leaves1 besides her husband
and father, 1. Beasley, her step-
mother, one brother, Frank, three
sisters, Mrs. 'Addle Cathey. of Mc-
Cracken cou4ty and Misses Manie
Beasley, of 1Paducah, and Ella
Beasley of Benton; one half sis-
ter and three half brothers. .
Mrs. McKinley was a member
of the Benton Baptist church and
was a devoted meniber. She was
a young woman of deep charm
and had a large number of
friends. She was graduated from
Belton high school in the class
.4f 1926.
Funeral services were Conduct-
ed at Richmond before the body
was sent to Benton for burial and
services were also conducted
Tuesday morning at 11 o'clock at
the Benton Baptist church by El-
ier N. S. Castleberry in the pres-
ence of a large number of friends
and relatives. \
Iluri:.1 was in Union Ridge
cemetery Tuesday afternoon, Mor-
gan & Heath in charge. :
Flower girls at the, services
were:- Martha Nelle Jones, Lou-
bert h Morgan Bina. Mary Ely,
Lebecca Foust. he Fisher, Lu-
cille Ely and Eva Burnham, for-
mer class mates in Benton high.
:,chool, -
The pall - bearers were Jim
Faughn, Willie Midyett, Frank
Farmer, Dave Fergerson, Oscar
Mathis and Bill Rowe.
MRS. HOWELL DIES
AT BREWERS HOME
Aged Matron Survived by one
Brother; Two Sisters; Is
Buried Tuesday.
Mrs. Docinda Greenville Howell
near 80 years of age, succumbed
Tuesday at her home in Brewers
following a lingering illness of
dropsy. Mrs. Howell was highly
regarded by many ,friends who
join the relatives in mourning
her death.
She is survived by one brother,
Burrell Bell, of Benton Route 1,
and two sisters, Mrs. Narcissus
Thompson and Mrs. Melissa
Washam.
Funeral services were held at
the Grave by Elder J. C. Chester
at five-thirty o'clock Tuesday af-
ternoon. Burial was in the Wyatt
cemetery, arrangements by Mor-
gan & Heath.
Lincoln county business men
are providing funds with which
to finance a boys' and girls' heif-
er calf club.
A large number of purebred
livestock have been purchased by
Floyd county farmers this year.
Eleven bean beetle control dem-
onstrations were attended by 275
Pike county men and women.
New Orleans is the world's
summer suit capital, seven plants
last year producing 700,000 suite.
The fur trapping industry of
Louisiana yields more than six
million dollars annually.
PROGRESS CLUB HAS GOOD
ATTENDANCE ON FRIDAY
An excellent attendance for
summer Areather was had at the
Young Men's Progress club Fri-
day, every seat at the table being
taken.
Guests were Esq. J. H. Goheen,
of Olive, Joe ,Dunn, of Birming-
ham, Dr. E. G. Thomas, Benton
Route 1, Tullus Chambers, head
of the Benton schools, Judge Joe
L. Price .and Mr. Blackerby, of
the State Board of Health, Louis-
ville.
After short ressponses by the
other guests, Mr. Blackerby ad-
dressed the club on the advan-
tages of the proposed public
health service for the county.
F. H. OVERBY IS
CALLED BY DEATH
Prominent Farmer, Formed.% of
Marshall County, Expires
at Lone Oak Home.
Many Marshall county friends
of the deceased and of the Over-
by family will keenly regret to
learn of the death of F. II. Over-
by at his home in Lone Oak Wed-
nesday afternoon at one o'clock.
Mr. Overby formerly resided in
Marshall -county and was one of
it's best known farmers. He mov-
ed to Ballard county several years
agc and later made his home in
McCracken. He was 76 years old.
Mr. Overby leaves his widow
and six children. Dr. Bob Overby,
of Paducah, Mrs. J. B. Pease,
Lone Oak. Clyde Overby. Rich-
mond, Va., Kelley Overby, Greens-
boro, N. C., Roscoe Overby, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., and Harry Over-
by. Paducah.
Funeral services will be held
Friday afternoon at one o'clock
from the Lone Oak Methodist
-hurch and Mrs. Harvey Riley,
Mr.- and Mrs. R. R. McWaters ;end
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Hastin,
friends. and former neighbors
o'i 11 .attend the services from this
county.
ALL DAY OUTING
The following young people
had a very enjoyable outing at
Haddock's Ferry. Monday July 4.
Messrs Charles Collins, Reece and
:Ierbert Metcalf, R. C. Lawrence,
Joe B. Drafren, Carter Culp, Del-
phus and Elmer Collins, Roscoe
and Boyce Howard, Bronson
Moore, Paul Hust, Jodie Howard
!Ind James Miles. Misses Gladys
and Myrtle Allen, Ada Howard,
Mildred and Essict,Metcalf, Min.
nie P. Evans, Gladys Jones, Prudy
Lawrence, Lucille Timmons, Ada
LaRue Dees, Nadine Evans, Ear-
line Hall, Lela Moore; Mary Lec-
tor and Martha. Miles, Laverne
Moore, Helon Lilly, Arlene Field-
son, Annie Vickers, Elizabeth
Mrs. Laura and Fannie Rue How-
Howard and Mignon Vickers and
ard. A wonderful time was re-
ported by each.
HOSIERY MILL EMPLOYES
ENJOY OUTING TUESDAY
More than 100 employes of the
Benton plant of the Paducah Hos-
iery Mills enoyed an all-day out-
ing at Peggy Ann Springs Tues-
day.
Twenty gallons of ice cream
and 10 cases of coca cola were
given by the company. Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Kiefer, the former,
general manager of the company's
mills, spent the day with the
party.
Games, swimming and contests
were enjoyed through the day,
the truck loads of picnicers re-
turning home about six o'clock.
MUSIC CLUB TO ENTERTAIN
MEMBERS OF MUSICAL PLAY
The Mendelssohn Club will
give a picnic Friday afternoon in
honor of members of the cast of
"The Garden of the Shah." The
party is asked to meet at the
Strow Drug Store at four o'clock.
The picnicers will go to Peggy
Ann Springs.
Tribune ads bring results.
FREE TUBERCULOSIS Marshall Farmers to Make Trip
CLINIC TO BE HELD To Bluegrass 1st. Week in August
HERE, JULY 14, 15
Members of Local Medical Society
Urged to Assist Drs. Locke
and Carter.
EXAMINATIONS WILL BJE
HELD AT COURT HOUSE
Dr. J. S. Locke and Dr. Carter,
of the Kentucky Tuberculosis Bu-
reau will hold a free clinic for
tuberculosis in Marshall county,
at Benton, Thursday and Friday,
July 14th and 15th, under the
auspices of the Marshall County
Medical Society, it is announced
today by Dr. S. L. Henson, secre-
tary of the society.
Doctor Locke was here two
years ago to hold a clinic, at
which many persons were exam-
ined without any charges. .The
work is under the supervision
and direction of the State Board
of Health and is offered free. Ex-
aminations and tests • for tuber-
culosis are made to all who apply.
The clinic will be held at the
county court house.
All members of the Marshall
county medical society are urged
by Dr. Henson to be present at
the clinic and assist Drs. Locke
and Carter.
SENATOR BRIGHT HERE
IN CANDIDACY INTEREST
'S-Onator Newton Bright of Em-
Het*: Ky., in the seventh dis-
trict was in Benton and the coun-
ty, Saturday meeting the voters
in the interest of ,his candidacy
for :itate Commissioner of Agri-
culture.
Senato.r Bright has completed
two terms of service in the Ken-
tucky Senate. lie is a dirt far-
mer.
He attended the speakifig at
Birmingham Saturday- afternoon.
The Mexican bean beetle has
done considerable thimage to bean
in Boone county.
One thousand tons of ground
limestone have been purchased by
Boyd county farmers this year.
It is estimated that 80 cans of
cream are shipped daily from Mc-
Lean county.
The control of floods in the
Mississippi Valley was a live topic
70 years ago.
Four Smith brothers, negroes,
employed by the I. C. Railroad in
New Orleans weigh a total of
1,029 pounds.
Several Grayson county farm-
ers report pasturing large num-
bers of stock on sweet clover
growing on land heretofore pro-
ducing little.
Taking advantage of the re-
duced fare granted by railroads,
many western Kentucky farmers
are .planning to make their first
visit to the famous Bluegrass reg-
ion of Kentucky in August.
Railroads have granted from
western Kentucky points to Lex-
ington a round-trip rate of a one-
way fare plus 25 cents to the
fourth annual crops and soils
field day at the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station farm August 3-4.
Tickets will. be on sale August
1, and will be good for returning
until August 6.
Visitors arriving in Lexington
by August 2 will be provided at
small cost a 100-mile bus tour of
the famous bluegrass region, in-
cluding many of the noted race-
horse breeding establishments,
Dix River dam, Shakertown and
other places of interest.
Farmers who have not seen the
famous bluegrass pastures, with
their herds of horsels and beef
and dairy cattle, and the great
horse farms, have a rare treat in
store for them.
The building shown houses the
offices and laboratories of the
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Thousands of samples of soils,
limestone and marl, and of all
commercial feeds and fertilizers
sold in the state, are analyzed an-
nually in the chemistry labora-
tories.
Farmers from Marshall county
who wish to make the trip are
asked to get in touch with Coun-
ty Agent Ilendricks. Solon Gib-
son, A. L. McGregor, Allie How-
ard, Harley Wood and Tom Jones
have already signified their in-
tention of making the tour. Mr.
Howard will motor through with
a party of farmers from the
north part of the county.
Net Berry Return Exceed Expectations;
2,030 Growers Average About $225 Each
Approximately $550,000 as the
season's revenue from the straw-
berry crop was received by grow-
ers today. The checks were placed
in the mails Thursday night by
the McCracken Comity Growers'
Association,
A total of 2,030 growers ship-
ped 361 care of berries through
the association this season. In
view of the fact that weather
conditions were extremely unfav-
orable and the crop poor in qual-
ity, the results attained are re-
gard& as satisfactory.
The gross average per crate
was $3.56 with anet average af-
ter deduction of the cost of crates,
picking and handling and ship-
ping expenses of $2.33 per crate.
Total Was $548,265.
The total sum paid out to grow-
ers of the association was $548,-
265, the final report of Barger
and Golightly, sales agents, show-
ed today.
So far as is known, the aver-
age of the McCracken association
is the highest attained by any
association in the market at the
same time this season. Reports
show that the average in the
Ozark district was approximately
Did You Ever Stop to Think
EDSON
BYR. WAITE -
Shawnee, Oklahoma
DAN CARROLL, MANAGING EDITOR OF THE AL-
BANY (N. Y.) TIMES UNION, SAYS:
THAT advertising is educating. Honest advertising is
productive. Dishonest advertising-is destructive.
The mother explaining to her child is advertising; ad-
vertising to the brain in the course of development the mean-
ing of this and the reason for that. If the mother is honest in
her explanations, her teachings will be productive, but if,
through lack of knowledge or carelessness her explanations are
dishonest, then she moulds the brain of her offspring in a de-
structive manner. The child may through later education over-
come these wrong teachings, but invariably with a distrust of
•its mother-teacher.
The word of mouth advertising applies to newspaper
advertising. The prestige of a business is never built on dis-
honest advertising. Dishonest advertising may have quick re-
sults for the moment, but the backwash of the purchasers' opin-
ion spells ruination. Honest advertising, due to dishonest com-
petition, may show slower results, but as time goes on the hon-
est advertiser reaps his harvest and builds a clientele which be-
comes a greater asset than his business building or his stock.
TO SELL ONE MUST ADVERTISE HIS PRODUCT.
WHY FLIRT WITH RUIN THROUGH DISHONEST ADVER-
TISING WHEN TRUTH SPELLS SUCCESS?
(Copyright, 1927)
was $2.50, sales
today.
Growers expressed satisfaction
with the crop returns inasmuch
as the season was the worst in
the history of the association.
The net returns even exceeded
their expectations.
"The crop this year was the
worst we have ever handled in
tihe eleven years for berry ship-
ment here," E. S. Barger stated
today. "Considering the condition
of the crop as a result of the
cold weather and continued rains,
the season's results are success-
ful."
Reclamation Heavy.
Rclamation ran heavier this
season than ever before, due to
the condition of the fruit as re-
sults of rains. Heretofore, reclam-
ation has been held to one-half
of one per cent, but this year it
will run between four and five
per cent, due to wet weather.
The cost of picking, cost of
crates, and selling and handling
expenses totaled $1.26 per crate.
This included 80 cents for pick-
ing, 34 cents for the crate, and
1 -per crate for handling and
shipping. •
The gross average last year
was $4.31 with a net average of
$3.03, the expenses last year be-
ing two cents more per crate
than this year's expenses. The
net average last year exceeded
this year's average by 73 cents
per erate. The crop last year was
one of the best while this year's
was the poorest in quality.
The highest yields per acre
were obtained this year by V. H.
Blewett, grower of Paducah
Route .4, and Andy Hovekamp, of
the Husbands road, who averaged
200 crates to the acre. Blewett
had an acre and a half in berries
and shipped 300 crates while
Hovekamp had 4 acres in berries
and shipped 802 crates.
1 The total berry acreage this
year was 4,472, but it is doubtful
if that acreage can be held next
year because the ground has been
too wet to set berry plants. Only
a limited acreage has been set
this year.
$3.25 and that in the Pembroke
district, $3.40 as compared. with
the McCracken average of $3.56.
The top price on berries ship-
ped from here this season was $5
per crate and the lowest price
agents reported
Be sure your product is right-
then advertise it.
ANNUAL TEACHERS
INSTITUTE TO BE
HEM JULY 12, 13
Examinations Will Follow on
Thursday and Friday of
Next Week.
EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS TO
BE DISCUSSED IN MEETINGS
The annual teachers' institute
of Marshall county will be held
in Benton Tuesday and Wednes-
day -of next week, Superintendent
Roy 0. Chumbler announces this
week.
The teachers examination will
follow the institute on Thurschey
and Friday, June 14th and 15th.
All persons who have had four
units of high school work and
who will be eighteen years of age
before teaching will be eligible
to take the examination. Credits
must be presented at the time of
taking the examination, Mr.
Chumbler said.
The program for the two day
institute follows:-
9:30. Song - American the
Beautiful - Audience.
9:40. Invocation - Bro. Dunn.
10:00. Remarks - County Supt.
Roy 0. Chumbler.
10:30. Special Programs for
Rural Schools - J. B. Cox.
11:00. Spanish Folk Songs -
Erna May Bryan.
11:20. The Social Position of a
Teacher - Walter Jetton.
12:00 Lunch at the Whiteway
Cafe.
- 1:15. Music - Alene Lovett and
Margaret Heath.
1:45 Rural Health Education
2:25 Special Methods of Teach.
ing Geo. - Pearl Jordan.
3:05, The course of Study
Member State Department.
July 1:1th.
9::'0. Music- Benton orchestra,
9:50. Keeping a roll book-Mrs.
Genora Filbeck.
10:30 Making Agriculture Prac-
tical in the Rural Schools -
Tullus Chambers.
11:00 The Attendance Cam.
g a ln - :i 0 pl1r1 f3,e• me (s si0n' ha m blr e .
Organiza-
tions - J. B. Hardeman.
12:00 Noon Hour,
1:00 Signing contracts.
Copying census.
Subscribing to magazines.
Distribution of Material.
MARKETS
LOCAL
Eggs . .17
Butter ........ 15
Hens 
 15
Leghorn Hens  12
Springers  18
Leghorn Springers  15
Cox  07
Loading Day for Poultry is
Friday. Better prices then.
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, Ill., July 6 (U.
6. Dept. of Agr.) - Hogs - Re-
ceipts 13,000; 10c to 15c higher;
top $9.65; bulk 200 pounds down.
$9.5069.60; two loads 220 to 240
pounds $99.35, mostly to trad-
ers, scattered lots 250 to 300
pounds, $8.60(4 8.90; packing
sows, $7.404i 7.50; good pigs, $9.
Cattle - Receipts 4,500, calves
2,000; native steers opened steady
to strong; later trading slow;
Western steady; heifers shade
higher; cows and low cutters
steady to strong; medium bulls
strong to 25c higher; good and
chbice veglers steady to 25c low-
er at $12.5041 12.75; native steers,
$12(E12.65; Western steers $9(e0
10; top heifers $11.25, weight 633
pounds; most cows, $5.75e6.75;
low cutters,i $4414.25; best med.
ium bulls $5.75.
Sheep - Receipts 4,000; few
early sales; fat lambs $13.75e14;
holding best lambs at $14.25;
market looks strong; fat ewes
unchanged at $4.50Q5.50.
The Carroll County Sheep Bree-
ders' Association is planning to
buy ewes in the west.
The Anderson county wool pool
marketed 16,000 pounds of wool
tor, 40 cents a pound.
**
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One Year, in Marshall County
One Year, in Kentucky 
One Year, outside of Kentucky 4
•
$1.00
1.60
2.00
Advertising Rates Upon Application
_
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
expects patronage is upon MERIT. A constant effort is
being devoted toward • continually improving the value
and interest of the paper.
The Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving to the
people of this county a full and faithful newspaper ser-
",..ice 'without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or pol-
icy that does not conflict with the best interests of any
prop:e; yet without fear to Criticise what appears to be
wrong and to endorse that which appears to be right with-
out regard to the popularity of its stand.0
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PROM-
PEOPLE
the four
have
the minds
of the
,
I state that they have been sadly
i
'neglected in, the matter of roads,
r Mr. Crowe now proposes to create
, two more, Commissioners, at
cost of $15,000 a Year and ex-i .
penses.—But Mr. Crowe, why
stop at six commissioners? It
anotlwr month until election day,
and as promises of jobs and dis-
tribution of funds only whet new
a why not promise
HighwaY Commissioner from
each county? This would great'
anement your little army of h
rollers and wire-pullers. Howe er,
even with just six, instea
four, there can be more of st .h.
If Mr. Crowe and his ass stants
prtwould omise one hund qt men
a (row' soft snap of a job a twenty
"tars Per day and expenses.
that would be 't•Y leasing
the man who reeeiv i the prom
is''• II° bow "ti lt' it sand with
I he voter ?
And here is a mathematical
i'''blem which may be explained
by ('r"we: how are You going
create new C,mmissioners, with
an added expenditure of $25,000
:. year on the One hand, and turn
!iht :round and eta the automo-
ii:Ii. tax one third, and build all
the roads .the people want, on the
other hand.
1 Increased expense in the Road
Department, and a reduction
roai! revenues! Crowe proposes
(I() this with the same commis-
shin. This is fine reasoning. We
wonder how many voters will
swallow such stuff.
Our road Commission now has
four members. There has been.
no cut in revenue, and still there
has been kittle or no money to
speak of spent in the First Dis-
trict, If two more members were
added and the income for road
purposes was cut, what sort of
chance then, would we down in
the First District have for a road
system?—Mayfield Messenger.
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Copyright by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
SYNOPSIS
John Ballard, left poor by the
same unkind fate that deprived
him of his parents—the one in a'
railroad accident, the other
through grief—works his way.
,
through college. Phil Hardin, son
of the President of the road whose'
negligence John holds to blame
for his own fathers death, is a gay 1
fellow student, who hires John to
tutor him safety to an unearned'
diploma. Through Phil, John meet
Viola Ruskin, but realizes he must
make a name and fortune before
he can broach love to her. Phil
suggests John take a job on the
railroad.
CHAPTER- II—Continued
"Well," John countered, "I've
got lots of reasons. For one thing,
think I'll be a good lawye . For
another, it was _what my father
had set his heart on my (long and
my mother too. And—o', I don't
know—a lawyer can I) of some
real use, it seems to
"Well," he said, "I' e got lots of
reasons. For one t ing, I think
I'll be a good lawyer. For another,
it was what my father had set
hisheart on my doing, and my
mother, too. /A.nd—oh, I don't
know — a la •yer can be of some
real use, it eems to me--"
"Most of them aren't!" said
Phil. "G sh, my father hires
them by he year—in every town
the roa runs through!"
"1 k ow." said John. "hut you'-
ve al (1st got to be a lawyer if you
wan to get anywhere in politics,
an I've got an idea that I'd like
t try that, when the time comes.
0. I'm going to stick to the law.
I may be making a mistake, but I
don't think so.
"Oh, you'll ha 'e a good lawyer
haven't any doubt of that," said
l'hil. "It's just that I hate to see
I could fix it Si) that you wouldn't
you working so darned hard when
need to, that's all. Rut have it
your way—you will anyway, and
I might as well quit arguing with
you."
"I think you're going to have a
wonderful career, Jack," Viola
told John. "and I hope, you will go
into politics. I can see you as a
district attorney, fighting some
great case against graft or to
make things better for poor peo-
ple."
"Well, that's a long way ahead"
said John.
"Not so very long, perhaps,"
she said. • "This is a time for
young men, everyones ays, And
you're so earnest, Jack— I know
you're bound to succeed."
"I'm going to try." he said,
grimly. "That's one sure thing.
I've got to. No one's going to
take care of me if I don't."
."I'd like that, if I we-re a man."
she said. "I'd like to feel that I
owed everything to myself—that
no one had helped me to get any-
where. Anyone can succeed who's
born to the right sort of parents.
It means a lot more to win things
for yourself."
John met Mr. Hardin more than
once when the railway president
came to see his son. Once or
twice Henry Jordan, the great
FREE
Genuine Cannon
BATH TOWEL
"11 and • watt Naa
N. t- '
WITH PURCHASE OP
10 cams
CA STI LEl
for 83c
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
Hardin, 1(y.
financier, accompanied him on
these visits to Newton, and John
met him, also. Jordan, with his
natural ability to size up those he
met, saw an unusual quality in
John, and spoke to him, once,
about his future.
"Law, eh?" he said. "Well,
you mi
me wh
to the
do worse. Come to see
n you've been admitted
ar. I may have something
to off r you."
' ank you,sir," said John.
Hu he smiled, as he turned away.
would not, he knew, call upon
Henry Jordan.
John, to his
er been a flashy, brilliant scholar.
His steady plodding, howevr, had
done more for him than the in-
termittent brilliancy of some of
his classmates, and he had earn-
ed the respect and confidence, as
well as the liking of, the profes-
sors in whose classes he had been
enrolled.
Finally, on a June afternoon,
the last lists were out. To John,
busy in his _ room, came Phil,
beaming.
"Well—we've turned the trick!"
'w said. "Summa cum laude for
— a good pass for me!
'Whoops! Come on! We've got to
celebrate!"
Jchn hesitated. Yet—after all.
why not? He wouldn't be seeing
'loch more of Phil, and he had
grown genuinely and deeply fond
of him. He had no illusions about
the future. Once they were
through with college his path and
Phil's would divet•g( . and there
. was little reason to expect them
to cross for a long time, if ever.
"All right," he said, with a
laugh. "What's the programme?"
"There isn't any -- that's the
best part of it. Got the car down-
stairs—Bill Foster and ,Tim Rad-
way are down there. We'll have
dinner somewhere and then let
nature take its course. Come
Fair enough," said John.
He had some reason to be
Pleased with himself, some
grounds for a celebration, after
all. He had worked his way
through college and won the high-
est honors it had to offer. With
everything to handicap and dis-
courage him he had, so far, come
through; he had at least, made a
good beginning in life. For a
fleeting moment, as Phil slipped
the gears into mesh and the car
started, John was sorry he was
not to see Viola on this of all
evenings. But he might, even, yet;
no telling where they would wind
up before the night was done.
The party grew gayer anti gay-
er as evening passed into night.
There was dinner, first, at a
roadhouse famous for its steaks.
The other began drinking- as the
meal; John, as usual, abstained.
surprise, was But no one complained.
among the leaders of his class, "OP Jack — sober's a judge!"
and one of those to be graduated said Radway.
with the highest honors. He had "Goo' thin' some one is!" said
not expected that, for he had nev- Phil, with a laugh. "Some one's
got to drive car. Not me. Not
iifter flex' drink. Old Jack safe as
a church. Let him drive me any-
where—let him take my car any-
where. Can't say fairer'n that, can
SO it was that, after dinner,
John was at the wheel—as he had
been, often before, on similar ac-
casions. That was one of the
things he liked about Phil—his
readiness to surrender the wheel
of his own car when he was in
any, doubt about his ability to
drive. And it was largely because
he didn't want to do anything cal-
culated to make Phil obstinate on
that point in the future that he
always, when driving in such cir-
cumstances, went wherever Phil
wanted -- although Phil often
wanted to go to places John
would rather not have entered.
It \ Va S so this time. For, about
eleven o'clock, nothing would sat-
isfy Phil and the other but a
visit to Honest Pete O'Brien's.
-John protested once; then, with a
shrug, turned the car and took
them there. -
Honest Pete O'Brien was a
gambler. He owned a house out-
side the city limits, and, there-
fore, free from police interference
to a, great extent; and here, night
on." after night, roulette, faro, poker
and dice were played. It was an
honest gambling house, probably,
if any gambling house was ever
honest; after all the percentage
in favor of the house was big
enough to keep Pete O'Brien hon-
est, whether it actually did so or
not.
The students were welcomefi as
students know to he the sons of
rich men always were. And, after
a few minutes of punting at rou-
lette and faro, Phil and Radway
settled down at two seats oppor-
tunely vacated at a poker table,
while John watched them and Fos
ter, pleading weariness, went to
sleep downstairs.
Phil did two things from the
first—drank steadily and lost
steadily. And, then, suddenly, he
started up, his eyes bloodshot, his
cheeks red.
"This game's crooked!" he cried
pointing to the dealer. 'Damn you,
I saw that! I saw you slip a card
from the bottom of the deck!"
Too late John sprang forward.
Someone of the house players had
knocked Phil down. Radway was
swept aside. In a moment there
was a general fight, John hurled
himself into it, and stood over
Phil to protect him, swinging a
chair. As he swung 4t the lights
went out; he heard a sickening
crunch; a man shrieked and fell.
Three minutes later downstairs
a hushed and sober groug slipped
out.
"There's a dead man—" the
whisper ran, John and Phil stared
:it one another. Each thought the
same thing—that John had killed
him. Killed him to save Phil's
life, perhaps—but killed him,
none the less. A fine beginning
for a lawyer-politician's career!
"Not a word about it--even to
Bill and Jim!" whispered Phil.
"No," said John. Their hands
met as they pledged one anothr to
secrecy.
(To be cohtinuedi
J. VERNON PACE
M. D.
'Announcing Opening of Office
711 City National Bank Bldg.
Paducah, Ky.
Phone Office 910
Residence 3016
foe Economical Transportation
for Everybody, Eve here
4.4,_i\for this Year's Vacation/
(
The National Parks
OTC open
Visitors from all over the
world exclaim at the
wonders of our national
park. All can he reached
over good road. All lend
truth to the sayings "See
America first".
Vacation Sports in the
Great Chadoors
Fishing and bathing •re
vacation relaxations that
countless thousands enjoy.
There is •Isways • conven.
lent 1.1. 0, stream—whaw
V ea stern • Chevrolet!
TiiE automobile has brought thenation's wonder places and play-
grounds within the reach of everybody,
everywhere. And all of them await you
when you own a Chevrolet!
Select the model that meets your pref-
erence and requirements from the
eight Chevrolet body types.
Each one is a splendid quality car.
Each provides the power and depend-
ability for which Chevrolet is world
famous. Each provides luxurious com-
fort and easy riding and each sells af a
remarkably low price, on exceptionally
easy terms!
.-.42t these Low Prices
The Coach
The Touring
or Roadster
The Coupe
The 4-Door
Sedan - •
The Sport
Cabriolet • Aiie4..t.0.h.Th0t.M1eb.
Check Chevrolet Delivered Prices
They Include the lowest hw.:11ing and (inancing charges
available.
$595
525
625
695
715
The Landau $745
The Imperial
Landau • • 780
Vs-Ton Truck 105
(Chassis only)
I-Ton Truck
(Musts only) 495
In every section of the
land.there•rescenic splen-
dors within easy reach over
wc11 payed roads. Visit
them In comfort in •
Chevrolet.
Interesting Places
Etrerruhere
South, North. Easy and
West — America liffords
places of interest and beau-
ty tuch aa the gigs...?
monument hying sculp-
tured on Stone Mountain.
An Ideal Golfer's
Vit. ation
Many golfers spend their
....-aticm• touring from
course to course, enjoying
the customary court nil
privileges. A different pas
at &Id
Benton Motor Company
Benton, Kentucky
QUALITY AT LOW COST
1
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FISCAL COURT TO
VOTE ON COUNTY
HEALTH SERVICE
Blackerby Explains Proposition
to Court Officials and
Local Men Friday.
When fiscal court meets at its
next regular session on July 12th,
it is expected to take some action
on the proposal of the State
Board of Health to give $6,000
toward a $8,000 annual public
health budget for Marshall coun-
ty. Some assistance toward the
$2,000 that must be given by Mar-
shall county is expected to come
through the county board of edu•
THE TRIB
cation, as much of the corn
sion's work would be d
through the county -sc hools.
According to Mr. Blackerb
the State Board of Health,
interviewed county officials
spoke to the Progress Club
Friday, a fell-time physic
nurse and clerk would_be pl
duty in Marshall county
give their full services in
work.
If Marshall county accepts
Board's proposition it will
officially retained in the Kent
Mississippi Valley Flood area
will receive assistance from
federal goverpment toward
placing public property, r
and buildings, destroyed or
wed by Clark's river flood
the event that such reHei I
lation is enacted he Congre-
appears very probable that
W. W. ENGLISH, FORMER COUNTY .4T'
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LA
Calvert City, Kentuck, June 16th,
In view of the many reports that have 'gamed circulatio
garding the enforcement of what is known as the dog law' H.
my tenure of office of County Attorney. I desire to make th,
lowing statement in order that thc truth ma l'
During the first few months of my term . t
complaints came to me by persons who had paid t hei-
against those who were not paying, and I received sevc•al 1;•
from the state department of agriculture urging that I take
steps towards enforcing this law. and calling to m‘ :trent!,
provisions of the law as to mv clut‘ in the matter .1!))ot
on some action therein.
At the April 1022 term of the Marshall (.1ia;1!! C, •
spoke to Judge Joe I Price about instru,ting the gr:.nd .iur\
reference to the dog law and he suggested that Iw.c. tAi
matter up with Judge Lovett and pr( heed ittie •
these matters would unnecessarily burden the dod.:, • t
cuit Court, inasmuch as there were so mans ,ha.cge• • '•,
against the violators-of the liquor laws.
At his (judge Price's) request I
to the grand iury'but at the dose of the
Court I then went to Judge Lovett an,!
rants against these people and he surge'
in the local paper my intention and gi‘e
procure their license before taking an aLti,m.
gestion to be a good one and not wanting
prosecution needless and believing it to
public as to my intention I inserted an .d‘
bune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks
had not paid their dog license to come in .
1st of June, or they would be proceeiTed
Nlany came in and paid and many did not.
June of that year I again went to Judge 1.ovet•
sign warrants for those who had not paid
placed these warrants in the hands of
and I then compromised several of these .ases
before making any investigation as to
Court in the matter. As was his duty to ,.
Lovett receipted for these fines. When the sii't
stop the payment of these fines in the lower C,,urT,
and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower
that Judge Lovett should set aide the judgments and rel.
fines and cotts.--Their attorney, Mike Oliver rclu,,eci to
'Id Judge Lovett and 1 then filed demurrers to their p
in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers were passe(
an agreement was reached whereby the pirnc,
license and we should remit the fines and cos!• !Lis
ter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGI.1•11,
Former County Attorne,
•
Food and
PATRONAGE
Our increasing patronage t
hat we never waver frdin our policy
-crying only good foods and clean foci
,n an attractive manner—at prices ti
Ire reasonable.
Bring your wife out of the hot hitch
and try a meal here.
We can serve special dinners ori sh
notice.
Whiteway Cafe
011ie Mat his, Mgr.
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to be honest gambling house, probably,
if any gambling house was ever
honest: after all the percentage
qn, favor of the house was big
enough to keep Pete O'Brien hon-
est, whether it actually did so or
The students were welcomefk as
students know to be the sons Of
rich men always were. And, after
a few minutes of punting at rou-
lette and faro, Phil and Radway.
settled down at two seats oppor-
tunely vacated at a poker table,
,while John watched them and Fos
,ter.- pleading weariness, went to
sleep downstairs.
Phil did two things from the
ficst--drank steadily and lost
steadily. And, then, suddenly, he
t here-
li
,•ferenc.?
,Three minutes later downstairs
a hushed and Si 'her groug slipped
out.
Thcre's a dead man—' the
whisper ran. John anti Phil stared
,ii.,ther. Each thought the
thing—that John had killed
Killed him to save Phil's
4..% perhaps but killed him,
no the less. A fine beginning
f (ir a lawyer-politician's career!
?,-Not a word about-it ----even to
...11,1 Jim:- whispered Phil.
.rNo," said John. Their hands
nict as they pledged one anothr to
See recy.
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Interesting Places
Everywhere
Peuth, North, East and
West — America affords
places of interest and beau-
ty such as the gigantic
monument being scuts.
[Urea on Senile Mountain,
An Ideal Golfer's
Vacation
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FISCAL COURT TO
VOTE ON COUNTY
HEALTH SERVICE
Illackerki Explains Proposition
to Court Officials and
Local Men Friday.
When fiscal court meets at its
next regular session on July 12th,
it is expected to take some action
on the proposal of the State
Board of Health to give $6,000
toward a $8,000 annual public
health budget for Marshall coun-
ty. Some assistance toward the
$2,000 that must be given by Mar-
shall county is expected to come
through the county ,board of edu-
cation, as much of the commis-
sion's work would be done
through the county schools.
According to Mr. Blackerby, of
the State Board of Health, who
interviewed county officials and
spoke to the Progress Club here
Friday, a full-time physician,
nurse and clerk woulkbe placed
in duty in Marshall county and
give their full services in the
work,
If Marshall county accepts the
Board's proposition it will be
officially retained in the Kentucky
Mississippi Valley Flood area and
will receive assistance from the
federal government toward re-
placing public property, roads
and buildings, destroyed or dam-
aged by Clark's river floods, in
the event that such relief legis-
lation is enacted by Congress. It
appears very probable that will
W. W. ENGLISH. FORMER COUNTY ATTY.
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LAW
Calvert City, Kentucky, June 16th, 1927
In view of the many reports that have gained circulation re-
garding the enforcement of what is known as the dog law during
my tenure of office of County Attorney, I desire to make the fol-
lowing statement in order that the truth may be known.
During the first few months of my term of office many
complaints came to me by persons who had paid their dog license
against those who were not paying, and I received several letters
from the state department of agriculture urging that I take some
steps towards enforcing this law. and calling to my attention the
provisions of the law as to my duty in the matter and insisting up-
on some action therein.
At the April 1922 term of the Marshall Circuit Court I
spoke to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the grand jury with
reference to the dog law and he suggested that I wait and take the
matter up with Judge Lovett and prbceed in the lo*er Court as
these matters would unnecessarily burden the docket of the Cir-
cuit Court, inasmuch as there were sof many charges then pending
against the violators of the liquor laws.
At his (judge Price's) request I did not submit the matter
to the grand jury but at the close of the April term of Circuit
Court I then went to judge Lovett and asked him to issue war-
rants against these people and he suggested that I first advertise
in the local paper my intention and give the people a chance to
procure their license before taking any action. Believing his sug-
gestion to be a good one and not wanting to subject anyone to
prosecution needless and believing it to be fair to advise the
public as to my intention I inserted an advertisement in the Tri-
bune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks advising all parties who
had not paid their dog license to come in and do so before the
1st of June, or they would be proceeded against by warrants.
Many came in and paid and many did not. About the middle of
June of that year I again went to Judge Lovett and asked him to
sign-' warrants for those who had not paid. This he did. I then
placed these warrants in the hands of the sheriff for execution
and I then compromised several of these cases in the lower court
before making any investigatibn as to the jurisdiction of the
Court in the matter. As was his duty to do under the law Judge
Lovett receipted for these fines. When the suit was brought to
stop the payment of these fines in the lower Court, Judge Lovett
and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower Court
that Judge Lav.gtt should set aside the judgments and rernit the
fines and collit4heir attorney, Mike Oliver refused to do this
keipi Judge. Lovett and I then filed demurrers to their petitions
In the Circtit Court and before these demurrers were passed upon
an agreement was reached whereby the parties should buy their,
license and we should remit the fines and costs and thus the mat-
ter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGLISH;
Former County Attorney, Marshall County.
Political Advt.
Food and
PATRONAGE
Our increasing patronage testifies
that we never waver from our policy of
serving only good foods and clean foods
in an attractive manner—at prices that
are reasonable.
Bring your wife out of the hot kitchen
and try a meal here.
We can serve special dinners on short
notice.
Whiteway Cafe
011ie Mathis, Mgr,
vote appropriations at its coming
session for the repair and pre-
vention of flood damage in the
1,-sissippi Valley.
The matter will be voted on by
fiscal court on July 12th.
STANDING
M. C. A. A.
Won Lost Pct.
Hardin .3 1 .750
Wham 3 1 .750
Dodgers 2 2 .500
Benton 0 4 .000
HARDIN, WHAM TIE
FOR LEAGUE LEAD
River Rats Shut Out Home Team
5 to 0 Sunday; Benton
Loses Again.
Birmingham succeeded in tying
Hardin for the lead in the Mar-
shall County Athletic Associa-
tion Saturday when Goheen twirl-
ed a one-hit, shut-out game for
the river rats at Hardin, winning
5 to 0. Warren, home short stop
was the only batsman able to
f'athom Goheen, who was in rare
form, and doubled to start Har-
din's eighth, but P. Norwood and
Pace struck out and Morton
grounded to Heath at short, In
seven of the nine innings Hardin
was retired in order, Goheen fan-
ning the first fiye men to face
him.
D. Norwood pitched for Hardin
and twirled a creditable game,
holding the visitors scoreless un-
til the sixth when an error fol-
lowed by a double cost him a run.
He weakened in the eighth how-
ever and permitted a triple by
Holland with a man on base,
through a pair of errors cost the
two runs that Birmingham scor-
ed. Goheen's double and Heath's
single scored the only earned run
off him in the ninth but G. Hol-
land counted on his fielder's
choice and an error by Holland.
The visitors got just eight 'hits
off Norwood and he struck out 10
of them, fanning H. Henson every
time he came to the bat, four ti-
mes. Norwood also struck out
five men in a row, three in the
second and the first two to face
him in the third round.
Hardin soundly trounced Ben-
ton there June 26th, defeating
them 15 to 3, by pounding Lassi-
ter for 12 hits, receiving several
bases on balls and taking advan-
tage of many Benton errors. In
the meantime Benton could find
D. Norwood for only four hits,
bunching three in the fourth for
two of their runs.
Benton counted onee in the
first on three errors and Myre's
single but Hardin scored enough
to win the game in her half of
the initial round with singles by
Black, Holland and Jones, and
errors by C. Creason and E. Crea-
son.
Jones featured at batting for
Hardin with four singles out of
five times up.. Black dot three
singles out of five trips.
The Benton team is now the
only club in the league that has
not won a game, losing to Birm-
ingham Saturday by the count of
7 to 3.
Birmingham and Hardin have
divided their two games and both
have defeated Benton and the
Dodgers once each. The Dodgers
have trimmed Benton twice.
CALVERT BANK HAS FUND
FOR LIMESTONE PURCHASES
The Calvert Bank, of Calvert
City, has announced a fund set
aside for limestone purchases for
farmers of that section. The pro-
duct will be purchased in car
load lots and sold to farmers at
cost. According to officers of the
bank, limestone will be available
it all times.
SCHEDULE NOTICE
As a result of postponement
caused by rain on the opening
days of the M. C. A. A. the sched-
ule has been moved up one week.
Hardin will play the Dodgers
at Benton this coming Sunday
and Benton goes to Birmingham.
The season will close on Sep-
tember 18th with Benton vs Bir-
mingham and Hardin against the
Dodgers, instead of September
11th, as first announced.
The complete schedule will be
republished next week.
The McCracken County Grow-
ers' Association shipped 361 car-
loads of strawberries this year.
Fourteen Breathitt county jun-
ior agricultural clubs have a total
membership of 300 farm boys and
girls.
HARDIN DEFEATS
MAYFIELD SUNDAY
Visitors Are Beaten 9 to 4; Home
Team Counts Six Times
in Fourth Round.
Spanking the visitors with a
six run rally in the fourth inning
the Hardin Independents laced
the, strong Mayfield team, 9 to 4,
on July 4th at Hardin. Black, on
the mound for the home team,
restricted the visitors to seven
hits, no more than two coming in
one inning with the exception of
the fourth when Mayfield scored
twice on a triple, by Taylor, Cok-
er'e single and errors by Sims
and Black.
Mayfield opened the game by
scoring in the first inning without
a hit. The first two men walked
and advanced on ' a fielder's
choice. Power scored when Hen-
son dropped the ball but Coving-
ton was nailed at third, Henson
to Jones.
Goheen started the big fourth
for Hardin by going out, pitcher
to first but thereafter five men
got on base befol.e another put-
out was made. Sims doubled, 1:1
Norwood walked and Pace was
safe when Van Moose threw wild
at home to catch Sims on Pace's
grounder. Hensonthen doubled,
and Black singled. After D. Nor-
wood sacrificed, Darnell tripled
and scored on Barlow's error.
Jones ended the inning by
grounding out.
Mayfield scored her last count-
er in the 5th on a walk and Sul-
livan's triple.
Hardin counted twice more in
the seventh on Jones double, a
fielder's choice at which Jones
was forced at third. Sims' sacri-
fiec and single by P. Norwood and
Pace. The last run of the game
came to Hardin in the eighth on
errors at third base and in left
field.
Score:-
Mayfield 100 210 000 4
Hardin 000 600 21x 9
Van Noose and Barlow.
- Black and Henson.
Bs sure your prOduct's right—
theti advertise.
HODGES' YOUNG SON DIES
Joe Howard, the two year old
son of Mr. and MrA. Wardle.
Hodge, died Monday, July 4th, at
the home of his parents, -I mile-
west of Benton, after a short ill-
ness of complications.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the grave by Elder N. S.
Castleberry at four o'clock Mon-
'day afternoon and burial was in
the Ford cemetery, Morgan and
Heath in charge. A large number
of friends and relatives of the
family attended the services and
.extended sympathy to the bereav-
ed parents.
Tribune ads bring results.
CROWN
GASOLINE
T11E POSITIVE worth of
every product offered for
sale by this company or its
dealers must first be proved
by exacting laboratory tests.
That is whyCrown G asol hie
successfully meets the
every-day road tests of
thousands of motorists.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED IN KENTUCKY
192p" AUTOMOBILE ROAD MAPS of Alabama,/ Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississippi
may be had Free at any of our service stations.
BUILDING
for
Pet manence
The same painstaking care
and conscientious striving
for quality are the TREAS
ideals in building whether
the contract calls for a
trim little bungalow or a
mammoth office structure.
Model n Methods
Treas Lumber Company
prides itself on the fact
that it builds for perman-
ence; the sum total of
years of experience, skill-
ed super-vision and ad-
vanced methods have
made the name of TREAS
synonymous for the Best,
whatever the job.
TREAS LUMBER CO.
Builders for over 40 Years.
BENTON,
& WHIM
KENTUCKY
Th
R. L. Holland, cashier of the
Calvert Bank, John A. Green and
G. G. Wadlington, new head of
the Calvert schools, were in Ben-
ton Tuesday morning enroute to
the Junior Agricultural camp at
Brewers.
Morgan & Heath are making hot
prices on sugar by the bag and
lard by the can.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Majors, of
Dayton, Ohio, are spending the
week with Mrs. Majors* parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hiett, near
Benton.
Millet Seed and bean and tur-
nip seed in bulk at Morgan and
Heath.
Mrs. Alice Alexander will leave
this week for Washington, D. C.,
to make her home with her son
and daughter. Mrs. Alexander's
son, Stanford, carne from Wash-
ington, Monday, to accompany
her there.
Buy the new "Fisk" auto tires
and tubes from Morgan & Heath.
For one horse harrows, double
shovels, barb wire and bale ties,
see Morgan & Morgan.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sanford, of
Murray, spent the week end here
with Mrs. Sanford's parents. Dr.
and Mrs. C. E. Howard.
The Woman's Club was Ocst to
a picnic Tuesday afternoon at
Peggy Ann Springs in honor of
the families of the members.
You will hear Marshall county
people saying that Morgan and
Heath is a good place to trade
for they won't allow any firm to
undersell them on anything they
handle.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Treyathan
and children spent the fourth
with friends in Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Acree have
purchased the Joe Brandon home
in South Benton from J. R. Bran-
don. Mr. and Mrs. Acree have
been making their home in the
residence, a handsome bungalow,
for two years.
Mr. Farmer, spray your horses
and cattle with Dr. Hesses fly
chaser sold by Morgan & Heath.
G. A. Thompson spent the
fourth in Brookport, Illinois.
Marshall Bailey, of Paducah,
spent Wednesday in Benton on
business.
Morgan & Heath are funeral
directors and embalmers and they
have won the friendship and good
will of most all the people by sell-
ing i good quality at a reason-
able price and by rendering a
satisfactory service on every (ie.
easion.
B. L. Trevattian, leader in sing-
ing at the Benton Church of
Christ, is leading the singing at
series of services at the Pur-
year, Tenn.. Church of Christ
this week. Elder John C. Taylor,
cf Taylorsville. Tenn., is conduct-
ing the services.
week.
Victoria Thweatt is visit-
ing relatives in Paducah this
Rev. J. M. Pace will preach at
the Benton Christian church next
Sunday, July 10th; at 11 a. nt.
and also at 8 p. m.
establishment was
founded, and this exper-
ience enables us to better
serve our clients. Every
detail is handled care-
fully and efficiently,
eliminating for the fam-
ily all worrisome details.
Rev. K. G. Dunn and Solon L..
Palmer spent Tuesday and Wed-
nesday in Bardwell, Ky., attend-
ing a district meeting of Metho-
dist laymen and pastors.
Evan Culp, of Gilbertsville
Route 1, was in Benton on busi-
ness Wednesday.
For a new lawn mower, Ice
cream freezor or porch swing,
ace Morgan & Heath.
Elmer Rowe, of Birmingham,
Alabama, spent the fourth here
with his mother, Mrs. W. C.
Rowe and sister and brother, Mrs.
Albert Strow and William Rowe.
Miss Betsie Him' of Padu-
cah, was the week end guest of
Hiss Mary Ely.
Ladies: If you want a new
range that will cook quick buy a
Washington, from Morgan and
Heath.
george E. Long arui little dau-
ghter, Rema, and .George W.
Smith returned home Friday
morning from a business trip to
Louisville and Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett have
purchased the residence of M.
and Mrs. Thomas Morgan in East
Benton and will take possession
July 15th. The home is known as
the Wood place.
We invite you to get our prices
on furniture, rugs and floor cov-
ering at Morgan & Heath.
G. I Green, of Route 8. was a
business visitor in Benton Thurs-
day afternoon.
Tribune ads bring results.
E. E. Humphrey, of Gilberts-
ville Route 1, spent Saturday in
Benton on business.
We had to make $3,000.00 bond
to sell school books that is why
they are sold strictly for cash.
Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. G. G. Mathis of Dallas,
Texas, is visiting her brothers,
Jesse and. Jack Copeland and
other relatives. This is her first
visit back to Kentucky since she
left eighteen years ago.
Let us show you a new suit
case, hat box or trunk for your
trip. Morgan & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Pace, of
Mayfield, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. G. A. Thompson here Mon-
day.
Prof and Mrs. Tullus Chambers
have leased the H. L. Griffith res-
idence in south Benton and will
occupy the home the 15th of this
month.
Morgan & Heath havO had 15
years experience in the undertak-
ing business and most all of the
people base the same c(mtidence
in this firm that they have in
their family doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Filbeck, of
Lexington, visited friends in
Benton and Mr. Filbeck's parents
near Olive Saturday. They spent
Sunday and the 4th with Mrs.
Filbeck's parents at LaCenter.
Mrs. May Strow. Jones, of Pad-
ucah, spent the week end here
with relatives and friends.
For anything in electric sum-
acs, irons or fans, see Morgan
41'Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Sasseen,of
Detroit, are visiting Mr. Sasseen's
parents for a few days.
Entire poultry flocks ha‘e been
destroyed by infestation of chick-
en lice and mites. They always re-
tard the growth and decrease egg
production. Fly-Tox kills chicken
lice and mites. Spray lightly un-
der feathers of grown fowls, on
walls and in nests of chicken
house. Do not spray baby chicks.
Simple instructions on each bot-
tle (blue label) for killing ALL
household insects. Insist on Fly-
Tox.
Mrs. C. A. McCoy, of Bellaire,
Ohio, is the guest of her sisters,
Mrs. Will Kuykendall and Mrs.
Thomas Morgan in Benton and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.
Williams, of Calvert Route 1.
Misses Frances and Rebecca
Henson, daughters of Rev and
Mrs. J. N. Henson, of Ballard
county, are the guests of their
uncle, Rev. L. V. Henson and
family.
Be sure your product's right—
then advertise.
More than 125 members of the
Benton Baptist Sunday school
enjoyed a picnic Thursday after-
noon at New Bethel. A very en-
joyable outing with games and a
bountiful picnic dinner was re-
ported.
Loy Kennedy, who has been in
Louisville for the past several
months, has arrived home for a
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. K. Kennedy, near Cal-
vert .City. Mr. Kennedy is an em-
balmer.
When you associate RUGS with
RUDY'S you naturally infer that
their quality is paramount. Our
prices—always VERY LOW, are
now, more attractive than ever
with Clearance reductions.
—9x12—
Axminsters
$36 Rugs
NOW—$29.75
Wiltons
$135 Rugs
NOW—$110.00
Largest selection of these sizes
in town. Stock limited to one of
a pattern IA come early!
Men's athletic models in silk stripe and check broad-
('loth and fancy madras. Actual values up to $1.50. A fortunate
purchase has brough them to us just in time for this sale. All
size)
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Beginning Today—The Sort of a Sale That Only RUDY'S Can Grz:
Crepes.. Taffetas. . Georgettes . Chiffons formerly
$39.75 to $69.50
We have marked them do
they are inferior or in any way u
and miss. The quality of the silks
excellence of workmanship, the lo%
make this one of the most remark
ri only because the season demands it, and not
desirable. There's variety enough to place every
he smartness of the styles, the diversity of mod
liness of the colors, the extraordinary values corn
le money-saving occasions in our experience. -
HALF PRItE ON ALL
Satin Coats, Poiret-Ilwk.patt, Charmeen Coats, Sports Coats of both 1
domestic fabrics! Arouse your shopping interest for such rare values as the
pass you by unnoticed! Why, the ery luxuriousness of the furs on many vf
should convince you of the sufier-Ane quality-and-value combination that is
ed before you for NINE BIG SA4E DAYS. Don't delay, or the coat you want.
when you get here!
Wash Crepes, Printed Crepes, Tub Silks
Broadcloth, Minn Georgette, Radium ,Silk
Over /000 yards of brand new merchandise bought at
a great price concession from a manufacturer who
was closing out his Summer stocks. Superb quality....
beautiful patterns....rich, full colorings values up
to $2.50 yard.
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Rq-inning Today—The Sort of a Sale That Only RUDY'S Can .Give to Western Kentucky!
ur Great AnnuAl Apparel Clearance
SILK DRESSES, $24.95
Crepes . . Taffetas. . Georgettes . Chiffons formerly from
$39.75 to $69.50
We have marked them down only because the season demands it and not because
they are inferior or in any way undesirable. There's variety enough to place 'every woman
and miss. The quality of the silks, the smartness of the styles, the diversity of models, the
exeellence of workmanship, the lo liness of the colors, the extraordinary values combine to
make this one of the most remark ble money-saving occasions in our experience.
HALF PRICE
Satin Coats, Poiret-14t4aC, Charm een Coats, Sports Coats of both Imported and
domestic fabrics! Arouse your shopping interest for such rare values as these should not
pass you by unnoticed! Why, the ery luxuriousness of the furs on many of the models,
should convince you of the super ne quality-and-value combination that is now being plac-
ed before you for NINE BIG SA I DAYS. Don't delay, or the coat you want, may be gone
when you get here!
Crtpes, Printed Crepes, Tub Silks
rokhkloth, Pfrin Georgette, Radium Silk
rer 1000 yards of brand new merchandise bought at
great price concession from a manufacturer who
s closing out his Summer stocks. Superb quality....
autiful patterns....rich, full colorings values up
$2.50 yard.
Men's athletic models in silk stripe and check broad-
cloth and fancy madras. Actual Nalues up to $1.50. A fortunate
purchase has brough them to us just in time for this sale. All
size.
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Gowns - Teddies - Stepins
Vests and Bloomers
A SPECIAL group of Crepe-de-Chine Undies in solid
colorings, called "Summer Pastels." Plain tailored
styles... . some with real lace and hem-stitching trim-
mings. Items so exceptional in value that they well
deserve your special attention.
Second Floor
archy upon the Government of
thel Commonwealth." It meets
iutrely the issue upon •which
ncj of his opponents sought to
pith the campaign. What Mr.
kham said on the subject
should be read in connection with
the catechism to which W. C.
Montgomery, until a few weeks
ago chairman of the Highway
Commission voluntarily submitted
last Thursday, and the whole
should be viewed in the perspecs
tive of its historical background.
The millions of dollars spent
annually by a State Highway De-
partment upon public worlift for
which people in all seCtkne are
clamoring and with conaiOmble
latitude in the distribution of the
improvements comprise one of the
cardinal temptations of machine
politicians. Chicago paver a
charge that the Illinois road bond.
fund is being used to influence
the votes of legislators and the
1actions of State and district com-
mitteemen. New Orleans papers
published a report showing that
a former Highway Commission
had awarded contracts during a
' political campaign in excess of
its revenues.
I Kentuckians can believe it.
I Aware of the danger. The Cour-
!ler-Journal investigated a n d
'charged in 1923 just before the
inauguration of the present Ad-
!ministration that the Garrett
'Highway Commission had tied up
Iroad funds for at least two years
in advance contrary to the Con-
stitution. It was denied, hut con-
tractors were skeptical and as the
result of It friendly suit the Court
of Appeals threw out nearly $3,-
000,000 worth of contracts. Not-
withstanding this, an audit re-
vealed that the department was
more than $3,500,000 in debt. The
Courier-Journal erred only on the
side of conservatism; the funds
were tied up for more than two
Years. This is recalled solely as
a reminder that the road fund
suffered during the last State
campaign year and that The Cour-
'er-Je,trnal is no recunt recruit to
the defense of the road fund and
an efficient, upright administra-
tion of that department.
No reminder is necessary that
the accession of Mr. W. C. Mont-
gomery of Elizabethtown to the
State Highway Commission was
the boast of the present Adminis-
tration. Criticisms were parried
by the retort that "men like W. C.
Montgomery" are above suspic-
ion, and it can not be denied that
the name of Mr. Montgomery was
a prop to the Department in the
public estimation throughout the
vexatious and embarrassing per-
iod subsequent to the discovery of
the opening speech of Mr.
Ieckham was that "the people of
:.etrtucky may have to decide this
year whether the Highway' De-
artment is to be used in it pro-
1 sphere of road building or to
THE ROAD ISSUE r the deficit.
So the situation stood up to the
One of the trenchant sentences time that Governor Fields under-
took to dictate to the Democratic
voters whom they should nomin-
ate to succeed him. He cast his
mantle upon the shoulders of R.
C. Crowe and one of the principal
reasons he gave ‘4 as that Mr.
Crowe was otdaind tc carry on
E
•)ectme the engine to perpetuate with the road
 work. Mr. Beckham
he alleged, was the enemy of gootl
'he strangle-hold of a poNtical roads. Mr. Crowe confirmed this.
lie not only was going ahead with
road construction, but he was go-
ing to dq it with less money, thus
holding out to the voters the
double lure of harder roads and
easier taxes. To be sure, the exi-
gencies of some local situations
persuaded him and his advisers
to promise two more positions on
the Highway Commission; but the
significant coincidence is that
just about the time the Governor
anointed Mr. Crowe as his suc-
cessor and Mr. Crowe solemnly
pledged himself to a continuance
of the highway policy identified
with W. C. Montgesnery's chair-
manship, Mr. Montgomery resign-
ed from the Commission, disap-
proved the financial plan outlin-
ed by Mr. Crowe and said. "Gov-
ernor Beckham is in favor of
carrying out these arrangements.
He is in complete accord with the
programme and policies of the
Highway Commission." There is
here, at least, an obvious conflict
of judgment between the Gover-
nor and the Chairman of his High-
way Commission, whose policy
has been his mightiest boast, by
considering which the voters
would do themselves a service;
for $14,000,000 a year — $56,000,-
000 during the next Administra-
tion—is a goodly SUM, whether to
be used for building •a highway
system or a political machine.
Which do the people want?-Gov-
ernor Beckham promises but one
thing — that he will follow the
same policy in building roads that
he did in building the State Capi-
tol. That monument to hi, fidel-
ity and capacity is an earnest of
his sincerity of purpose and his
ability to execute the purpose.—
Louisville Courier-Journal.
CA LYFRT CITY
(Carried over from last week.)
Rev. Sanson filled his regular
appointment at the M. E. church
Sunday and Sunday night.
Mr. Jim Brooks and son Rudy
of Palma were pleasant visitors
here Sunday.
Mrs. Edna Huffine nd daugh-
ter, Miss Helen of Paducah were
the Sunday guest of Mrs. Huf-
fine's mother. Mrs. Emma Flow-
ers and cousin Miss Mayme John-
son.
Miss Amble Littlejohn left Sun-
day afternoon for a visit to
friends in luka, for a Lew days.
• Mrs. Galena Hall arrived from
Detroit, Saturday for a few weeks
stay.
Mr. Don Sargent and sons Joe
Robert and Don jr., of Little Cy-
press were pleasant vlsitors in
Calvert Sunday.
doing business at the town of Hardin, County of Marshall,
state of Kentucky, at the close of business on the 30th day of-June,
1927.
• R !VICES
Loans and D1scuflt  
;
sir 
Overdrafts, secured and nWseedred
Stocks, Bonds and other Secuties
Due from Banks and cash onailand
Checks and other cash items
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Other Real Estate  • 
Other Assets not included uniker any of above
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in, in cash
Surplus Fund
Undivided Profits, less expenses and
Deposits subject to check  
Time Deposits 
Certified Checks 
Cashier's Checks outstandin4
Due Banks and Trust Companies 
Notes and Bills Rediscounted 
Unpaid Dividends 
Reserve for taxes 
ei Bills Payable 
Other Liabilities not includeck
$136.200.88
4.49
18,212.26
38,648.18
NONE
4,285.00
3,525.00
75.00
170,050.81
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
900.00
We, H. I. Hughes and D. E. Booker. President and Cashier
of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-
ment is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
H. I. HUGHES, President
D. E. BOOKER, Cashier
Subscrilred and sworn to before me this 7th day of July 19fi
REGINA PACE, Notary Public.
My Commission expires December 23rd, 1928.
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UM-M-M
Trj- 1 i Sundaes
Any Kind,
V ou Like
One of our great, heaping dishes of
this wholesome and nourishing dessert is
an infallible recipe for combatting the
the limpness and fatigue of very warm
days. Just step around to
Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service"
BENTON, KENTUCKY
BRIEN,SBURG t ot a son wholast week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mc Waters and
Mr and Mrs. Rufus Haltom and 
daughter Margaret of Paducah,
children of Church Grove spent 
spent the week end here with
the week end here with Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Culp.
Miss Valeta Jo Fields, of Bir-
mingham has been the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Jule Fields the past
week.
Miss Katherine Myers, of Padu-
cah is here this week visiting
friends.
Mrs. J. W. Miller, of Paducah,
spent the week end here with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
English.
Mrs. G. S. Washburn and chil-
dren spent the week end with Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Ham on Route 9.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson and
daughter. Miss Josephine were
Visitors in Benton Saturday.
Mrs. Effie McWaters of Padu-
cah is the guest ef friends and
relatives here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Tom Foust of
Tatumsville are the proud parents
made his arrival
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wes
Locker and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
McWaters.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Lockr and
son JOhn Clifton were the Sun-
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gas-
ton Fiser and son on Route 9.
Ilarrel McWaters and Harland
Culp, of Paducah, were here
Monday visiting their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McWaters.
Lee Coursey and daughter, Miss
Esti!, of Scale were visitors here
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
children were the week end guests
of Rollie Kelly and family at
Benton.
Mrs. J. A. Greenfield and chil-
dren and Miss Evelyn Locker
visited friends at Hardin Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Chandler
and son 011ie were visitors in
Benton Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cox and
Gum-Dipping
Gives Long Life
TO
-firestone
TIRES
and that means
"Most Mlles Per Dollar"
GUM-DIPPING IS THE EXCLUSIVE
FIRESTONE PROCESS OF SATURAT-
ING EVERY FIBRE OF THE TIRE
WITH PURE RUBBER, GIVING LONG-
ER LIFE, GREATER ECONOMY, MORE
RESILIENCE AND COMFORT AND
FIRESTONE TREAD I S DESIGNED'
FOR GREATEST TRACTION.
Compare Old field Quality with mail-order
quality, then look at these prices.
30 x 3 Oldgield Cord $6.90
30 x 3 1-2 Regular Cord 7.10
30 x 31-2 Oversize Cord 7.90
Draffen Motor Co.
Authorized Ford Dealers
BENTON, CALVERT CITY
••••••••••••••*•••••••
to check $41,989.83
 
50,003.00
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
We, W. H. Smith and Bertte Roach, President and Cashier
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-
ment is true to the beat of our knowledge and belief.
W. H. SMITH, President.
BERTIE ROACH, Asst.-Cashier.
My Commission Expires, December 31st, 1927.
M. R. COX Ndtary Public.
•••••••••ahallair 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones and
children of Route 7, were the
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
"am Tubbs.'
T. W. O'Brvan has returned to
his home at Paducah after spend-
ing a few days with his daughter
Mrs. Walt Chandler and Mr.
Chandler on Route 9.
Misses Blanche Noles and Eliz-
abeth Chandler of Paducah, spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Noles.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Heflin, of Pa-
ducah spent Sunday and Monday
with their daughter, Mrs. Floyd
Dyke and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard English
and children were the Sunday
guests of Marshall English and
family at Calvert City.
Mrs. Hazel Chandler of Padu-
cah is here visiting relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Story and
(laughter of near Sharpe were the
•-;un(lay guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Mobley.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete English,
spent ;Sunday night and Monday
with their son Marshall English
and family at Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hastin,
Scott Hastin and Misses Lizzie
and Leola Hastin were . visitors
in Murray Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Mobley and
children were the Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion English.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Holl7 were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Grogan Noles.
Mrs. Roy McWaters and chil-
son of Gilbertsville Route 1, were dren of Central City are 
the
the Sunday guests of Mr. and guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. M
c-
Mrs. Will Story. Waters and other relatives.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters hes re-
turned home after visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Lee Dyke and
family on Route 9.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. English and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard English
and son were visitors in Padu-
cah Friday.
HOWARD'S GROVE
(Carried over from last week)
A party was given by Misses
'Amalie and Erlene Brien, Satur-
day night. Everyone present pro-
nounced the party a great success.
The comical entertainers of the
evening were Paul Lee and Ralph
Rose. Interesting games were
player which everyone enjoyed.
Then came those delicious re-
freshments, ice cream, lemonade
and cake, beautifully served. The
dinning room being decorated
with red, white and blue crepe
paper, with lights turned low,
making a beautiftil and picture-
sque scene.
Those in attendance were Mr.
Clarence L Freeman, Toast Mas-
ter Paul Lee, J. D. Dunn, Leroy
Solomon, Roy Oakley, by Bra-
boy, Wendall Howard and Ralph
Rose. Misses Myrlin, Louise and
Erline Brien, Louise Lee and Eliz-
abeth Howard.
Miss Gertrude Crowder visited
Miss Opal Oakley this week end.
Ruby Rose spent Sunday with
Miss Lena Solomon.
Harnie Crowley spent Sunday
with Mr. Will Rose.
New Cables, Poles and Wire
All Devoted to Your Service
TIIE big job of extending and improving the telephone
service in the South is engaging the best efforts of
the Southern Bell Telephone workers
It is now estimated that 66,000 new telephones will
be added to the system thin year, and that the gross ex-
penditures for additions and replacements will amount
to more than 822.700.0W
Kentucky is enjoying a substantial share of this
growth and of this expenditure, and telephone service
throughout the State is more efficient, more extensive
and more valuable to the subscriber than ever before.
In Kentucky the additions and replacements last
year required 112 carloads containing 6,762 poles, 38
carloads containing 446 reels of cable, 4 carloads con-
taining 826 miles of copper wire, 6 carloads containing
1,160 miles of iron wire and 2 carloads containing 4,078
duct feet of underground conduit
The success of the big program under way this year
depends, in a great measure, upon your considerate
co operation, which encourages the telephone workers
In their efforts to serve you better
L K. WEBB, Kentucky Manager
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
(iseeorsersesd)
Report of the condition of the
BANK OF BIRMINGHAM
A bank doing business at the town of Birmingham, County
of Marshall, State of Kentucky, at the close of business on 
30th
day of June, 1927.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts 
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured 
Stocks, Bonds and other securities
Due from Banks 
Cash on hand 
$80,119.73
142.11
2,000.00
27,320.09
2,334.30
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures 
 
1,200.00
Other Real Estate 
 
 
11,376.76
Other Assets not included under any of above heads 
 
499.84
TOTAL
$124,992.83
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in, in rash 
$15,000.00
 
16,500.00
Surplus Fund
Deposits subject
Time Deposits
Other Liabilities not included under any of above heads
TOTAL
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
92,992.83
1,500.00
$124,992.83
Oar
Hot
and
Dr*
There's a sure cure. Come over to
Gus' and let us prescribe one of our won-
derful, cold, refreshing fruit drinks or
sodas. Cool, clean, and appetizing, our
establishment offers a welcome haven
from the summer's heat.
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
The ItriA aliqg
A. J. COPELAND, 62,
EXPIRES IN GRAVES
Well-known Farmer Lived Near
Marshall County; Visctim of
Blood Poisoning.
A. J. Copeland, aged 62, a well-
known farmer of Graves county,
residing near the Marshall county
line, passed away Thursday June
30th, following a four weeks ill-
ness of blood poisoning in the
arm.
Mr. Copeland is survived by his
widow, two sisters, Mrs. Jake
Gillum, of Mayfield and Mrs. Sin
Ray and two brothers, John and
I Jake Copeland, of Symsonia.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed at Holiness Friday afternoon
by Rev. Arthur Riley and burial
was in the Holiness church ceme-
tery, Morgan & Heath in charge.
The Trimble county agent has
obtained soybean inoculation ma-
terial for 400 farmers.
Garrard county farmers have
recently organized a cooperative
livestock shipper's association.
Fifty Laurel county junior ag-
ricultural boys have secured pigs
to fatten this summer.
Approximately 400 acres of
pickles will be grown in Breckin-
ridge county this year.
Report of the condition of the
CAL VERT BANK
of Marshall, State of Kentucky, at the close of business on 30th day
A bank doing business at the town of Calvert City, Count
y)
of June, 1927.
RESOURCE.S
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
Stocks, Bonds and other securities
Due from Banks
Cash on hand 
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Other Assets not included under any of ebo‘e heads
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in, in cash
Surplus Fund 
Undivided Profits, less expenses and taxes paid
Deposits subject to check
Time Deposits
Cashier's Checks outstanding
TOTAL
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
$72,136.49
366.60
24,334.75
30,155.90
3,461.58
2,500.00
4,00.00
$136,955.32
$15,000.00
15,000.00
496.09
$63,463.50
42,975.73
20.00 106,459.23
$136,955.32
We, J. W. Halstead and R. L. Holland, Prepident and Cash-
ier of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-
ment is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
J. W. HALSTEAD, President
R. L. HOLLAND, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me thia'5th day of June, 1927.
My Commission expires October 16, 1930.
IRENE WALLACE, Notary Public.
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the store at which more and more customers are realiz-
ing that they can save money by coming to trade. •
• 
•
• 
Hot weather is here and you will need supplies from 
▪ the following merchandise.
10 •Cool Dress Goods, — Oxfords, — Straws, e
•
• Underwear,
fip
• — Fountain Service — •
• 
•
• ALWAYS COMPARE PRICES AND SEE
• WHAT WE HAVE BEFORE YOU BUY •
• 
•
• J.M.Tichenor & Sons
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of July, 41111 
•
1927. Calvert City, Ky. 
••a•_•••••••••••••_•••••••••,
THE TR
AMERICA GOES OVER
SEA DESPITE FOGS
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Hot
and
Dry
There's a. sure cure. Come over to
Gus' and let us prescribe one of our won-
derful, cold, refreshing fruit drinks or
sodas. Cool, clean, and appetizing, our
establishment offers a welcome haven
from the summer's heat.
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
A J COPELAND 62, -41 1-eunCeZlasenrd;icoefs SwYemre"cnonia.duct-
eb(v1 at HolinessFriday
EXPIRES IN GRAVES' 
a na df ternoon
was in the Holiness church ceme-
tery, Morgatio& Heath in charge..
tvell.known Farmer Lived Near
Marshall County; ViCtim of
Blood Poisoning.
.1. Copeland, aged .162, a well-
- n farmer of Graves county,
iding near the Marshall county
passed away Thutsday June
!h. following a four weeks ill-
of blood poisoning in the
arrn
Mr. Copeland is survived by his
w, two sisters, Mrs. Jake
I urn, of Mayfield and Mrs. Sig
Lay and two brothers, John and
The Trimble county agent has
obtained soybean inoculation ma-
teriel for 400 farmers.
Garrard county farmers have
recently organized a cooperative
livestock shipper's association.
Fifty Laurel county junior ag-
ricultural boys have secured pigs
to fatten this summer.
Approximately 400 acres of
pickles will be grown in Breckin-
ridge county this year.
Repert of the condition of the
CALVERT BANK
A bank doing business at the town of Calvert City, County(
, f Marshall, State of Kentucky, at the close of business on 30th da
of June. 1927.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts . .
(1% rdrafts, secured: and unsecured
•ocks. Bonds and dther securities
i)le from Banks
C;(;;FI on hand
P:trking House. Furniture and Fixtures
()ther Assets not itvluded under any of above
TOTAL
• LIABILMES
ipital Stock paid ;in. in cash
Slirplus Fund
U.ndivided Profits, less, expenses and taxes
1)eposit:4 subject to, check
Time Deposits
Cashier's Checks Outstanding
TOTAL
STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
Set.
paid
heads
 
$72,136.49
366.60
24,334.75
30,155.90
3,461.58
2,500.00
4,900.00
$136,955.32
$63,468.50
42,975.73
20.00
$15.000.00
  
15,000.00.
496.09
106,459.23
8136,955.32"
We. J. W../Salstead and R L. Holland, President and Cash-
ier of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-
ment is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
J. W. HALSTEAD, President
R. L. HOLLAND, Cashier
-:ubscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of June, 1927.
My Commission ex,pities October 16, 1930.
IRENE WALLACE, Notary Public.
•
i• I chenor & Sons•••• the store at .which more and more customers are realiz-
•
tip ing that they can save money by coming to trade.
• Hot weather is here and you will need supplies froze
•
-
" 
the following merchandise.
10 ▪ Cool Dress Goods, — Oxfords, — Straws,
• Underwear,
•
•
•
• ALWAYS COMPARE PRICES AND SEE
•
— Fountain Service —
0
•
• WHAT WE HAVE BEFORE YOU BUY •
• •
Tichenor & Sons;
• Calvert City, Ky.
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SEA DESPITE FOGS
lb rd and Companions in Huge
Plane Circle Paris Only to
Lose Bearings.
Paris, July 1 — Battered by
storm and blinded by fog, With
compass out of order and out of
gasoline, the giant trans
-Atlantic
monoplane of Commander Rich-
rd E. Byfd sped swiftly to sea
Ver-Sur-Mer on the coast of
Normandy early this morning,
valiantly completing its great
6 6 6
is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND.
MALARIA.
It %ills the germs.
trans
-oceanic hop — but 175 miles
west of its goal, Paris.
' Not until virtually the last drop
of gasoline was gone, did the Am-
I erican argosy give up its deter-
!mined gropihg in the impentrable
fog for the landing field at Le
Bourget — that lay waiting
eagerly for its arrival. At 3:30
this morning, French time, after
more than 40 hours in the air,
breaking the end of the heart-
breaking suspense.
"We had no choice but to seek
a landing," Commander Byrd told
a correspondent for the Associ-
ated Press. "I sent down a flare
and then followed with the
plane."
But there was more than that.
The great plane which had leaped
with such power from the runway
at Roosevelt field in the early
dawn of Wednesday was still
mighty in its final swoop to earth.
Landing in shallow water, it tore
the wheels from the fuselage and
plunged out 200 yards off the
Refreshingly Different is the
HOTEL CHASE
ST. LOUIS
Comfortably removed trona the con fu' ron ri,e hove down-
town—yet within a few minutes fide ui our own luxuriously
appointed motor COAL h.
A distinctive, home hotel overlooking the wooded stretches
of beautiful Forest Park—in the heart of fashionable St. Louis
—offering to discriminating visitors every exclusive hotel facil-
ity in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five hundred
large outside rooms—each with its own bath.
Unexcelled as a Convention Hotel
Lindell and Kingshighway
Geo. T. Thompson—Frederic lifdtsaging Directors
am"
Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life
Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of 'any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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beach and then sank to the top
of its wing in the booming surf.
Escape on Life Raft. •
It was then that Commander
Bryd's painstaking foresight came
into play and the rubber life raft
, that he had been so careful to
'test before hopping off proved its
service. Clinging to their now
helpless ship, the four American
airmen succeed in launching
'
their raft, and manning it, rowed
quickly to shore.
DENHARDT ATTACKS
FIELDS AND CROWE
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 30. —
Lieutenant Governor H. H, Den-
hardt, Bowling Green, candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
governor, tonight made a bitter
attack on Governor William J.
Fields and Robert T. Crowe, La
Grange; another candidate for the
same nomination in an address
over WFIW, .Hopkinsville radio
station of Acme Mills, Inc.
After telling of his stand on
tax questions and pledging him-
self to work for the passage of a
law providing for free text books
in Kentucky schools if he is elect-
ed. Mr. ,Denhardt said that "Mr.
Crowe would have the people be-
lieve that he is the only candi-
date who, if elected, would carry
out the contracts ond agreements
made between the various coun-
ties and the road commission."
"But," he said, "neither Mr.
Crowe nor anyone else in the life-
time of anyone now living can
build all the concrete and asphalt
highways that Crowe and some
of his agents in the highway de-
partment are promising to build
in order to gain support for his
candidacy."
Mr. Denhardt charged that Mr.
Crowe was selected as the admin-
istration *candidate for the Demo-
cratic nomination for governor
ind said, "I challenge him (Gov-
.,rnor Fields) to give th ename of
any man other than that of Mr.
-;p1don R. Glenn, who ever urged
him to support the candidacy of
Mr. Crowe."
"It has been frequently iharged
•ind never denied," he continued
"that Mr, Sampson (Judge Flem
D. Sampson, candidate for the
Republican nomination for gover-
lor) spends as much time in Mr.
;lenn's office advising him in re-
rard to his campaign as does Mr.
Crowe. 1 A
"There is no question in the
minds of the people who are in-
ormer but that Mr. Glenn and
Galvin (Maurice Galvin, attorney
for the Kentucky Jockey Club)
would be as happy over the elec-
tion of Mr. Sampson as they
would be over the election of Mr.
Crowe."
Mr. Denhardt said that Mr.
Crowe was one of the few men of
any prominence in the Seventh
Congressional district who oppos-
ed J. Campbell Cantrill in his
fight against Senator Alben W.
Barkley 'for the governorship sev-
eral years ago and stood with
those Who favor a production tax
on coal and opposed the pari-mu-
tuels and then asserted that "Mr.
Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
is Nature's i Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yourself of
chronic ailments that are undermin-
ing your vitality? Purify your en-
tire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
are, containirg full directions. Only
55 ets. At any drug store. (Adv.)
Crowe, in order to receive the
financial backing of the in
behind Mr. Maurice Galvin and
Mr. Nekton Glenn, charged his
convictions overnight and went
the extreme limit in his announce-
ment in opposition
and in favor of the
of a coal tax
pari-mutuels."
OLIVE
After a few days of pleasant
sunshine the, farmers are about
on their feet again as a_ majority
now have their crops in good
shape.
Preparations are being made
for the Methodist revival which
will begin during the first weeks
of July, the wonderful work re-
cently shown in the Sunday
schools indicate a success for
each.
Rev. Carlton will fill his regu-
lar appointment here at the Bap-
tist church Sunday and' Sunday
evening, everyone is cordially in-
vited. •
Pete Gardner of Hardin spent
Sunday afternoon here with
friends. '
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Anderson
and children of Hamlet spent the
week end here with Mr. and Mrs.
Huddle Lovett.
Dell P. Brown was a business
caller at Hardin Friday,
Miss Helen Stone gave a party
at her home here Saturday night,
to a number of her friends.
Games and music were the main
features of the evening, the mu-
sic being made by the affable
musicians, Willie Sims, violinist,
of Hardin and Miss Lena Shep-
pard, pianoist of Height.
A delicious ice course with
othee dainty refreshments were
seKej after the enteitainment,
those present were Miss Fannie
Burnett, Lena and Sadie Shep-
pard and Messrs. Willie Sims,
Paul Norwood, Rube Lovett and
Ed Watkins.'
Judge H. H. Lovett and chil-
dren of Benton spent part of Sat-
urday here with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tank Lovett.
Mr. and Mrs. V. D. Henson
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Henson of Fair Deal-
ing. " •4
Mrs. Cola Norwood, Miss Lu-
cille Anderson and Miss Fannie
Just Tottering,
So Weak
"I was in a bad state of
health and was going through
a critical time of my life," says
Mr& Ella Scarborough, R F. D.
5, Dothan, Ala. "Several dif-
ferent things were recommend-
ed to me, but I did not get
any real relief until I began to
take Cardui.
"I was just as weak as could
be. My legs were shaky, and
often I would just totter
around the house. I finally got
so bad that I was in bed sever-
al weeks.
"It was then that I began to
take CarduL I kept it up for
quite a while, and at last I re-
gained MY health. Cardui was
certainly a friend to me in time
Of need.
"MX health is splendid now,
and t‘I seldom have to use
medicine, but I gladly say a
word about Cardui whenever
I find a friend going through
the same suffering which I en-
dured."
For sale by all druggists.
TAKE
CARDUI
A PURELY
VEGETABLE TONIC
R E. FOUST
Dentist
Better Teeth
Better Health
Burnett spent Sunda afternoon
with Mrs. Bertie Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Barrett of
Hardin route 2, spent the week
end with Mrs. Berretta parents
here.
The married and single men
divided a double header here Sun-
day afternoon, the married men
' taking the final game 12 to 5.
After six straight losses, the old
fellows with a revised line up
showed improved hitting power
and fielding ability. The most
brilliant play was a shoe string
catch by Henderson in the sixth
which cut short at least two
runs.
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
Dentist
is now located
in
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth — Good Health
Filbeck & %Hey
Bcnton, Ky.
Funeral Directors
Embalming
Motor Service Free
Fred Filbeck J. P. Stilley
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Goodyear Value:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
The sharp-edged, diamond-shaped blocks
•
• 
a
of the famous Goodyear All-Weather •
• Tread are placed in a semi-flat design. •
o• These blocks grip the road and retain•
• their usefulness longer than any tread
• heretofore offered. 
•
• • •
• Long, slow, even tread wear is assured. •
• "Cupping" and uneven wear, so common •
to many Balloon Tires, are practically •
S eliminated.
• •
•
 have your size—with a Goodyear Tube
• to match. Goodyear Service always. •
• •
•
•
Better Traction
Longer Wear
•
: J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS es
• Calvert City, Ky. •
• •
• •
• BENTON FILLING STATION •
• 
• 
Benton, Ky. •
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PICNIC TIME.
, hereis,
We have filled more orders for pie,
flies parties this week than ever before.
We try to keep right up with the times and
have every thing that will makb your out-
ing la success; and with our continued ef-
fort to give good service in addition to the
fact that our merchandise is always
priced reasonable, expliins why we are
not forced to recognize many dull days.
4.13
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
Sounds Too Good to Be True, Even if There
Are Many Editors Who Would Like to Do It
A West Texas editor, so runs
the story in the 6tillwater
I Minn.) Gazette, wearied of be-
ing called a liar because occas-
ionally a typagraphical or other
error appeared in his publication
I A. .commonplace news items.
‘vrath, he announced:
A lot of people in this town
fall out with the editor and brand
him a liar when the ordinay mis-
ikcs 01 life show up ill the pa-
per. You have a little charity and
low feeling for every man in
toNvn but your editor. You claim
you want facts and d—d if you
(..,n't get them to you. Read the
tiet i4sue of this sheet and you
will see facts with the bark off.
I admit that I have been a liar,
•o;iitorial liar ever since I have
;.n editing this sheet, but I
e never printed a lie in the
.,.umns except to keep somel
' fes.ling from being hurt. I
rn not afraid of any of you and
, • be dad-blamed if I don't print
• truth from now on or until
ne of you get out of the habit
,alling me a liar every time I
cake some Unavoidable typagra-
phical errors. Now watch my
rip,ke!
Here are some of the para-
,r,tphs out el the next issue:
John Bennin, the laziest man
in town, made a trip to Belleview
e,terday.
ltev. Sty preached last• Sunday
at the local church. His sermon
Was punk and uninteresting ex-
SPECIAL PRICES FOR
July — Goodyear All-Weath-
er Diamond Tread.
30 x 3   $6.90
30 x  7.70
30 x 31/2  8.05
BENTON FILLING STA-
TION
Benton, Ky.
cept some stuff he quoted from
Bob Ingersoll, .for which he fail-
ed to give Bob any credit, He al-
so cited a few passages from one
of William Gilbert Munsey's ser-
mons and had' the unlimited gall
to plant it off as his own.
Tom Spardin married Miss
Caroline Meadows last trades day
at the county seat. It' isn't genet--
ally known, but the marriage was
brought about mainly by a Rem-
ington shotgun manipuilted by
the bride's father. Tom conclud-
ed that marrying was the health-
iest thing he could do until other
arrangements could be made.
Regan Lloyd, cashier of the
State Bank of Willow Grove, died
last Wednesday and was buried
by the Odd Fellows at Pleasant
Mound cemetery. He had been
taking the paper for several year:;
and had not paid us a cent. We
thought that, being a banker, he
would certainly pay some time.
We will sell the account for two-
bits' worth of groceries.
Married — Miss Susie Seruggs
and Horace Griffin. The bride is
a very ordinary girl who flirts
with every traveling man she
meets and never helped her moth-
er three days in her life all put
together. She is anything but a
beauty, resembling a gravel pit
in the face and walks like a duck.
The groom is a natural born loaf-
er and bum. He never did a lick
of work until his step-daddy ran
him off from home last fall. He
went to the county seat and rath-
er than starve to death he accept-
ed a job as a. chambermaid in a
livery stable. As soon as his ma
found out where he was she went
up and got him and brought him
home. They now reside at the
home of his wife's father and he
has no definite plans for the fu-
ture. Susie will have a hard row
to hoe—Fourth Estate.
Tribune ads bring results.
gliiiARFEERREAAARIERFLAAAAAARIEfir
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A Experienced Enough
to Know
!fi Young Enough to
Go Forward
Draffen Bros., began 16 years ago with a small shoe
store. Today they operated one of the most co
mplete stores
I
in Marshall County.
These 16 years have brought much valuable experi- 
H.
ence, yet they leave us still young in years and 
in spirit to ....31
look forward to even greater service to our f
riends and cus-
lb CLASSIFIED ADS 
I ELECTRIC lighting — two son
I1 at a cost of $150.00 can have all
!conveniences 'of electricity with
1 Delco light. L. A. McKee', Mur-
ray, Ky. 1-1-28
$75 WEEKLY. MAN OR WOMAN
IWANTED to distribute Raw-leigh's Household Products to
your neighbors and friends. Fine
openings near Benton. We help
you so you can make up to $100
a week or more. No experience
necessary. Pleasant profitable,
dignified work. Write today. W.1
T. Rawleigh Co., Dept. KY153,
Freeport, Ill. A5p
fi
THERE'S JUST ONE KIND OF
SERVICE HERE — !HE 'BEST MN-
BLE In EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN-
ST ANC E.
DRAFFEN BROTHERS
tomers.
CALVERT CITY,
DEPARTMENT STORE
KENTUCKY
FOR SALE — a good cow, nev-
or goes dry, one pound butter a
day, will take a heifer calf in
trade. C. J. Nation, Calvert City,
Kentucky.
For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
exchange or address Little Cy-
press, Ky., R. 1. tfc
SO STUPID
(Boston Transcript)
"What time is it, dear?" hus-
band asked. "The clock has stop-
ped."
"The clock has stopped? Go
out and look at the sundial."
"But it's dark in the garden."
"Well, can't you use the flash-
light? Men are such helpless
creatures!"
Report of the condition of the
BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY
A bank doing business at the town 
of Benton, County of
.Marshall, State of Kentucky, at the close 'o
f business on 30th day
of June, 1927.
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured 
iStocks, Bond3 and other Securities 
Due from Banks 
Cash on hand
RESOURCES $250,545.26
383.42
38,447.35
85,427.96
10,951.32
Ranking Nouse, Furniture and Fixtures 
8,400.00
7,250.00
Other Real • Estate 
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in, in cash
Surplus Fund 
Undivided Profits, less expenses, taxes
Deposits subject to check : 
Time Deposits 
Due Banks and Trust Companies  
Notes and Bills Rediscounted ..
Unpaid Dividends 
Bills Payable . 
$401,405.81
•$ 20,000,00
• 19,000.00
& dividend paid . 837.57
 
$117,665.82
 
 
240,670.35 358,336.17
1872.19
 
NONE
 
NONE
 
 
NONE
Other Liabilities not included under any of above heads 
1,359.38
TOTAL "4,
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
$401,405.31
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
We, Tullus Black and J. E. Cross, vice-President and Asst.-
Cashier of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
TALUS BLAQIC, Vice President
J. E. CROSS, Asst.-Cashier
Subscriber and sworn to before me this 6th day of July, 1927.
My Commission expires August 10, 1929.
B. L, TREVATHAN, Notary Public
and your Childrens'
—not the landlord's. As
long as a man owns his
own Home, he is entrench-
ed in a residential fortress
against the vagaries of
Fate. No home-owner is
evicted for non-.payment
of rent. His security is ab-
solute and permanent —
not temporary pending his
period of prosperity.
A nice little home can be built
at reasonable cost with good mater-
ial if you con4 to our plant for your
needs in buildihg material.
YOUR BUSINESS
• APPlflECIATED
0. BRANDON LBR. CO.'
BENTON, KENTUCKY
"The Home of
Good
Wood Goods"
Red Hot
SID f' MAILS
Our business is good but we need more. The more
business we get the cheaper we can sell goods. Volume buy-
ing means a lower price. The cheaper we buy the goods the
lower the price at which we can pass them on to you.
We Show a Gain Over 1926
Our business for the first six months of 1927 shows
a very gratifying increase over the first six months of 1926,
for which we are very grateful and appreciative to our many
customers and friends.
This increase not only indicates that we have been
serving a larger number of customers but also that old cus-
tomers are coming here more regularl and truly making it
"their store."
During the last six months of this year we are go-
ing to bend eery effort to continue this increase by giving
you even greater values in quality merchandise and more at-
tentive service, if possible. And, as we have pointed out, in-
creasing volume means i increasing value for you.
Men's retan Solid Leather composition out sole and heel
per pair—
$1.75
Men's Pin Check pants, $1.50 quality, per pair-
98c
Men's Semi-Dress shirt, nice enough for Sunday, cheap
enough for a work shirt, each —
89e
Young Men's Dress Shirts, white and novelty broad -
98c
Men's 220 white, black, blue, demin full cut
extra special, a pair—
Men's Blue Work Shirt, extra value for the price-
50C
Men's Straw Hats, radical reductions —
98c to $3.50
Every pair blend barchment and all light colors in slip-
pers, reduced—
$2.50; $3.50 & $4.50
Ladies Silk Hose in all the new shades-
25c to $1.95
Men's Fancy and Plain dress sox, 50c value, 3 pr. for—
$1.00
Best grade shirting and book fold madras. all 20 cent
values. Do not buy shirting until ‘ou see this VI onder-
ful assortment. Special, per yard
15c
Just openel up a case 32 inch DINA frock paints, beau-
tiful patterns for school and house dresses. Special
per yard-
20c
40 inch Voile, plain and fancy, 36 inch ANNA, May
Pongee colors, fast to washing. Special, per yard—
REMEM
BUYIN
SATUR
25c
R OUR SWIFT & COMPANY INC., CREAM
STATION, BUYS CREAM WEDNESDAY &
AY. WILDY BAKER IN CHARGE.
GROC IES, HARDWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS,
FIELD EEDS OF ALL KINDS. FURNITURE AND
FLOOR OVERING. WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU
WANT T. AT A PRICE YOU ARE WILLING TO
PAY. BADE WHERE THE CROWDS GO, THERE
MUST E A REASON.
Fri. July 15
We Will Open
Our Annual
JULYCLEARANCE
SALE
Not in propaganda but in truth do we say that this
sale will offer bargains never before seen in this county. The
figures will speak eloquently for themselves and all we ask
you to do is to listen to them,
'WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THIS SALE!
Gatlin-Fergerson Co
(Incorporated)
• DEPARTMENT STORE
BENTON, KENTUCKY
1
4
*VW
•
4
•
Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strive Upward THE TRIBUNE DEMOCRAT
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$1.00 A YEAR
TEACHERS ENJOY
SUCCESSFU OL TW
NELSON-FORD DRUG CO.
DISPLAYS TARANTULA
A big tarantula is being shown ,
this week in the display window!
DAY MEETING HERENelson-FordD Coa fn d  s      attracting con r u
Attendance and Interest is Best
in Years; Young Misses
Aid Program.
SPLENDID DINNER IS
ENJOYED AT WHITEWAY
and instrumental
Those assisting in
in this way were
May Bryan.
.garet Heath
Cernwell.
The educators o the program
were; Dr. W. R. I ourne, dean of
the Education dep rtment, Mur-
ray Normal, Pro H. 11. Haley,
superintendent of Metropolis, Ill.,'
N c hoots, who is a ember of the '
Murray faculty f( r the summer
s,ssi on, Cou nty -7',Iiperintendent
4'humbler, Prof. .1 1 B. Cox, Miss
Pearl .1 ordan, M-i4s.. Genora EH-
ik. M rs. Roy Chumbler and
i'l-. .1. P. flareicn M.
..ti ore thitn tightk teachers and
s at t ended a luncheon at
I lie 'Whiteway Cafd Tuesday noon.
A special 'feature e f the luncheon
was :e rendition 0 several
1,y t he'.M u r ray Not lid mate quaar-
1It.tte, composeo o ' Messrs. ( ox,
flaky. Ncrtuan Ga loway and Or-
tis Story. Several of the singers.
have at times bet n members of
the lament's Vaug m's Quartette.
Their singing was warmly ap-
plauded and, they were obliged
to respond with several encores.
Speakers during the luncheon
hour were Miss Jordan, Mrs. J.
Lovett, Prof.D. Peterson, Joe
Haley, Mr. Gailo 'ay and Mr.
"Story. .
The institute W S one of the
best attended he e in several
years.
One of the most successful in-
stitutes in Marshall county edu-
cational history was completed
here Wednesday noon when more
than 100 teachers returned to
their homes after three interest-
ing and instructive sessions.
The program of formal edu-
vational subjects was pleasingly
interspersed with readings, songs
selections.
the program
Misses Erna
Alen e Lovett, Mar-
and Manila Mae
JAKE BORDERS IS
VICTIM OF DEATH
Young Farmer, W+ Veteran, Dies
in Paducah Tu day Follow-
ing Ope tion.
The body of J e Borders, who
tiled at the River 'de hospital at
Paducah Tuesda evening fol-
lowing an operati n for appendi-
citis arrived in Renton Wedneel-
day morning and was carried to
the home of his father-in-law Al-
bert Thompson.
Mr. Borders was a farmer of
Marshall county, residing on a
farm south of Benton, he was an
ex-soldier, having served in the
'World war. He has many friends
In the county who regret to hear
of his sudden death.
He is surviveed by his wiodw,
Amy Thompson Borders, four
small children, his mother, one
• brother, Rip Borders of Paducah
and one sister, Mrs. Howard Cop
of Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Cope is ex
pected to arrive sometime Thurs
day. The funeral and burial will
be Thursday afternoon at the
• Starks cemetery in the county.
In Russia it is a penal offense
to address the telephone operator
in any other way than 'Comrade'
or 'Citizeness', while in Germany
no telephone operator is permit-
ted either to bob her hair or to
wear jewelry.
-Nuba hunters in the Sudan
form butter and maize flotir into
rolls around wisps Of th hair
to serve as rations. Theethey
pull from their heads wh hun-
gry and eat either raw or baked.
Insects considered harmless to
plant life may develop ravenous
appite for some new crop intro-
.. duced-into their surrounding*.
sgi dera°blePaantY-
tention. The tarantula is a native
of Mexico and tropical countries
and is the largest and most dan-
gerous type of spider known. It
is four to five times as large as
the biggest spiders found in this
section and is covered with hair.
Its bite means almost instant
death.
The huge insect was brought
here by a tourist. It is being pre-
served in alcohol.
MRS. SARAH HOUSER
MORE FARMERS IN
COUNTY SIGN FOR
BLUEGRASS TRIP
Big Party Will Leave Here in
Cars July 31st for Week's
Inspection Trip.
INTERESTING PROGRAM IS
ARRANGED FOR VISITORS
A large party of Marshall coun-
ty farmers are expected to leave
from Benton Sunday morning,
July 31st, on a week's motor trip
through the Bluegrass country.
SUMMONED FRIDAY In addition to those named last
Aged Matron Leaves Large Fami-
ly of Six Daughters, Two
Sons, Two Brothers.
Mrs. Sarah A. Houser, aged 89,
one of the oldest women of Mar-
shall county and deeply regarded
by many neighbors and friends,
succumbed Thursday, July 7th. at
the heme of her son, William
Houser, on Benton Route 3, fol-
lowing 'a two weeks illness of
comielications.
Mrs. Houser leaVes a large
family of six daughters and two
sons, Mrs. D. Crowe, Mrs. R. L.
McGregor,: Mrs. Joe McGregor,
Mrs. George McGregor, Airs. Hen-
ry Ivey and Mrs. George Cole,
Fayette Houser • and William
Houser. all of this county, and
Mrs. Bud Thompson, of Paducah.
also leaves two brothers, Sam
Morgan, of Benton, and Mart
Morgan of the county and a large
number of grandchildren.
She was a devoted member of
the Soldit r Creek. Primitive Bap-
. hurc h.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the grieve by Elder J. C.
Chester Friday afternoon at three
o'clock in the presence of a large
number of relatives and friends.
Burial was in the Houser ceme-
tery at four o'clack, Morgain and
Heath in charge.
Robert Johnson, 12,
Loading Day for Poultry isIs Summoned Friday 
Friday. Better prices then.
week the following have signed
with County Agent Hendricks to
take a car load of visitors; Scott
Hastin, William Luten, Fred
Howard, Glenn Norman, George
McGregor and Floyd Sutherland.
The party will leave here Sun-
day morning, the 31st, at eight
o'clock and will arrive in Lexing-
ton Monday afternoon.
Tuesday a 100 mile bus trip
will be made through the Blue
Grass, visiting stock farms. Dix
Dam and High Bridge.
Wednesday and Thursday will
be spent at an agronomy field
meeting, featuring soils, crops,
his mother, Mrs. Kate Faughn.farm machinery, a tour of the Ex-
Buy your winter and summerperiment Farm, plowing demon-
strathms, lectures, etc. turnip seed from Morgan & Heath.
.11r. and Mrs. Dwight Peel leftFriday will include a visit to 
Friday aft.rnoon for a two weeksI ndustrial plants in I.ouisville,
camping trip throughout thethrough Netter mills, plow factor-
ies, mannfacturies of farm mach- West
Miss Lillian Morgan was ill theinery, a meat packing plant and
other places of interest, first of the week at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Char-The Illinois Central railroad . is
also offering an unusually low Morgan.
Terrible epidemics of disease
rate. of one fare plus 25 cents tor
the round trip for thol who wish with appaling loss of life have fol-
to make the trip by rail. lowed the wide spread distribu-(ion of fleas. Fleas live on mice,
rats, dogs and even human beings. T
Miss Mary Lyles returned home
Bubonic plague which breaks out 
hursday of last week after at-
tending the district M. E. Confer-
without warning and kills thous. once at Bardwell as a representa-
LOCAL 
• tive of the Young People's Socie-
• 19 for which the flea is responsible.
ands is one of the many diseases
15 Fly-Tox kills fleas. Spray gently 
itSbh visitedye 
in
nArl  Rev d Ms
Arlington, 
an r . J T
Rev and
nd.
15 against the fur from rear of anti- Mrs. W. G. Nall, at Clinton,,while
12 mal. Simple instructions on each away.
18 bottle (blue label) for killing You will hear most all of the
13 ALL household insects. Insist on people saying when you go or
07 Fly-Tox. Fly-Tox is safe, stain- send to Morgan & Heath for a
less, fragrant, sure, Every bottle burial outfit you will get a good
guaranteed. quality at a reasonable price, plus
-A. H. McClain has recovered a friendly service on every oc-
after an attack of illness at his casion. Two File on Each Ticket for
home the first of the week. Mr. and Mrs. George Smith en- Town Marshal; Democratic
Rev, K. G. Dunn is engaged in tertained a small number of their
a series of revival services at friends at dinner Saturday even- Board Is Unopposed.
Pleasant Grove this week. His ing in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
pulpit at the Methodist church Smith of Paducah.
next Sunday morning will be fill- Mrs. Joe Ely and little daugh-
ed by Dr. Rainey T. Wells, presi- ter, Winnifred, will leave this
dent of the Murray Teachers week for Pine Bluff, Arkansas, to
College, who will deliver a lee- spend two wekes with Mr. Ely.
tur Our prices speak for them-Ive.
e will make you a low price selves when you are in need of a
on bale ties, barb wire and lawn can of lard or a bag of sugar.
mowers, see Morgan & Heath. Clay Reid, of Route 1, trans-
Errol Pace, of Mayfield, was a acted business in Benton Satur-
visitor in Benton Tuesday morn- day afternoon.
ing. Miss Lydia Acree, of ;Shelby-
Jaw/ Alford, of Hardin, trans- ville, Ky., is the guest of her bro-
actedbusiness in Benton Tuesday. ther and sister, R, M. Acree and
Marshall county people are Mrs. J. D. Peterson.
realizing that Morgan & Heath Victor Ross, of Hardin Route 2,
have had 15 years of experience was a business visitor in Bent
In the undertaking business and Tuesday and Wednesday.
that has qualified them in every Mrs. Avery Downing, of Route
way to render as complete a ser- 5, returned home Monday from a
vice as you would get in a much four week's visit with her daugh-
larger town.
LOCALS AND PERSONAL
MARKETS
Robert Raymond, aged 12, died
T.'riday, July 8th, at the home of
his father, G, Johnson, on Benton
Route 6, following a three weeks
illness of appendicitis. Besides
his father he is survived by two
brothers, Walter and Warren.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the grave Friday after-
noon at 4:30 o'clock by Elder
D. W. Gilliam with a large num-
ber attending. Burial was in the
Johnson cemetery at five o'clock
arrangementa, by Morgan and
Heath.
PICNICERS NEGLECTING TO
TAKE CARE OF FREE CAMP
The Tribune-Democrat wishes
to impress upon campers and pie-
nicers the obligations they owe to
those who furnish free camping
grounds to keep these grounds
clean and neat. Particularly has
it been called to our attention
that campers are abusing their
privileges at Draffen Park, a
free outing ground overlookinfi
Tennessee river at Haddox Ferry.
This splendid ground is offered
free to the public by Draffen
Bros., of Calvert City, and a place
for garbage disposal ,so that it
may be dumped in the "river has
been prepared by the owners. A
good many using the grounds
lately have left their rfeuse scat-
tered over the place, making it
necessary to clean up after them
at expense and trouble to the
owners who receive no income
from the park.
This applies to all outing
grounds in Marshall county.
Those using them should have
consideration for others to follow
and unless they do they may find
their free outing grounds closes.
Members of the music club and
their families wehe hosts at an
outing at Peggy Ann Springs
Friday afternoon in honor of the
members of the east of "The Gar-
den of the Shah." .
Eggs 
Butter 
Hens 
Leghorn Hens 
Springers 
Leghorn Springers 
Cox 
E. ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
East St. Louis, III., July 13 (U.
S. Dept. of Agri.) — Hogs — Re-
ceipts 12,500; early market 25c
higher; top $10.40; bulk light
hogs $10.251b10.35; market slow
at the advance; late undertone
steak; little done on medium and
heavy hogs; packing sows most-
ly $7.75@7.90; good pigs $9.50g
10.
Cattle — Receipts 4,500; calves
2,000; native steers, heifers and
low cutters steady; Western
steers and cows steady to strong;
medium bulls 25c higher; good
and choice vealers steady to 25c
higher at $14.501b 14.75 ; top
steers 012.75; best heifers $11.-
50; top Western steers $10.75;
most cows $6j7; low cutters $4
6-14.75; beat medium bulls $7.
Sheep — Rceipts 4,000; no
early sales; bidding 25c lower on
lambs; best early bids $13.35 on
native lambs; indications other
classes steady.
CLARK INFANT SUCCUMBS
William Randolph, the .infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
Clark, died Wednesday, July 6th,
at the home of his parents two
and a half miles west of Palma
following a short illness of com-
plications.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed from the grave Thursday after-
noon at one o'clock by Elder
George Long and burial was in
the Salyer cemetery, Morgan and
Heath in charge.
We are making some special
prices on furqiture, rugs, floor
covering, trunks, suit cases,
ranges and cook stoves, Morgan
and Heath.
Mrs. Bess Holland; who has
been engaged in school work ia
Gainesville, Georgia, has return-
ed home to spend the summer ,va-
cation.
Old Southern Harmony singers
will gather here • 'Sunday after-
noon July 17th at the court house
to sing the old time songs. All
are invited to attend.
Mrs. Lora Watson and Mr. and
Mrs. Wagner and son,' of Hunting-
don, Tenn., and Ralph Lassiter, of
Murray, were guests of Dr. and
Mrs, W. S. Stone Monday.
There is a reason why Morgan
& Heath are gaining new, cus-
tomers every day.
Albert Roberts and George Col-
lins, of Clifton, Tenn., are spend-
ing several days with relatives
near Birmingham.
Members of the Christian
church Sunday school will enjoy
a fish fry Friday. More than 100
are expected to attend the out-
ing.
For stone jars, fruit cans, can
tops, rubbers and fruit acid call
on Morgan if-Heath.
Irvin Johnson, of Route 6, was
a business visitor in Benton Mon-
day afternoon.
liss Mary Louise Cox, of Bir-
mingham, spent the week end
with Miss Elizabeth Lovett.
For the very best pickling
vinegar buy the white vinegar
from, Morgan & Heath:
Master Joe Faughn is ill of
whooping cough at the home of
COUNTY UNABLE TO
APPROPRIATE FOR
HEALTH SERVICE
Lack of Funds Causes Fiscal
Court to Reject Proposal
Made by State Board.
MAMHALL WILL BE TAKEN
FROM KY. FLOOD AREA
The proposal for a full-time
health service in Marshall coun-
ty failed for want of a motion
at the regular July session of
Marshall Fiscal Court. The court
was deeply impressed with the
need for and value of the service
'after hearing brief talks on its
scope and benefits by Dr. V. A.
Stilley, Mr. Blacgerby, of the
State Board of Health and Dr.
Arthur McCormack, of Louisville,
secretary of the State Board of
Health.
According to Judge H. H. Ray-
burn the financies of the county
would not permit the acceptance
of the plan, which calls for a
$2,000 ann.ual appropriation by
the county. There was no source
from which the money might ha
obtained, Judge Rayburn said.
The rejection will mean that
Marshall county will he with-
drawn from the Kentucky Flood
area and will not receive any por-
tion of flood relief money that
may be vut,d by the federal gov-
ernment.
• According to Judge Rayburn,
the flooded condition of Clark's
river was responsible for about
$4,000 additional expenses for re-
pair on Marshall county roads
this year and was one of the fac-
tors making it impossible to ap-
propriate money for the health
work.
Two poll tax exemptions were
allowed, and Mr. McGee, a blind
pauper, was given an annual ap-
propriation of $50 at the meet-
ing. Tfiis was the only business
transacted with t'he exception of
the allowance of claims.
Mrs. Albert Strow is the guest
of her cousin, Mrs. E. B. Ferger-
son, at Paducah this week.
Alden Smith, of Birmingham,
transacted business in Benton
Wednesday afternoon.
Attorney John G. Lovett was ip
Mayfield on legal business Wed-
nesday afternoon.
A. R. and Wilson Hoover, of
Calvert Route 1, spent Wednesday
in Benton on business.
L. D. Williams, who will be
principal of Benton high school
the coming year, was among the
six students to make all "A's" in
his work at the Murray Teachers
College during hte first term, just
closed. There were more than 900
students in the college during the
session.
FOR SALE—good wheat straw,
market price. Ray Chambers, Ben-
ton Route 2. ltp
Bob Treas Long and John
Strow of the guests of Master
Long's aunt, Mrs. Helen Coffman,
at Birmingham.
• Mr. and Mrs. Ross Acree are
making several improvements on
their residence which they bought
recently from Mrs Joe Brandon,
sr. A concrete waif( has been con-
structed and a new and larger
porch will be built.
ELECTRIC lighting — two men
at a cost of $150.00 can have all
conveniences Fif-electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKee!, Mur-
ray, Ky. • 1-149
Attorney E. L. Cooper was a
business Visitor in Paducalf Tues-
day.
Spray your horses and cows
with Dr. Hesses fly chaser, Mor-
gan & Heath.
Rev. J. M. Pace and son, Dr.
Erret Pace, of Sharpe, were visit-
ors in Benton Tuesday. Dr. Pace,
who is a graduate of Northwes-
ed his interneship at a leading St.
tern University, recently comPlet-
Louis hospital and will locate in
Paducah with his brother, Dr. J.
V. Pace. He will specialize in
eye, ear, nose and throat surgery.
Dent Edwards and little son of
Route 4, were visitors in Benton
Friday.
Keep in mind that we are head-
quarters for school books and
school .4upplies and that we sell
for cash only. Morgan & Heath.
M..1, and G. L. Draffen, of Cal-
vert City, were business visitors
in town Friday.
by Phillips, of Route 3, trans-
acted business here Friday.
If you are in need of a few
more millet seed call on Morgan
and heath.
. Miss Fanny Smith, of Calvert
City, spent the week end here
with her brother, J. Govie Smith
and family.
If you want the hest auto tire
buy a Fisk tire from Morgan and
Heath.
ter„ Mrs. Erna York, in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. York are the par-
ents. of a son, born June 20th.
, B. T. Crass, of Mayfield, was a
business visitor in Benton Thurs-
day morning.
WANTED — good ham, not
over 15 pounds. Apply Tribune
office.
Miss Evelyn Midyett and Miss
Grace Lovett will attend dis-
trict meeting of Junior Miesion-
ary Societies at Mayfield Friday
as representatives of the Benton
Society.
Miss Manila May Cornwell en-
tertained the members of her Sun-
day School class of the Christian
Church with a picnic and swim-
ming party at Peggy Ann Springs
Monday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Y. John-
son and little daughter, of Grey-
bull, Wyoming, are spending the
summer with relatives at Hardin
and in the county,
Mrs. Bessie Myers, of Route 8,
was a shopping visitor in Benton
Thursday.
7 ARE NOMINATED
FOR TOWN BOARD
The most interest in town elec-
tions for several years is being
shown' this year with nomination
of seven men, from whom five
will be selected, for town board
members and four named for
Town Marshal, two each on the
Democratic and Republican tick-
ets.
Those named for town board
members are Albert Strow, G. A.
Combs, R. L. Wade, Pete Egner,
E. F. Black, Lay Hiett and J.
Govie Smith. Two of these are
now members of the board; Pete
Egner and Lay Hiett.
H. H. McGregor, present in-
cumbent, and A. J, Duke, whom
McGregor succeeded, are candi-
dates for Marshal on the Demo-
cratic ticket, while Tom A. Grif-
fith and Fayette Cornwell are
candidates for the Republican
nomination. The November elec-
tion will be required to decide
this issue but there is no opposi-
tion to the Democratic tocket for
town board member.
Thursday, July 7th, was the
last day for filing in these elec-
tions.
INDEPENDENT BASEBALL
TEAM IS FORMED HERE
A strong independent baseball
team has been formed in Benton
and will include several players
of merit who are not now con-
nected with the local M. C. A. A.
team. Cliff Fuller, University of
Kentucky mound star, is expected
to hurl for the independents.
The independent team will
journey to LaCenter Sunday to
engage the strong nine of that
town in their first game. The lo-
cal Fair Grounds Diamond is be-
tty/ put in shape and a series of
games here is expected later.
1777--"_-41111/1.r"weit
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One Year, in Marshall County  $1.00
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Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
expects pall-omega is upon MERIT. A constant effort is
being devoted toward continually improving the value
and interest of the paper.
The Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving, to the
people a/ this county a full and faithful newspaper ser-
vice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or pol-
icy that does not conflict with the best interests of any
people; yet without fear to criticise what appears to be
wrong and to endorse that which appears to be right with-
out regard to the popularity of its stand.
School
Attendance
scrvice may be to a few.
Running a railroad is like any
other business; if one phase of
it does not pay expenses it must
Editorial—ticholo Attendance he discountinued. No one would
Marshall county rural schools expect a merchant to keep on seli-
ing goods when he was losing tWo
or three cents on each yard that
went out of his store.
Will open their year's session
MonJay and one of the main
points that will be stressed by
the county board of education
,t his year is attendance.
As added incentives, handsome
prizes will be awarded to the
school showing the highest at-
tundance for the first three
months and ako for the entire
ear. In addition, each pupil who
has perfect attendance for the
first three months will receive a
(-ertifIcate and if he or she main-
ins their perfect attendance
throughout .the y(ar thty will re-
iv' a larger and handsomer
signifying their achieve-
It' the people do not care enough
for the passenger service to 14y
the railroad to continue surely
Wt . cannot blame the road if it
curtails. its passenger service.
DAN VILLE BUSINESS
MAN'S BODY FOUND
Wholesale Grocer, Short in Ac-
counts, Disappeared Last
December.
I" .
M;ich interest has already been Danville. Ky.. July 9. — The
. c,e by the teachers in meth- :,(es• of Charles L. Henderson,
to in.•reaso attendance and a ;)-ominent clubman and business
)_,re;a deal of friendly rivalry for
yt
• priz:, is anticipated this 
man of Danville was found today
in ilerington Lake, near here, lie
OF. has been missing exactly seven
The need of full attendance in months. The discovery of the body
hcok i s. apparent that it is ended a Tiation-wide search for
r to everyone and The Tri- tim on a warrant charging .em-
bone-Democrat hopes that all bezzlement of approximately
past marks for attendance in Mar- $224000 from the Central Grocery
PH.11 county will be far exceeded company of which he was man-
Ills year. It costs a great deal ager.
of money to operate the county On the morning of December
lool system nad each absence 10, his automobile was found a-
mt.:me that a part of this invest- handoned on a bridge with a
merit is irretrievably lost, glass in the machine broken and
Istains of blood on the floor.
Ride 'Em or Lose 'Em ! The body was found floating!near the bank this morning 300
Readers will note in this issue yard
s from where his automobile
an advertisement of hte N C. & st
ood seven months before. His
St. L railroad, portending a cur-, card 
case, watch, diamond stud
tailment of passenger train ser-lan
d pocketbook were found in
vice through Marshall county his cloth
ing. The facial features
uniess patronagti shows an in- were not reco
gnizable.
crease or at least a stopping of
the steady decrease in passenger
revenue.
The railroad is thus giving
warning of what is sure to tran-
spire with the present trend. The
infcrmation is given to the public
for its benefit. No one can ex-
pp;ratcettehe 
railroad to continue to
its present passenger
-.schedule at a steady financial loss
no matter how vital the present
STANDING
M. C. A. A.
Won Lost Pct.
Hardin 4 1 .800
Birmingham  3 1 .750
Dodgers 2 3 .400
Benton 0 4 .000
Sunday's Results
Birmingham 12; Benton 5.
Hardin, 17; Dodgers, 7.
Sure Thing!
WE ARE GLAD TO BE
WITH THE GOOD. PEO-
PLE OF BENTON AND
MARSHALL COUNTY.
And sincerely desire to thank the
people for the liberal patronage given
us thus far. We will ever solicit your pat-
ronage on the basis of GOOD WORK AND
REASONABLE PRICES.
E. M. TURNBOW
Jeweler & Watchmaker
LOCATED WITH STROW DRUG CO.
Benton, Kentucky
rat ESS%41_..„
Copyright by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
SYNOPSIS I "Well, that's a good idea, too",
John Ballard, left poor by the said John. "I am myself. You'll
unkind Fate that deprived him never get me into a place like
of his parents — the one in a that again I can tell you, I think
railroad accident, the other thru• we'll be pretty lucky. if we get
grief works his way through: out of this all right, Phil, with-
college. His ambition is to be a out any trouble."
lawyer-politician.Phil Hardin, I "go do I", said Phil.
son of the President of the road John was sorry for Phil.
against which John cherishes a the first time he saw his real
endetta for his father's death, weakness. Phil had gone utterly
is helped by John in his studies. to pieces. He was shaking with
Through Phil, John meets and fear. He thought only of the risk
loves Viola Ruskin. Celebrating he had run and was still running,
graduation with l'hil and two and he was white with terror. It
chums, the boys get into a gamb- Jisgusted John, and still he was
ling hall fight. A man is killed. sympathetic. It was impossible
.John and Phil think John did it,
protecting Phil.
CHAPTER III
After a sleepless night John
rose in the morning convinced
that he had a right to maintain
his silence as to the events of the
previous night. He hkd already
scanned the morning paper, in
dread of seeing the story of the
fight at Honest Pete's blazoned
all over its first page, but there
was no mention of it at all.
He could understand that. No
matter what had happened Pete
would try to hush it up. It would
be ruinous for him to have a
scandal about his place, Anything
of the sort would force the local
authorities, complacent, so far,
for reasons best known to them
and Honest Pete, to take some
action to close his place. •
And, for himself,. his con-
science was clear. Ile had struck
what blows he had dealt in the
melee in the darkness in the card
moth in self-defense — or, if not
exactly in self defence, in de-
fenc/ of his friend, which came to
much the same' thing. He had lit-
tle doubt that he had saved Phil
from death or very serious in-
jury. And, after 'all, he didn't
know' that it was he who had dealt
the fatal blow. In a fight of that
sort there was a chance that it
nmight have been some one else.
To (June forward now and tell
what had happende would be to
compromise his own career and
get Phil into serious trouble—and
what good Would it do? No. lie
was convinced that he must keep
quiet; that to tell would be an
act of quixotic and useless folly.
Ile owed it to himself, as well as
• to Phil, to be, in this case, judge
II and jury as well as counsel for
the defence.
- Phil, sick • and white, more
shaken and.; frightened than he
had ever been before in his life,
agreed with him absolutely when,
late in the Morning, he. came to
see him.
•
"We don't know what happen-
ed," he said. "We heard this man
was killed = but we don't know
it, do we? And we don't know
how, or who hit him—"
"Well, I know I hit some one
with that chair—the one who had
a knife and was standing over
you—"
"I know one thing—you saved
my life, whatever else you did!"
said Phil. "And it has taught me
a lesson — I'm through with that
sort of thing."
Oenuine Cannon
BATH TOWEL
WITH PURCHASE OP
10 CAKES
CASTI LE
for 83c
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 z 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).
$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
Hardin, Ky.
11111100.1001010.
001111110,
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he came to fear and dislike him
before he had been home for six
months.
(To be continued)
RIVALS SWAMPED
BY HARDIN, B'HAM
Leaders Trim Dodgers 17 to 7 As
River Team Comes From Be-
hind to Beat Benton.
Both Hardin and Birmingham,
first division clubs in the Mar-
shall county league, kept their
positions Sunday by trimming
the second division clubs decisive-
4y.
Hardin rode rough-shod over
the Dodgers, taking the lead at
the start of the game and piling
up her lead as the battle pro-
not to be sorry for Phil, not to be greased. Benton gave Birminghatn
sorry for anyone who unmanned a tuasel for a while and led half
by his fears. way through the contest but Far-
"You'd better go home, Phil," mer's support crumpled under
he said. "Get out of here before 
mime one comes around asking
questions. If anyone does ask you,
refuse to talk. And, whatever
you do, don't pay anybody any
money. Some one may try to
blackmail you, you know."
"But—if—if anyone knows, and
threatens to tell—I'd have to keep
them from telling, wouldn't I?"
"No! If , you once let anyone
blackmail you you're through —
you give them a hold on 'you you
can never break. Go home and
forget the whole business."
That was advice easier to give
than to follow. But Phil tried his
best. to follow it, and to a great
extent, he succeeded. He was
really frightened; he was really
determined, when he went back
to Ventnor, to mend his ways and
try to live up to his father's
hopes and plans for him.
But a young man placed as
Phil Hardin was is under a'hand-
icap as heavy in its way, far
heavier indeed, than the one pov-
erty imposes on a buy like John
Ballar0.
James Hardin was far from be-
ing reasonable in his dealings
with his son. His feeling toward
him had always been a curiously ,
mixed one. He was proud of' the
boy. His pride was -really pride
in himself, vicariously shown.
This boy was flesh of his flesh,
bone of his bone. For that very
roast-n, James Hardin must have
felt, he was different from other
boys, capable of greater things.
He himself had succeeded great-
ly in life: won riches and a great
position. his boy, starting where
he stopped, must go farther still.
James Hardin, as a young man,
had been as poor as John Ballard;
pool-er, perhaps. He had wanted
his boy to have all that he had,
lacked. He wanted him to have a.
good time in college; a car; good,
clothes; plenty of spending,
money; the friendship of the sons
of other rich men. And James
Hardin couldn't see that this was
all incompatible with making Phil.
ambitious and efficient.
So, like so many rich men, he
had been inconsistent and unfair
in his dealings with his son. He
had given him great leeway, and
then, suddenly, and as it neces-
sarily seemed to Phil, unfairly,
had made sharp demands on him,
backed up by threats of what
would happen if Phil did not
make good. Phil found his father
impossible to understand; he saw
him ss arbitrary and tyrannical;
him and the home team finally
romped through to an easy vic-
tory.
Birmingham and Benton have
one postponed game to play off
the game being played at Bir-
mingham by a Benton team a
week ago last Saturday not be-
ing an official game.
No positions are endangered
this week unless Benton which
has thusfar foiled to win a game,
should defeat Hardin and Bir-
mingham beat the Dodgers. In
that event, Birmingham would
gain the top rung,
Birmingham and Hardin will
clash again, with the leadership
possibly at stake, on Sunday July
24th.
Twelve hundred and fifty tons
of limestone have been crushed
in Henry county since the first
of the year.
Taylor county farmers
125 bags of seed corn to
in the flooded area of
Kentucky.
shipped
farmers
western
Double Your
Expectations
You know what is .ordinarily expected in the w
ay
of courtesy and service when you enter a store.
It is said that "most of them are alike" and if you
believe this is true we would like the opportunity 
to show
you that it isn't.
Our store caters to many of your needs with "per-
sonal service", service that "is different."
Fountain Service
Jewelry Pure Drugs
Toilet Articles
FOR WOMEN AND MEN
WE FILL MAIL ORDERS FOR ANYTHING 
PROMPTLY
AND ACCURATELY.
Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service"
BENTON, KENTUCKY
Lon Chaney
-IN-
With ELEANOR BOARDMAN, WIL-
LIAM HAINES AND CARMEL
MYERS.
"Tell It To The Marines"
A True Story of the Fighting Marines.
By special arrangement with the Government, thousands of U. S. Marines help Lon
Chaney with a notable cast make thi sa never-to-be-forgotten epic of the "Devil Dogs." Ad-
venture in far places. A "different" love story!
For the first time on the screen the real, inside story of the famous Marines. Lon
Chaney as "Hard-boiled O'Hara", a tough sergeant of Marines—you will be all for him be-
fore the picture's over. And what a cast!
Saturday Night, duly 16th.
AT THE 4
AMUZU THEATRE
Admission, 15 & 35c
BENTON, KENTUCKY
two. f 41116 01111111.ftaililmj AsSimulnammi, tr,
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10 CLUB MEMBERS
TO GET FREE LIME
Cerulean Stone Co, Will Give Two
Tons Limestone to Grow
Plot of Alfalfa.
The Cerulean Stone Co. of
Trigg county is offering to each
of ten Junior Agricultural Club
members of Marshall county two
tons of very finely ground Agri-
cultural limestone and 200 pounds
of acid phosphate for the pur-
pose of growing an acre of alfal-
fa. This limestone sells at $4.50
f. o. b. Cerulean, but the limestone
and acid phosphate will be deliv-
ered at Benton free of charge to
the Club members selected for the
demonstration.
Those selected for this project
must be active Club Members who
have an acre plot of ground on
the highway, so that the public
'
as well as the Club member will;
be benefited by the resultbk One
side of the plot will receive at
the rate of two tons of limestone
per acre; the other side will be
treated in a similer manner ex-
cept that 200 pounds of acid phos-
phate will he applied. In the cen-
ter will be a narrow strip in
which nothing will be app
complete record will be re
as in any other project vv,
One club member from e
ihe following school distrk
receive this material;
Hardin, Aurora. (Abe
Birmingham, Calvert, .
.Brewers, Church Grove,
IGrove and another yet to
lected. Eligible club membe
are willing to carry on th
ect should make arran
with County Agent Hendri
:he material at an early da
Among the many thine
at Club Camp by the boys
icraft work was a model
house made wholly by Clu
hers. Anyone wishing to
poultry house should cons
model which is kept in th
ty Agents office. The clu
hers and instructors at di
appreciated the kindness (
Lumber Co. hi furnishing
terial for this model
charge.
Vimoutiers, France, halt
ed a statue to Ise most
citizen--Mme. Marie liar,
disceverer of the Can
cheese..
I:e sure your prf 1:11et is
t Sidvertise it.
Beautiful
Underthings
—Of Crepe-de-Chine
—Of Finest Rayon
Of French Voile
eilt Clearance 'Prices
$1.98 $2.98
and 3.98
QLITE the loveliest showing of Slips.Gowns, Teddies, Stepins, Petti-pants and
Petti-coats that we have ever been able to
offer at such low prices. -Soft, dainty, lux-
uriously lace-trimmed affairs, and other mod.
els along severely tailored lines, in Petal-
bloom tints as delightful as their flowery
namesakes.
. Z
-Sseond Floor
Paducah. Kentucky
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10 CLUB MEMBERS
TO GET FREE LIME
Cerulean Stone Co, Will Give Two
Tons Limestone to Grow
Plot of Alfalfa.
The Cerulean Stone Co. of
Trigg county is offering to each
of ten Junior Agricultural Club
members of Marshall county two
tons of very finely ground Agri-
which nothing will be applied. A
complete record will be required
as in any other project work.
One club member from each of
the following school districts will
receive this material; Benton,
Hardin, Aurora, Gilbertsville,
Birmingham, Calvert, Sharpe,
Brewers, Church Grove, Howards
Grove and another yet to be se-
lected. Eligible club members who
are willing to carry on this pro-
iect should make arrangements
with County Agent Hendricks for
the material at an early date.
cultural limestone and 200 pounds Among the many things done
of acid phosphate for the pur- at Club Camp by the boys in hand-
pose of growing an acre of alfal- icraft work was a model poultry
fa. This limestone sells at $4.50 house made wholly by Club mem-
o. b. Cerulean, but the limestone bers. Anyone wishing to build a
and acid phosphate will be deliv- poultry house should consult this
ered at Benton free of charge to model which is kept in the Coun-
the Club members selected for the ty Agents office. The club mem-
demonstration. berg and instructors at the Camp
Those selected for this project appreciated the kindness of Trees
must be active Club Members who Lumber Co. in furnishing the ma-
have an acre plot of ground on terial for this model free of
the highway, so that the public charge.
as well as the Club member will
be benefited by the results. One Vimoutiers, France, has unveil-
side of the plot will receive at ed a statue to its most famous
the rate of two tons of limestone
per acre; the other side will be
treated in a similar manner ex-
cept that 200 pounds of acid phos-
phate will be applied. In the cen- Be sure your product is right—
ter will be a narrow strip in then advertise it.
citizen—Mme. Marie Harel, the
discoverer of the Camembert
cheese.
r ir,
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Underthings
Of Crepe-de-Chine
—Of Finest Rayon
Of French Voile
Gift Clearance Prices !
$1.98 $2 • 98
and $3.98
UITE the loveliest showing of Slips,
Gowns, Teddies, Stepins, Petti-pants and
Petti-coats that we have ever been able to
offer at such low prices. Soft, dainty, lux-
uriously lace-trimmed affairs, and other mod-
els along severely tailored lines, in Petal-
bloom tints as delightful as their flowery
namesakes.
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Paducah, Kentucky
COUNTY AGENT TO
CULL ON SCHEDULE
Those Wishing Demonstrations
Must Send in Names at
Once; Begin Soon.
All poultry growers who wish
,.to have their flocks culled are
requested to get in touch with
the County Agent either person-
ally or by mail. Poultry will be
culled only where there will be a
demonstration, that is, at least
five adults besides the family
must witness the demonstration.
Since any one can dull their own
poultry after receiving the pro-
per instructions, only one dem-
onstration will be held in a com-
munity.
The work will begin the latter
part of this month and continue
until the middle of September.
Since a schedule of culling dates
will be arranged those planning
to have a demonstration held at
their place must have their
names put on the list at an early
date.
BRIENSBURG
Mrs. Will Story . is attending
the bedside of her father, Rev. J.
P. Tubbs who is seriously ill at
his home near Hamlet.
Mrs. C. A. Ham and son Lester
were visitors in Benton Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Herndon and
three children of Louisville spent
Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Chandler. They left
1Sunday accompanied by Mrs.
Chandler, for a several days visit i!
with relatives in Graves county I
and Arkansas and Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Knight
and children of Paducah, were
the week end guests of Mrs. J, 11 1
McWaters and Mr. and Mrs. .1.
M. English.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mobley of
Walnut Grove spent Saturday
night with V. H. Mobley and
family.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters left Sun-
day for Paducah to visit relatives.
Wallace Lindsey has returned
home after spending several
weeks at Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Lindsey
have returned home after visiting
daughter, Mrs. Will Hunt and
family at Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Chandler
and children of Paducah, were the
Sunday guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Chandler and
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Noles.
A stock barn on the Mrs, D. A.
Waiver farm burned about 1 o'-
elo-k Thqrsday mr,rning. Sam
Tubbs, who lives on the farm
lost a large amtiont of feed. Two
horses were also severely burned
and one is not expected to live.
School will begin here Monday
with Mrs. Genora Filbeck and
Miss Eva Burnham as teachers.
Another room has been erected
and we will have two teachers
this year. The district is fortun-
ate in securing such excellent
teachers and a good school year
is being looked forward to. A
large number of pupils are ex-
pected to enroll the first day.
Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Noles and
daughter, Martha Nell spent Fri-
day night with Mr. and Mrs. J.
L. Noles on Route 4.
Mrs. Effie McWaters has re-
turned to her home at Paducah
after spending several days here
with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard English
and children attended the sing-
ing at Maple Springs Sunday.
George Collie of Clifton, Tenn.,
lis the guest of Mr.- and Mrs. Wal-
lace Chandler and relatiVes at
Birmingham this week.
Miss Blanche Noles and Mr.
• Earl Hobbs of Paducah were the
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. Noles.
Mrs. Joe Ward of Sharpe, Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Ward of Padu-
cah, Randal Ward and Cecil and
Theda Ward of Dawson Springs
were here Friday the guests of
Mr, and Mrs. F. N. Holly.
Miss Willie Mae Hunt, of Pa-
ducah is here this week the guest
of Misses May, Eva and Pauline
Lindsey.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Turner and
son of Gilbertsville Route 1,
were visitors here Saturday.
Mrs. Perry Karnes and daugh-
ter Jbe Lee of Detroit are ex-
pected to arrive this week on an
extended visit to Mrs. Karnes'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Cox
and other relatives in the county.
Miss Earline Franklin, who has
been attending school at Murray
returned home Saturday and will
again teach at Bailey this year,
beginning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion English
and. children Joe Bill and Mary
Elizabeth were the Sunday guests
.if Mrs. Margaret English near
Scale
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson,
Mrs. Walt Chandler, Misses Lona
Chandler and Josephine Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chand-
ler and daughters were visitor'
in Calvert City iSunday afternoon
Rev. Jewel Norman of Paducah,
filled his regular appointment
here at the Christian church Sun-
day morning. A large crowd was
in attendance. The revival meet-
ing has been announced for the
4th Sunday in this month. Rev.
Jones of Wingo will conduct the
service.
Misses Opal English and Eve-
lyn Locker were the Sunday guest
of Miss Mabel Mobley.
666
is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.
IThe air Ministry of Italy has Force to marry until they are
orbiden officers of the Royal Air thirty.
V. A. STILLEY, J R.
Dentist
is now located 1.1
in
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth Good Health
Montgomery Gives 'em
A Jolt
Throughout the time Mr. W. C. Montgomery held the post of
Chairman of the State Highway Commission, the Fields Admin-
istration prided itself upon Mr. Montgomery's connection with
it, and justly so, for Mr. Montgomery is one of the leading citi-
zens and Democrats of the State, and a man of high character
and standing and of fine business qualifications and executive
ability. A month or so ago, after three years' service, he re-
signed as Chairman of the Commission. Now he is out for
Beckham for Governor.
With reference to the talk of reducing automobile license fees,
Mr. Montgomery declares that the plan proposed would cut
down the road revenue of the State more than $7,000,000 during
the next four years, and would make it impossible for the High-
way Commission to carry out existing agreements with va-
rious counties, and would operate against further road constru-
ction in many counties now without definite agreements.
With road revenue greatly reduced, the inevitable step would
be to revive the State bond issue nlan, and sea to saddle upon
the State a huge bonded indebtedness, as was httempted by the
Fields Administration three years ago, when, under the leader-
ship of Beckham and others of like mind, the proposal was re-
jected by the voters of the State by nearly 100,000 majority.
To guard against revival of the proposal for a large bond
issue for roads, and to assure continuance of road construction
on the pay-as-you-go plan and. without any increase in taxes,
VOTE FOR BECKHAM FOR
GOVENOR
BECKHAM-FOR-GOVENOR
Marshall Counuy Campaign Committee
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Turn Over This Page
and Read About Our Great
Annual July Sales
Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE
. ?'''....WWWWW:t41181
L
asaloo...411L 4111111....4^
Ivanhoe LL Brown
Domestic, per yd. 
Better quality than you
will expect Limit 10 yards
NI) phone or mail orders
accepted.
We have too many shoes and have made up our
minds to sell thcm regardless of cost or what
we have to take.
Particular attention is called to the ladies
Shoe styles. In these we have Patent Leathers,
Black Vici Kids, fancy trimmed and plain
Blonde kids in pastel and darker shades.
Black satins and white. In low, medium and
high heels. Step-in pumps, ties, one two or
three straps and the July Clearance Sale price
range is $1.45 TO $4.75
Children's Shoes, Hileers 75, TO $1 95Sandals or one-strap
Shoes on racks, tables and in the shelves, and
they are wearing the July Sale Tags. "Don't
Miss This Shoe Picnic."
ONE LOT OF YOUTHS KNICKERS
HALF PRICE
9xI2 Japanese Stenciled
Matting Rugs 
WITH PI/ RC HAS L OP
CA STI LE
for 83c
$1.00 Al on h of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH
TOWEL (retail value 550.
$1.55 Deal for 83c
15 x 26 Turkish
els, blue and
pink checks  
16 x 32 Turkish tow-
els, blue pink
1 2cand yellow 
borders.
22 x 44 turkish bath
towel c value, July
Sale price, I
$1for  
Turkish towels large
size 22 x 44 double
thread, a bargain,
blue, pink &
yellow borders J
Black, Grey, Cordovan &
Navy.
Limit 5 pr to a custom-
er. 60 dozen to go at this
price.
Now For A Great Unloading Of All Summer
Bargains that mean great savings! If you value
the buying power of your dollar, you will not miss
this money-saving Opportunity! Exceptional oppor-
tunities for the woman who sews! NEWEST YARD
GOODS in all the newest created fabrics, designs and
colors. These will be sold at much reduced prices dur-
ing this, Our July Clearance Sale. To appreciate the
values during this sale it will be necessary to see for
yourself. Complete stock new and fresh merchandise
sacrificed for QUICK CLEARANCE.
NUM JUL
Sale Starts Saturday, July 16th.--- Closes Satu
Great
Clearance
of Men's
Clothing
Only 5 Men's Seer Sucker
Suits, Each . $4,95
All Mr.n's Palm Beach. tropical worst-
ed, Caberdine and cool cloth suits —
$975 s •
.2.75 —14.75
Some S5.0 Suits in this lot.
Young Men's all-wool, 2-piece Flannel
Suits
$20.00 $12.75
Lot Nn. I. Men's all wool suits, just a
little out of style, was $25.00 values
but for a quick clearance
Going at 
Our entire line of 100% pure wool
Cu:iee Suits, will carry the July Clear-
ance Sale price tag, $14.75 to $19.75
& $30 suits for 1
Men's Four-in-Hand ties,
patterns, values to $1.00
Sale Price
Men's work shoe, Elk upper, solid leather, in
Panco Bottom and Heel
Sizes 6 to 11 
Other Special Values in Men's Solid Leather
Men's Dirk Blue work 48c
Men's Pin check
quality, July sale
pair .
Men's heavy blue triple stitch-
ed work shirt, $1.00 value, our
July Sale price
14 to 17 79e
11111111111M01111111111111111MMEMIBIE
Young Men's wide belts, solid
leather, all sizes 39ceach
Men's pure thread silk socks,
silk and fibre, solid colors and
fancy values to 75c, our July
sale price, 3 pair
for
Men's and Boys Caps
$1.50 values
Men's semi Dress shirts, good
enough for Sunday, cheap
enough for a work Ofc
25c box Palm Olive Rose Egy-
36 x 72 Grass
value. Sale
Price
1,can Gold bloom Coffee ... .55
1 6 cup Aluminum Percul
ator  $1.00
An opportunity for every woman and Miss, especially school teachers 
and high school
girls, to effect material savings in summer frocks. Absolutely without hesitation 
we proclaim
these the greatest dress values ever offered in the history of our business. We m
ean to sell every.
dress on our racks. Some will he sold at 50 cents on the dollar of wholesale price. 
We urge you
to be here Saturday morning for the best Ialues will go first.
One lot flat crepe dresses assorted colors, ;due
from 10.75 to 19.75. Sale
l'rice  $5.95
In this assortment you can buy Dresses 50 ecnts
in the dollar of wholesale price,
Our $5.95 Sunbeam Dresses all go July Sale price
in this sale for
One lot Voile, Rayon and Jersey tiyhtit- at Special table of hats, vlaues
 $2.50 to $4.00. y our
House Dress price jr 98c hoice $1.00
Come. See. Compare, the values will :mate you.
Come early.
Millinery'. Now comes the event for which you
have been wishing. Choice of any sum- $9 115
mer hat.
Large Milan!: are featured.
One other group or hats, values to $5.00, our
27 inch Dres. Cingh
stripes and plaids
per 'ard
32 inch ••ilk strIl
shirting. 50c value,
yard .
Hoy. Dark blue sch
shirts, 121 2 to 14
10-4 Brat on Fox
90 inches wide
Best quality
Men's Balbriggan u
shirts or draoers
.1 yard Dress pot!
inch N
ham and I?:i sori
Sealpax 1thl
near pri
9-4 Pepperell Brow
sheeting, 51 inches
SPEC! .1 I. Sat urda‘v
8 A. M. one only $
tapestr); rug
Who g s he rug
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Great Unloading Of All Summer Goods At The
*ce Savings In Just About Everyilkie You and Your 'Family Will Need In OUR GREAT
you value
C.1 \V nol miss
iTlt oppor-
deigns and
1 ,rices dur-
,.ciate the
or cash ONLY
These days will be Harvest Days for the thrifty.
BARGAINS will greet you in every department. Your
want list should note every last need for the home
and family. Let nothing stand in the way of your
coming SATURDAY. Make every effort to be here for
the opening, when our -counters and tables will be
heaped with countless bargains. Come evry day, it will
pay and pay you big. Extra sales force for Saturday.
DOORS WILL OPEN 8 A. M.
Most every Woman and Girl knows PREP-
GIRL. Through our July only, you can
buy this hose in white and all the wanted
Pair 
$2.00 Full Fashion
Pair
s Saturday, July 16th.--- Closes Saturday, July 306. I  Womens Cotton Stockings, Black,
Pure Thread Silk Hose
Cordovan and white 
Nlcn', Dark Blue
-.him 11 to 17
Men', Pin ,check pant
qualit.„Iul sale price
I.
Mtn', heavy blue triple stItch-
ed! work shirt, $1.00 value.. our
Jub Sale price
`It to 17 79 
Young Men's fancy Arss 1 fie
1a pair .
Young Men's wide belts, ,01i(1
leather, all sizes j 
.39ceach
Men's pure thread silk sock-.
silk and fibre, solid colors and
fancy values to 75c. our July
sale price, 3 pair
for
Men's semi Dress shirts. good
enough for Sunday, cheap
enough for a work 89c
shirt
Palm Olive Face Powder
price. 5tk. box
fee
27.e box Palm Olive Rose Egy-
ptian Talcum powder
x 72 Crass $1.0)
value. Sale 79ePrkc
1 can Cold bloom toffee .
1 f; cup Aluminum Pereul
ator $1.00
An opportunity for every woman and Miss, especially s
chool teachers and high school .
girls, to effect material savings in summer frocks. Absolutely 
without hesitation we proclaim
these the greatest dress values ever offered in the history of our 
business. We mean to sell every
dress on our racks. Some will be sold at 50 cents on the dollar of 
wholesale price. We urge you
to be here Saturday morning for the best values will go first.
5 Jeanette Walker Dresses $14.75 Come, See, Compare, the values will amaze you,Come early.
from 10.75 to 19.75. Sale 
One lot flat crepe dresses assorted colors, value Millinery. 
Now comes the event for which you
Price $5.95 have been wishing. Choice 
of any sum- $2 95
mer hat, 
In this assortment you can buy Dresses 50 cents Large 
Milanm are featured 
in the dollar of wholesale price. One other group or hats, values to $5.00, our
Our $5.95 Sunbeam Dresses all go t2 ac July Sale price $1.95
in this sale for • Pfig
One lot Voile. Rayon and Jersey
House Dress price Aoice
Special table of hats, vlaues $2.50 to $4.00, your
$1.00
No refunds or exchanges at sale price
27 inch Dress Gingham, checks
stripes and plaids 9c
per yard 
Table Oil Cloth, white and
light fancies 
 
25cper yard
Window scrim. white Ecru,
and fancy, per 9yazd
32 inch silk stripe Madras
shirting, 50c value, per %le
yard
bed tick
l'art Linen crash toweling,
pink and blue bordered,
per yard IU
or 10 yards QOc
for  OJ
Boys Dark blue school 48cshirts, 121/2 to 14 
10-4 Brown Fox craft sheeting
90 inches wide
Best quality
Men's Balbriggan under- 4)0c
shirts or drawers  JJ.
3 yard Dress patterns of 40
inch Voile Tissus Ging- 98cham and Rayon ..
Lady Sealpax Athletic under-
wear 1/2 price,
9-1 Pepperell Brown 39csheeting, 81, inches 
SPECIAL Saturday morning
8 A. M. one only $22.75 9 x12
tapestry rug
Who gets the rug $ 1235
GAILINTERGERSON CO.
DEPARTMENT STORE
"Where Savings Are Greatest"
KENTUCKY
In spite of the fact that cotton goods
are sure to be higher next season, we
are offering you in this sale the de-
pendable cotton staples you want and
need at" even lower prices than you
usually find in a 1-ale.
36 inch Delmar LL Brown
Domestic 
40 inch good quality Brown
Domestic
Conestoga B. F. best
Bed Tick
Best quality blue ...flirting and
shirting Madras, per yd.
32 inch Dresel Gingham
per yard  '
1000 yards. 36 inch Percales, 32
Gingham, 32 inch Chintz prints
per yard 
1200 yards Peter Pan English
cloth, Ely fatit suiting and etc.
per yard  
One lot $2.(a) Satin Black $1.39Crepe
Gold Band Plates, cups and saucers, regular $1.50 set,
July Sale price 98cper set 
Plain white plates, cups and saucers 
 
75cPer Set
See Our Bargain tables of China, 
5-1O--20 & 25cglass, tin & enamel ware
Special assortment of aluminum ware 5 qt. tea kettles,
10 qt. water pails, 14 qt. dish pan, 8 qt. stew kettle.
2 qt. perculator, 21/2 qt. pitcher, milk coolers. 98cValues to $1.50. July Sale Price 
Ladies 10 cent Handkerchiefs, asst.
embroidered corners, extra special
Each 
89
$1.29
79'
50'
Men's White Hemstitched Handker- At
chiefs, each  
Lf
A Special purchase. Ladies new hand OQ98,
bags, asst. colors 
Rain or Shine Umbrellas
Fancy handles 
Men's triple stitch-
ed 220 weight blue
denim overalls 98,
32 to 44
Ono lot Men's all
wool Dress; Pants
1,i Price.
li,rinkle Crepe, fine
soft quality • in un-
derwear 29cshades
Dress Shirts, white
and novelty broad-
cloth c14 to 17  98
39'
98
$1.95
EIGHT BIG FEATURES
1. Springback Web Insert.
2. Reinforced Back.
3. Taped Inseams.
4. Taped-On Flap Button.
5. Taped Armholes.
6, Triple Stitched Back.
7, Bar-tacked at 6 points.
8. Extra Long Leg.
Sale Price 89c
9-4 BROWN SHEETING
Full 81 inches, wide and
a good quality. Buy all
you need -at 29'yard 
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TO FLY BACK TO
U. S. A. IN AUGUST
sary to equip the Columbia for
the return flight.
Drouhin has flown 4,000 hours
with between 350,000 to 400,000
miles to his credit. During the
war he trained hundreds of avia-
French Ace With Long Air Re- tors, including many Americans.
cord Will Pilot Columbia
Back to America.
London, July 10. — Charles A.
Levine, the American who ac-
companied Clarence I). Chamber-
lin on the New York to Germany
•
flight, says he plans to make the
return flight from Paris with
Maurice Drouhin, the celebrated
French ace as pilot within a few
weeks, depending upon the weath-
er.
Mr. Levine considers the first
part of August as most suitable
for beginning the flight because
a full moon and the conditions of
the winds at that time will be
more favorable. He said John
Carissa would leave New York
Tuesday on the Mauretania with
mechanical replacements neces-
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors
and friends for their many deeds
of kindness and words of sym-
pathy in the illness and death of
of our son and brother, Robert
Raymond Johnson; also for the
beautiful floral offerings and al-
so Drs. Stinson and Eddleman
and Bro. Gilliam for his beauti-
ful words fo consolation.
Irvin Johnson and Walter and
Warren Johnson.
OSITION
Sassarad or Your Massey Dash
If you take the Draughon Training. SA
training that busitioea men Indica*. TOO
bin take it at c-olleee or by Oka II. Write today,
411111A13111011'te PRACTIe A I. ntli11141041001.1.404
Padua'sLi-
When You
Select a Ca r
you are guided by price, performance and fitness to your
needs.
These same guides apply to automobile insur-
ance. We can help you select policies which offer you the
maximum protection for the money spent in premiums and
which cover most efficiently your insurance needs. And we
represent companies whose dependability and promptness
In claim adjustments have been demonstrated to the entire
satisfaction of every policy-holder.
GEO. E. LONG
Successors to Ely & Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT"
Office over Bask of Marshall County
Benton, Ky.
Let's Talk Quality
When you buy an automobile tire you want the
longest mileage at the least cost with the greatest comfort
and the greatest safety.
The exclusive gum-dipping process gi‘es all these
qualities to FIRESTONE Tires. And while prices are 30
per cent less than a year ago QUALITY is even improved.
trestone
"Most Miles Per Dollar"
New Low Price
30 x 3 1-2
Firestone Regular
Cord
$7.25
Draffen Motor Co. ,
Authorized Ford Dealers
BENTON, CALVERT CITY
CALVERT CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Davis were
in Paducah Sunday to visit their
son, Cecil, who is ill in the I. C.
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Schmidt
and daughter, Miss Helen, and
Miss Berger, of near Paducah,
were the Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Schmidt,
Earl Holland, of Benton, was
in town Monday on business.
Misses Mildred Little and An-
nie Smith were shoppers in Pa-
ducah Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Young and
Mrs. John Nash were the guests
of Mrs. Kate Sargent, near
Sharpe Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce F. Karnes
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred ('humbler, of Benton, Route
9.
Children's services were held
at the Methodist church Sunday
evening.
Mrs. Paul W. Tichenor is in
Louisville. She is a patient at the
St. Joseph hospital there.
Messrs. M: J. and G. L Draf-
fen were business visitors in Ben-
ton Friday.
Mrs. Boyd Cannon and children,
Clara and Howard, of Ponder,
Mo., are the guests of Mrs. Can-
non's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Hayes,
of Gilbertsville, were visitors in
town•Thursday.
T. M. Herndon, of Hopkinsville,
was a business visitor in town
Friday.
Mrs. Hattie Stom, of Benton, is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roiv
Stom.
Mrs. Waiter Young and two
grandchildren from - Lansing,
Mich., is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. J. M. Connolly, of Route 2.
Zed a Bennett, of Paducah, was
a business visitor in town Thurs-
day.
Mrs. H. H. Kunnecke and chil-
dren spent the week end in
Princeton the guest of relatives.
Mrs. A. B. Goodman was in
Paducah Saturday.
Mrs. George Chambers, of
Princeton, spent the week end
with her sister, Mrs. Owen Pet-
way, of Route 2.
Miss Mayme Johnson spent the
week end with Mrs. Edna Hutfine
of Paducah, also attended the
Lewis Freeman funeral.
B. F. Johnson, of Hopkinsville,
was in town Monday on business.
Miss Sallie Calvert is seriously
ill at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke L. Egner
are the parents of twin babies,
born Sunday. A girl and a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Govie Smith
and children, of Benton were the
...uests of Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Jratfen at Clear Pond Sunday.
Mrs. John Wallace and Dr. W.
T. Little accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Tichenor t Louisville
Saturday.
Willie Keeling, of Chicago,
spent the week end with his
family.
SHAIWE
Miss Mayme Whitmer has been
elected as an assistant in Sharpe
high school this year. She will
teach home economics and math-
ematics.
Miss Whitmer is a graduate of-
Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn.,
and is engaged at present as a
teacher in summer school there.
There will bean ice cream sup-
per at Sharpie school Saturday
night, July 23. Wholesome enter-
tainment will be provided. The
proceeds will be used for the im-
provement of the school.
A twilight hour will be given at
Sharpe schocl Wednesday even-
ing, July 20, at 6:30 n. m. The
object of the twilight hour is to
be recreational and educational.
Parents and children are urgec
to come for thd hOur.
Miss Beryl Seay spent last
week with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Seay of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Rountree
of tiymsonia spent Wednesday
night with Mrs. Rountree's moth-
er. Mrs. Elzora Johnston.
Messrs. Gale Stinson and Mar-
vin Whipple have returned from
a motor trip to Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith en-
tertained with a party Monday
night in ,fionor of Messrs. Jule and
Ed Fields. Games and music were
enjoyed by everyone. Refresh-
ments were served.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Fields, Mr. and Mrs.
T. N. Stratton, Mrs. Geo. Powers
and grandson, Billie, Mrs. R. R.
Redden, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Seay,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Walker, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hill and children,
Mrs. Elzora Johnston, Mrs. Mauer
Jett and daughtfr, Martha Fran-
cis, Mr. and Mrs. Jule Fields
and son, Joe, Mrs. Guy Treas and
daughter, Miss Nonnie Wyatt of
Briensburg, Ed Fields, Gusta
Johnston, Beryl Seay, Euline Red-
den, Anna Blanche Powers, Col-
leen Johnston, Ruth and Dorothy
Hill, Lillian Walker, Opal Harris,
Jess Seay, Stanley Miller, Weldon
itratton, Willard Walker, Beck-
tam Powers, Edward Smith, Eric
and Woodrow Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
John Smith and son C. R.
Mr. and Mrs. George Long at-
'ended the funeral and burial of
Mr. Irvan Johnson's 12 year old
son Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. A. Eddleman
spent the past week in Illinois
visiting relatives.
Burrell Hill returned to De-
troit last week after spending a
few days with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Hill.
A large crowd attended the ice
Team supper given at the school
house, by the school Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and
children attended the birthday
dinner at Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
English's Sunday.
OLIVE
sermons will be delivered both
night and day for a period of one
week or perhaps longer.
The Methodists revival is now
going on with the Rev. Lockman
in charge, being assisted in the
choir by Mr. Elliot and Miss
Alene Lovett of Benton.
J. J. Stone and little daughter
Nancy Farrice attended to busi-
ness at Hardin Saturday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rudolph of
Heights spent the week end here
with Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Lovett.
School will open here Monday
with perhaps a larger attendance
than in several years, with Mr.
Paul Watkins as principal and
Miss Fannie Burnett as his assist-
ant. Both are home teachers and
each a stanchion and -stea_dfast
worker for their communtry'and
therefore a continuance of good
work is assured, as have been in
the past.
The Chinese are said to have
had the equivalent to our movies
in their 'shadow shows' as rawly
as 5000 B C.
A. R. HOOVER HAS CHAMP
POTATO HARVEST FOR YEAR
A. R. Hoover, a well-known far-
mer of Calvert Route 1, in all
probability has the irish potato
growing championship of Mar-
shall county for 1927. Mr. Hoov-
er planted a bushel and a peck of
seed this year and out of his har-
vest has sold a total of $53.55 and
has seven bushels left for his own
consumption.
A passenger can now travel
from Chicago to New Orleans by
rail in about exactly the same
number of hours aa it took days
to make the trip 80 years ago. The
train trip is now 21 hours.
J. VERNON PACE
M. D..
Announcing Opening of Office
711 City National Bank Bldg.
Paducah, Ky.
Phone Office 910
Residence 3016
(••••••••••••••••••••••P
A wedding of much interest, •
•
Morgan.
The bride is a charming young •Tichmor & Sonswas here Sunday, that of Mr. • •Willie Watkins and Aliss Irma as •
lady of the brunette type, the • •(laughter cf Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Morgan of Maple Springs. the store at which more and more customers are realiz-
Mr. Watkins is the youngest son
• 
 
•ing that they can save money by coming to trade.
of the,late S. L. Watkins. he now
}'olds employment with the Ford
Motors of Detroit, Mich., at which Hot weath
er is here and you will need suppli 
•
es from
ola.e they intend "to make their MO the following merchandise.
future home after a few days
here with friends and relatives.
FIP Both of the young peopl
e have Cool Dress Goods, — Oxfords, — Straws, •
a wide circle of friends who wish
them much happiness. I Underwear,
Mrs. W. L. Y. Chandler was a •
business caller at Benton Mon-
— Fountain Service —
day.
Walter Baker of the Fair Deal- ,flin •
ing vicinity was shopping here IP ALWAYS COMPARE PRICES AND SEE
Monday morning.
Connie Norwood, N. L. Wyatt. ak WHAT WE HAVE BEFORE YOU BUY •
Solon Henson, Rollie Lovett and 11Z • •
Jentry Lamb were shopping at ir
Hardin Friday afternoon.
The Baptist revival will begin di 41• M.
here Sunday with Rev. Carlton in 71.
•
•
0
•
•
•
Johnston and the superintendent •
Bro. 0. D. Lovett, the series of ira ••••••••••••••••••••011
Tichenor Sons:
•
charge, assisted ti7 Bro. L. E. • Calvert City, Ky.
Democrats, Think About This!
The fdllowing
of Democratic
is submitted for the consideration
voters in the primary of August 6:
What Mr. Crowe is For—
Completing the program of thk highway
commission and respecting all its obligations
to the counties.
Keeping the charitable and penal snsititutiorui
out of politics.
Upholding the record of • Democ
istration which has reduced the sta
tie admin-
debt.
Protection of labor in its just riglitik
Fairness to all citizens of Kentucky.
Carrying on the fight for clean elections in
Louisville and all the state.
Regular financial audits and a budget eystem.
Saving coal industry from dest1ctive taxes.
Reduction in the tax rate on real estate.
4
Increasing the road funds by jontinuation
of the 5-cent gasoline tax made f r by reduc-
tion of the motor license tax.
Mr. Crowe Can
Win in November
He has never lost a race. !
He can unite the Derni;ratie
party.
He can carry the city of *Amis..
vale as Fields carried it.
He has made no bitter er4mies,
since he has been fair to .
4
He has given wholeheart4 sup-
port to the Democratic norhinoto
in the past.
He will not repudiate the record
of an efficient and progressive'Dem-
ocratic administration
What is Mr. Beckham For?
He filed suit to repudiate debts of $3.564.-
497.71 which the highway communion owed, a
suit which, if successful, would have stopped
road building, ruined numerous banks and
bankrupted contractors.
When he was governor. Percy Hely. as chair-
man. Hied the board of control to build up •
political ,riachine„ used in primaries.
He and his iackers. Haly and Bingham. have
done all in their power to harass the Demo-
cratic administration.
The Kentucky state federation of labor op-
posed him in 1920 and opposes }inn now.
He voted against woman suffrage.
The record of the old Beckham-Haly machine
in primary elections would nullify the Demo-
cratic fight for clean elections.
Believes general assembly -should give
thought" to modernizing state government'.
business methods.
Against a coal tax AT PRESENT. although
Bingham. Haly and Hamilton led the fight for it.
His backers say Governor can't effect tax rate.
Vague about gas and motor license taxes.
though -Courier-Journal- and W. C. Mont-
gomery attack Crowe plan.
Can Mr. Beckham
Win in November?
He was defeated by Senator Ernst when Cox
carried the state. He was succeeded by a Re-
publican Governor. W. 0. Bradley defeated
him for the senate. No subsequent action has
enhanced his political strength, though it has
been considerably impaired.
His opposition to the road program.r.the vicious
attacks of the ''Courier-Journal- on sections of
Kentucky and the fear of Percy Haly will alien-
ate many Democrats. .
He lost the city of Louisville by 14.0001n 1920.
He is the candidate of a faction which has
bitterly assailed the Democratic record of the
past four
myyaennnHo Democrats have heard Beckham
speak for a nominee in recent years? The
"Courier-Journal" did not support Stanley.
Fields or Barkley.
Beckham. Bingham and Haly have been the
outstanding enemies of the Democratic adminia-
tration, their policy being that of rule or ruin.
norroarrantb-,r rar.
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Report of the condition of the
BANK OF BENTON
Bank doing business at the town of Benton, cam.
shall, State of Kentucky, at the close of business on 34.
June 1927.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts, scured and unsecured
U. S. Bonds and other Securities
Due from Banks  
Cash on hand 
Checks and other cash items 
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Other Real Estate
TOTAL
LI A 'HUMES
Captial Stock paid in, in cash .. .......
Surplus Fund ..
Undivided Prints less expenses and taxes paid
Deposits' subject to check $178,832.23
Time Deposits   44,3,493.56
Due Banks and Trust Companies 
Reserve for taxes and depreciation ..
TOTAL
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
We, J. D. Peterson and Solon L. Palmer, Pe
Cashier of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that
stktement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief
J. D. PETERSON, Preside,
SOLON L. PALMER, Cash
Stabscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of July, 1
ommission expires September 15th, 1929:
(: THOMPSON Notary ril l H
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EAT MORE
Goldbloo
Ice Cream
IT'S A REAL FOO
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Only highest qualit.
motor oil can bea
this name "STANDARD
STANDARD
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Everything—when the name is
"Standard." Applied to motor
oil it is your guarantee of perfec.
lubrication. "Standard" Motor
Oil holds its body under the
extreme heat and friction
that break down inferior oils.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
ssaC.00001rri o sa ftssT,cas
"STANDARD
MOTOR OIL
1927 AUTOM0111111 ROAD MAPS of Alab
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sermons will be delivered both
night and day for a period of one
week or perhaps longer.
The Methodists revival is now
going on with the Rev. Lockman
In charge, being assisted in the
hoir by Mr. Elliot- and Miss
Alene Lovett of Benton.
J. J. Stone and little daughter
Nancy Farrice attended to busi-
ness at Hardin Saturday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rudolph of
Heights spent the week 'end here
with Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Lovett.
School will open here Monday
with perhaps a larger attendance
than in several years, with Mr.
Paul Watkins as principal and
Miss Fannie Burnett as his assist-
ant. Both are home teachers and
each a stanchion and steadfast
worker for their community and
therefore a continuance of good
work is assured, as have been in
the past.
The Chinese are said to have
had the equivalent to our movies
in their 'shadow shows' as eshrly
as 5000 B
A. R. HOOVER HAS CHAMP
POTATO HARVEST FOR YEAR
A. R. Hoover, a well-known far-
mer of Calvert Route 1, in all
probability has the irish potato
growing championship of Mar-
shall county for 1927. Mr. Hoov-
er planted a bushel and a peck of
seed this year and out of his har-
vest has sold a total of $53.55 anti
has seven bushels left for his own
consumption.
A passenger can now travel
from Chicago to New Orleans by
rail in about exactly the same
number of hours as it took days
to make the trip 80 years ago. The
train trip is now 21 hours.
IJ. VERNON PACE
M. D..
Announcing Opening of Office
1 711 City National Bank Bldg.
Paducah. Ky.
' Phone Office 910
Residence 3016
•
Tichenor & Sons•
• the store at which more and more customers are realiz-
•
 ,n4 that they can save money by coming to trade.
• Hot rather is here and you will need supplies from
▪ th 
•
following merchandise.
'
• 
▪ Cool Dress Goods, — Oxfords, — Straws,
• Underwear,
•
• — Fountain Service —
•
• ALWAYS COMPARE PRICES AND SEE
• 
; •
j• WHAT WE HAVE BEFORE YOU BUY •
• 
•
•
J.M. Tichenor & Sons•
• Calvert City, Ky. 
•
• 
•
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mats, Think About This!
Tbe flowing is submitted for the consideration
• Dcr.rdtic voters in the primary of August 6:
ir. Crowe is For-
-gram it the highway
all its obligations
e charitable and penal institutions
the record of • Democratic admin-
. has reduced the state debt.
of labor in ita lust netts.
to all citizens of Kentucky.
oci the fight for clean elections in
all the state.
ancsal audits and • budget system.
industry from destructive taxes.
in tile tax rate on real estate.
the road hinds by continuation
tax made fair by reduc-
motor license tax.
Crowe Can
Win in November
has rie•er p race.
• unite the Ilemocratie
rim carry the coy of Leslie-
as Fields carried it.
has made no bitter enemies,
he has been fair to all.
e has given wholehearted sup-
the Derni crane nominees
e past.
e will not repudiate.. the record
acne and progressive Dem-
• scirninistration.
What is Mr. Beckham For?
He filed suit to repudiate debts of S3.564,-
497.71 which the highway commission owed. a
suit which, if successful, would have stopped
road budding, ruined numerous banks and
bankrupted contractors.
When he was governor. Percy Haly. as chair-
man. ised the board of control to build up a
political .nachizte, used in primaries.
He and his oackers. Haly and Bingham. have
done all in their power to harass the Demo-
cratic administration.
The Kentucky state federation of labor op.
posed him in 1920 and opposes tom now.
He voted against woman suffrage.
The record of the old Beckham-Hely machine
in primary elections would nullify the Demo-
cratic fight for clean elections.
Believes general assembly -should give
thought- to modernizing state government's
business methods.
Against a coal tax AT PRESENT. although
Bingham. Haly and Hamilton led the fight for it.
His backer* say Governor can't effect tax rate.
Vague about gas and motor license taxes.
though "Courier-journal- and W. C. Mont-
gomery attack Crowe plan.
Can Mr. Beckham
Win in November?
He was defeated by Senator Ernst when Cox
carried the state. He was succeeded by a Re-
publican Governor. W. 0. Bradley defeated
him for the senate. No subsequent action has
enhanced his political strength, though it has
been considerably impaired.
His opposition to the road program.r.the vicious
attacks of the -Courier-Journal- on sections of
Kentucky and the fear of Percy Haly will alien-
ate many Democrats.
He lost the city of Louisville by 14.000in 1920.
He is the candidate of a faction which has
bitterly assailed the Democratic record of the
past four years.
How many Democrats have heard Beckham
speak for a nominee in recent years? The
-Courier-Journal- did not support Stanley.
Fields or Barkley.
Beckham, Bingham and Haly have been the
outstanding enemies of the Democratic Adminis-
tration. their policy being that of rule or ryin.
- ••••••••-4-•
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Report of the condition of the
BANK OF BENTON
Bank doing business at the town of Benton, County of Mar-
shall, State of Kentucky, at the close of business on 30th day of
June 1927.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts  $281,437.92
Overdrafts, scured and unsecured •  716.71
U. S. Bonds and other Securities  289,080.00
Due from Banks  120,614.21
Cash on hand  13,496.11
Checks and other cash items  276.72
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures  2,000.00
Other Real Estate  5,700.00
TOTAL $713,169.67
LIABILITIES
Captial Stock paid in, in cash $ 30,000.00
Surplus Fund .. — 30,000.00
Undivided Prifits less expenses and takes paid  16,600.00
Deposits ' subiect to check — $178,832.23
Time Deposits  443,493.66
Due Banks and Trust Companies 
Reserve for taxes and depreciation 
622,325.79
5,176.90
10,166.98
TOTAL $713,169.67
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Set.
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
We, J. D. Peterson and Solon L. Palmer, Persident and
Cashier of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
J. D. PETERSON, President
SOLON L. PALMER, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of July, 1927,
My Commission expires September 15th, 1929,
G. A. THOMPSON, Notary Public.
a. Goldblooma i a.
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Only highest quality  
motor oil can bear
this name "STANDARD"
STANDARD
\hail
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Everything—when the name is
"Standard." Applied to motor
oil it is your guarantee of perfect
lubrication. "Standard" Motor
Oil holds its body under the
extreme heat and friction
that break down inferior oils.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
114C041.01tATT 0 is Pt a Pi TuCKY
"STANDARD"
MOTOR OIL
1927 AUTOMOBILE ROAD MAPS of Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississitbi
may be had Free at any of our service stations.
COMMISSIONER' SALE
11 A RSHALL CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
Paducah Finance Corporation
Pl'ff.
Vs.
Charles East ... Deft.
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
June term thereof, 1927, in the
above cause for the sum of Four
Hundred Fifty Eight and 59-100
($458.59) Dollars with interest at
the rate of six per cent per annum
from the 6th day of December,
1926, until paid and its costa here-
in, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in
Benton, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION on
1st day of August at one o'clock
P. M., or thereabout (being
County Court day,) upon a credit
of six months the following des-
cribed property, to wit:
An undivided one-half interest
in and to a certain tract or par-
cel of land containing 65 acres
and 85 poles, conveyed to Sarah J.
East, deceased, by L. D. Husbands
and wife. Mary E. Husbands, by
deed of April 28, 1903, and record-
ed in Deed Book 26, page 334, in
the office of the Marshall County
Court Clerk, to which record ref-
erence for further description is
given. Said Charlie East derived
his title to a one-half undivided
interest in said property from his
father J. W. East, deceased, who
died intestate, and leaving as his
only heirs at law the said Charlie
East and Everett East.
Or a suffiency thereof to pro-
duce the sums of money so order-
ed to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approved
security or securities must exe-
cute Bond, bearing legal interest
from the date of sale until paid
and having the force ancLeffect of
a judgement. Bidders will be pre-
pare to comply promptly with
these terms.
C. B. Cox
Master Commissioner
BIRTHDAY DINNER
A large crowd gathered at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Pugh, I
Sunday, July 3rd in the honor of
Mr. Pugh's 58th birthday and sur-
prised him with a basket dinner.
Those present were:-
Rev. and Mrs. J. J. Gough and
son, Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Sims, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Pugh, Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Dukes, Mr. and Mrs. A. N.
Duke and 3 children, Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. .Tucker and children,
of Owensboro, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Draffen and children, Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Beard, Mr. Ralph
Pugh of Owensboro, Mrs. Sarah
Wiggins, of Owensboro, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pugh and family, Mr.
Monroe Draffen, Mrs. Edith
Foust and children, Mr. and Mrs.
John Pugh stod family, Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Beard and family, Mr.
d Mrs. Sol Peck and family,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Fields and
family, Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Beard
and daughter, Mrs. T. L Beard,
Mr. Sam Dunn, Miss Mertie
Cloud, Miss Earline Cloud, Miss
Blanclhe Peck; Miss Elizabeth
Pugh, Miss Mable English, Miss
Vena Vasseur, Miss Elsie Dunn,
Miss Audrey Mae English, Miss
Lenamae Peck, Miss Gertrude
Draften, Mr. Lime) and Homer
?Solomon, Mr. Howard Pugh, Mr.
Roy Beard, Mr. Chester Peck, Mr.
Leighton Solomon, Mr. Murl Draf-
fen, and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Pugh
and daughter. Every one enjoyed
them selves and departed wishing
Mr. Pugh many more happy
birthdays.
OBITUARY
William Cleve Notes, was born
March 2, 1885, died June 9, 1927,
age 42 years, 3 months and 7
days. He professed faith in Christ
twenty four years ago. He was
sincere in his christian experi-
ence and foten related and refer-
red to his conversion. He ever
For 9 Years Gas
Ruined Her Sleep
"I had stomach trouble 9 years,
and gas made me restless and
nervous. Adlerika helped so I
can eat and sleep good".—Mrs. E.
Touchstone. Just ONE spoonful
Adlerika relieves gas and that
bloated feeling so that you can
eat and sleep well. Acts on BOTH
upper and lower bowel and re-
moves old waste matter you nev-
,...r thcught was there. No matter
what you have tried for your
,tomach and bowels, Adlerika
will surprise you. Strow Drug Co.
lived true to his christian duty evening with gam
es and
and obligations up until the
of his death.
He was a kind sympathizing
friend and neighbor. He was lov-
ed and held in high esteem- as
was shown by the number of
friends that gathered around him
in his last illness to administer
to his every want.
Ile had been in bid health the
past three years but was only
confined to his bed the last four
weeks of his life. He bore his
sufferings very patiently and
looked forward to the time when
he would cease his earthly cares
and receive ills crown in glory.
He said he was ready to go for
he felt his usefulness on this
earth was over. He had fought a
good fight, the victory was won
and the reward awaiting him in
another world.
To his family he was ever a
devoted husband and loving fath-
(T. The happiness and comfort of
his loved ones were ever highest
in his thoughts.
To the sorrowing wife and
mother, let us plead that the lean
on the strong and everlasting
arm of the ever living God; that
she shall say, "Lord thy will, and
not mine, be done." May she re-
ceive solace and inspiration from
the association of her precious
children and find joy and peace
in their love as a preservation of
the sacred memory of the life of
an affectionate companion.
As friends and neighbors let
us cheerish the sacred friendship
of this good man and fresh in our
hearts his good deeds stand forth
as an inspiration to noble lives.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Georgia Noles, two small sons,
Perry and Bruce, five sisters,
three brothers, father and mother.
BIRTHDAY DINNER
There was a picnic given icily
4th at Belle Isle, Detroit, Mich.,
in honor of Walter Harper's 22nd
birthday, which we all enjoyed a
very nice dinner with refresh-
ments and then spending the
day Those present were:-
Mrs. Paul N. Powell and
Mr. and Mrs. Marley Spay, Waite
Clark, Buford Powell, Walter
Harper, Marvin Moretield, Wesley
Morefield, Miss Helen Reynolds,
Tolbert Harper, Miss Eula Dunn,
Pikey Rudolph, and Curtis Owens.
We all hope our many friends
in Marshall county have enjoyed
the fourth as we have, and we
wish Mr. Harper many more hap-
py birthdays.
Buford Powell.
CLUB BOY FINDS
SHEEP PROFITABLE
A flock of 24 sheep returned a
net profit of $218 for Melvin C.
Probus, 17 year old Grayson
county junior club boy, whose
record book of his sheep raising
operations- was awarded first
prize in Kentucky this year.
Mr. Probuti kept a line record
book, where he listed all receipts
and expenses, and made note of
feeds used, work done and other
operations in connection with
Imusic. raising his flock.
Mr. and He purchased 23 ewes and a
family, ram on August 12 for $261. From
this flock he sold lambs for $178,
wool for $41, and kept for another
year eight ewe lambs and a choice
ram. He assisted in growing most
of the feeds used, including soy-
hay and corn.bean
PROFITABLE EWE
SHOWN TO BANKERS
"The most noted ewe in Ken-
tucky" was one of the interesting
exhibits seen by bankers attend-
ing the recent meeting of the Ken-.
tucky Bankers' Association at the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington.
The net value over feed from
this ewe and her descendents was
said to be $580. She was pur-
chased in 1917 for $30, and has
given birth to 17 lambs, two of
which were champions of their
breed at the International Live
Stock Exposition. in Chicage. One
was said to have been the best
Cheviot wether ever shown in
Chicago.
•
R E. FOUST
Dentist
Better Teethil
Better Health
•
•
RIDE 'EM or LOSE 'EM
SIX YEAR
S AGO almost four
and one-half million rides
were purchased by passengers
on this Railway. Last year the
number was less than two million.
In the same period passenger train
service actually increased. Many
passenger trains are now operated
at a loss, while the people who once
depended upon them have found
other means of conveyance.
This Railway has been slow to
reduce its service so long as it paid
actual expenses, hoping that local
travel would return to it because of
greater comfort and safety.
Railroad passenger rates are as
low as those at which any other
public carrier can permanently fur-
nish dependable service, and are
much less than the per mile cost of
running a private automobile when
all the dements of expense are con-
sidered.
The Railway does not desire to
curtail or abandon its passenger
service, but good business requires
that such service shall be no greater
than the demand for its use. The
Railway cannot continue to furnish
an unprofitable stand-by service to
be used merely when other agencies
fail.
It is our hope that the railroad
may again carry enough passengers
to justify its present local service.
If riot, service must be reduced.
These facts are laid before our
patrons that they may understand
the reasons for any changes we may
later be compelled to make.
The Nashville,Chattanooga & St.Louis Railway
•
•
J. B. HILL, President
•
•
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Retiring Highway Chairman Gives
Interview on State Road Prospects
The road affairs of Kentucky
are discussed at length by W. C.
Montgomery, who recently resign-
ed the chairmansnip of the state
highway commission, in an inter-
view given the Elizabethtown
News last week. The interview
follows;
I am very much gratified that
in leaving the highway depart-
ment its finances are in such
good condition. The cash in the
state treasury is more than
enough to cover all state war-
rants outstanding. The depart-
ment's revenues and assets are
more than sufficient to complete
all work under contract after,
providing for the maintenance of
the roads and for overhead ex-
penses.
At the beginning of Governor
Fields' administration, the de-
partment was involved in litiga-
tion, which resulted in the courts
cancelling about $3,000,000 in
contracts on which no work had
been done. Later it was discover-
ed that the cost to complete con-
tracts on which work was then in
Progress would amount to $3,-
500,000 in excess of current rev-
enues and assets.
During the past three and a
half years this deficit has been
paid out of current revenues and
$1,500,000 of the old state aid
debt has been also liquidated.
Over $500,000 in interest on state
warrants has also been paid, mak-
ing a total of $5,500,000 of old
debts that the highway commis-
sion has discharged out of its
current revenue. The commission
has accomplished this without
suspending construction work, as
is demonstrated by the fact that
it has increased the mileage of
the maintained state road system
from 1,300 miles in February,
1924, to 2,600 miles at this tmie.
The highway department now has
under construction over 1,000
miles of roads which will be corn-
Filbeck & %Hey
Beaton, Ky.
Funeral Directors
Embalming
Motor Service Free
Fred Filbeck J. P. Stilley
W. W. ENGLISH. FORMER COUNTY ATTY.
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING.
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LAW
Calvert City, Kentucky, June 16th, 1927
In view of the many reports that have gained circulation re-
ga ding the enforcement of what is known as the dog law during
in tenure of office of County Attorney, I desire to make the fol-
io Ping statement in order that the truth may he known.
During the first few months of my term of office many
co iplaints came to me by persons who had paid their dog license
a inst those who were not paying, and I received several letters
fr m the state department of agriculture urging that I take some
St ps towards enforcing this law and calling to mV attention the
p wisions of the law as to my duty in the matter and insisting up-
or  some action therein.
At the April 1922 term of the Marshall Circuit Court I
slipke to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the grand jury with
reference to the dog law and he suggested that I wait and take the
matter up with Judge Lovett and proceed in the lower Court as
these matters would unnecessarily burden the docket of the Cir-
cuit Court, inasmuch as there were so many charges then pending
against the violators of the liquor laws.
At his (Judge Price's) request I did not submit the matter
to the grand jury but at the close of the April term of Circuit
Court I then went to Judge Lovett and asked him to issue war-
r4nts against these people and he suggested that I first advertise
ir the local paper my intention and give the people a chance to
p ocure their license before taking any action. Believing his sug-
g stion to be a good one and not wanting to subject anyone to
p osecution needless and believing it to be fair to advise the
pUblic as to my intention I inserted an advertisement in the Tri-
b ne-Democrat for two consecutive weeks advising all parties who
d not paid their dog license to come in and do so before the
of June, or they would be proceeded against by warrants.
any came in and paid and many did not. About the middle of
J ne of that year I again went to Judge Lovett and asked him to
sign warrants for those who had not paid. This he did. I then
aced these warrants in the hands of the sheriff for execution
d I then compromised several of these cases in the lower court
le fore making any investigation as to the jurisdiction of the
ourt in the matter. As was his duty to do under the law Judge
J °vett receipted for these fines. When the suit was brought to
stop the payment of these fines in the lower Court, Judge Lovett
and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower Court
t at Judge Lovett should set aside the judgments and remit the
fines and costs. Their attorney, Mike Oliver refused to do this
and Judge Lovett and I then filed demurrers to their petitions
in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers were passed upon
4n agreement was reached whereby the parties should buy their
license and we should remit the fines and costs and thus the mat-
ter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGLISH,
Former County Attorney, Marshall County.
Political Advt.
.16.... •
pleted and added to the state
system in 1927 and 1928.
If the revenues of the highway
department are not reduced, at
least 500 miles a year can be add-
ed to the state system in the next
five years, which would give
Kentucky as good roads system
is any of the southern states now
has.
About fifty counties have vot-
ed bond issues or special taxes to
meet the offer of the highway
commission to begin construction
work in those counties on the
basis of the state paying three-
fourths and the counties one-
fourth of the cost of the primary
roads. To carry out these agree-
ments will require about $35,-
000,000 of state and federal funds
in the next five years. Other
roads, which do not come in this
class, as well as the deplacement
of bridges and re-building of
roads that cannot carry the in-
creased traffic, will require an
additional expenditure of two to
three million dollars per year.
The state road revenue from all
sources and federal aid funds
now approximate $12,500,00.
which after providing for main-
tenance and overhead will about.
meet present construction re-
quirements.
In order to carry out the pro-
gram of the commission and meet
the obligations to the counties,
which have voted bonds issues or
a special tax, there must be no
reduction in the present reVenue.
The two-cent emergency gasoline
tax should be made permanent
and the other sources of revenue
should not be reduced. Any de-
crease in the resources .of the
highway department would nec-
essarily result in bitter disap-
pointment to those counties.
which expect their road programs
carried out in the next five years.
The four through roads of the
state, U. S. No. 25, from Coving-
ton to Cumberland Gap, U. S. No.
31, from Louisville to the Tennes-
see line toward Nashville; U. S.
No. 41 from Henderson to the
Tennessee line south to Hopkins-
vine, and U. S. No. 60, from Ash-
land to Louisville, are now in
good passable condition, and tra-
vel across the state is uninter-
rupted by detours, except at two
places and those detours are in
good condition. The commission's
program calls for the early im-
provement of the weak links in
these roads, for the completion of
the surfacing of the U. S. No. 60,
from Louisville to Paducah in
1927, and the completiofi of the
Mayo Trail, Ashland to Pineville
by 1930. If the present sources of
revenue are not disturbed or the
revenues dcereased these through
roads can be completed without
interfering at all in the arrange-
ments with the counties having
bond issues or special taxes, or
with the counties that are likely
to vote them hereafter.
There seems little probability
of the next administration or leg-
islature failing to provide ample
funds for road construction. Pub-
lic sentiment demands sustained
progress in road building.
Of the candidates for governor
only one, Mr. Lucas. has indicat-
ed dissatisfaction with the con-
duct of the highway department.
Judge Sampson has given it his
Dull
Headache
and
Sluggish Feeling
"We are a healthy family and
haven't had to use much medi-
cine," says Mr. J. IL Adams, of
Biahop, Ga. "But I have found
it necessary to take some
medicine.
"I had headaches. My head
felt dull, and like I couldn't
hold it up.
nI had a had taste in my
mouth; felt sluggish and tired.
brought home some Black-
Draught and took a few doses,
and I got good results. I felt
so much better. My head clear-
ed up. I was hungry and want-
ed to get out and work.
"Black-Draught has proved
satisfactory and we have used
it ever since."
Thousands of other families
have had equally satisfactory
experiences.
Bold everywhere in 2.5 cent
and $1 packages. it- IRO
el 1
Purely Ve0eiablO
approval. Lieutenant Governor
Denhardt, Mr. Crowe and Mr.
-Shanks, in published statements.
indorsed the present highway
program with some exceptions.
Senator Beckham has written the
:ounty officials in a number of
ounties, approving the arrange-
ments those counties have with
the highway commission on the
three-to-one basis.
The highway commission is
composed of splendid business
men, who can be depended upon
to continue the work which I have
had the honor to help initiate.
IN MEMORY OF
Mrs. Julia Barkhart. On May
13, 1927 the angel of death enter-
ed the home of John Burkhart and
took his wife, Julia, who was
borned November 13, 1860, mak-
ing her age 67 years and 6
months. Besides a husband she
is survived by four children, two
daughters, Mrs. Charlie Reed and
Mrs. Joe Thomasson, two sons,
Preston and Brantley Burkhart,
five grandchildren, also two bro-
thers, Bud and Jack Powell and
other relatives and friends to
mourn her death.
She was sick eleven weeks with
paralysis and other diseases, but
bore her sufferings patiently to
the end. Every effort was exhaust-
ed to save the life of that dear
mother, but an all wise God
knew best to lead her home to
rest.
She professed faith in Christ
and united with the Primitive
Baptist church about 37 years
ego and lived a true Christian
until her death.
Realizing herself that death
was lurking in her body she said
she was ready and willing to go,
that all was bright for her on the
other side, that all she dreaded
was leaving her children. So I
would say children, weep not as
those that have no hope, for moth-
er is not dead, but asleep in the
arms of Jesus, there to await the
ressurrection, and in Heaven she
will watch and wait for her chil-
dren, just as she watched and
waited for them from the doors
of her home in the days gone by.
So may each one live prepared
to meet her in that horhe where
parting will be no more, for Jesus
himself promised, him the cometh
unto me I will in no wise cast
out.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed by Rev. Lomax Saturday, May
14th, at 2 o'clock. The body was
laid to rest in the Clarks river
cemetery, Morgan & Heath in
charge.
Farewell Mother, Farewell Moth-
er, we must say our last farewell,
Till we meet beyond' the river,
happy there with thee to dwell.
Written by one who loved her.
OBITUARY
On Wednesday morning, June
29, 1927, God called from his
vineyard to life eternal, Mrs.
Sarah E. Rountree, known to her
many friends as aunt Duck, age
80 years. The church has lost a
true companion and her neighbors
a good friend, but we hope to live
when the final call comes to meet
her where there will be no suf-
fering. Every effort was put
forth to ease the anguish pain,
but God saw in his ingnite wis-
dom to call he home, She could
work, serve and such if need be
for others than kind not of her
sacrifice, but of help iand comfort
she brought to them. Aunt Duck
is gone, but not forgotten and
never will her memory fade. She
put forth comfort in the sad and
lonely hours that will never be
forgotten.
Peaceful be thy silent slumber,
Peaceful in thy grave so low,
Thou no more will join our nut**
ber,
Thou no more our sorrows know.
Yet again we hope to meet thee,
When the day of life is fled,
And in Heaven with joy to greet
thee,
Where no farewell tears are shed.
Written by Maggie SmItb.
When a Turkish census is to be
taken, the order is, 'Stand still
and be counted! Every person
must remain at home for twenty
four hours, all means of trans-
portation is at a stand still, tele-
phones and telegraphs are idle,
and markets and stores are clos-
ed.
Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life
Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
Uaic,12,93
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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or Everybody Everywhere
The Coach
Wid.iy p.pwLe, b•••
mem It. hand
•zasanrarr•n
a.
r.
•rwspstraent
tow
$50 C is b.
7., Plies, Midas
The Sedan
A beautiful enclosed
car, notable for its
marked ifiedricdon
In line, color and •ty.
pelottnants. Acconi.
modelle five persona
In comfort.
$695" h.-Flint. Mich.
The Touring Car
A car of unueual
utility and economy
because of its low
fuel and oil con-
sumption, and its
ability to withstand
hard usage,
$525 Flint. Mich.
AMONG the eight beautifulChevrolet passenger car
models there is one particularly
suited for every driving prefer-
ence--a Chevrolet for every-
body, everywhere.
The family seeking an a.11-
purpose automobile—those
women' and men who require
personal cars of unquestioned
smartness—the business man
who demands combined econ-
omy, utility and fine appear-
ance—owners of high-priced
automobiles who wish to enjoy
the advantages of additional
transportation without sacrifice
of quality or prestige-
-all find in Chevrolet exactly
the car that meets their needs,
at a price whose lowness re-
flects the economies of gigantic
production!
The Roadster The Coupe
A favorite among those
who demand econ-
omical operation and
smart appearance in •
two-p•aseng•r open
est.
$525 1"711.....16.44k
The ItoLzialLan 
Thu ontaAtrus.Nrezt•
of stria car WI.
affords true cutwoos-
beat opproaftoos mad
harry.
o. K.
•1-"." Mich.
The Sport
Cabriolet
Th• moue distinctive
two-four passenger
car ever offend in
the lorr-prii el Said.
Speciosa rumble seat.
$715 "°.`"Flint. Mich.
The Landau
Fine appeagance rm.
pha•ised Fr beige
brown Duro 6nlah,
black leather rear
quarters mud landau
bows.
*75 4 Flint. Mich.
Combines omen •
pretence, and a1l.
around utility with low
price. Popular for pro.
(red.-mai or pc:social
Car.
*625 "-I%Flint. USA.
Benton Motor Company
Benton, Kentucky
QUALITY AT LOW COST
hay 
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Many Enjoy Baptist
Sunday School Picnic
The Baptist Sunday School en-
joyed a picnic at New Bethel, last
Thursday afternoon. Those pre-
sent were:- Louis Lilly, Barnett
Ely, Mrs. Gough, G. B. Johnson,
Wm. Ely, Barkley 4Iagg, Lucille
THE TRI
Ely, J. M. Johnson, Will E
}Jeri Bowe Strew, Bob Br.
Jack Johnson, W. S. Castle
Ray McClain. Rebecca
Mary Eley, Reeee Fisher,
Ford, Charlie Barnes, Zac'
mer, Murphy Ford, David
Bolls Lamb, Beatrice Laml,
Barnes, Mae Fisher, Mildrt
lone Farmer, L. B. Egner,
Unclaimed Bank Deposi
• at the BANK OF BENTO
Benton, Ky., July 15th. 1927
As required by law the Bank of Benton, of livnto-
shows below a cpmplete list of all bank balances in said hat-
and remaining tInclaimed by each of said person:, for a -pe:
five years or mote.
C. W. Bearden
A. L. S: J. E. Copeland
C. R. Minter
Frank Noles
Everett Pinkerton
L. R. Potts
Nannie Peterson .02
Lennie Anderson 4.00
Mrs. Hannah Armstrong 17,10 
J. B. Barnhart
Homer Brien
Alfred Burradell
Annie Campbell .116
Cicernnial Lit. Society,
B. H. S.
Class of 1921, B. H. S.
J. D. Cope
E. T. Cross
L. R. •Dees
L. S. Dees
0. R. Dycus
Hugh Edwards
Mont Edwards
Oscar Flood
Foreign Missionary Fund, T II Va..eI•i,
Mrs. Dallas Burnham Tr. l‘ t1.
w. Henson .23 I
M. H. Holland .55 \t \\ .
Miss Flora Houser .15 I 1\
.02 71 •w. B. Kennedy
Joe Lamb
Mrs. Lucy 1.1111-tint
E. C. Lindsey
STATE OF KENTITRY
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•• Six Big
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•
Yet It Costs No More
More Mileage in
This Super Tire
•
• 1—Traction; 2—Safety; 3—Slow. Er
•
 Tread Wear; 4—SUPERTWIST carca
0 • 5-0,uietness; 6—Appearance.
•
Let us show you this 1;( „
• will cost to equip your car--eV/ I7' 14
• trade, crediting you •:rith r s,
•
( rMorgan, 
.:1:21 :.:. .i,. m1a 
Company
rstial,gl,r  3 Countyan
 Tele e!phon3 
g 044,1,4-
IA.. 
Andy Pock
.01 
  
 
.02 
Mrs. Vir il B.
Ctiristia:,
.31 l. ('. Phillips
.05 ( . I.. Pool
W. 11. Ray
W. H. Reed
Mrs. I). Frank Reed4.r
5.71 Maggie I.. Reeves
1.18 1): 1.. Kvevcs
s. Riley
.15 1.* T. .tialp-r.
.51) 11'alk.rr tor
.118 If ufd Tr•.\
T! i n
 
,1
.03 1.;
•
The new-type All-Weather Tread Cood)earPm, Tire costs no more than the early type balloons which h
glIP gone out-of-date with the phenomenal success of this
•• 1927 tire. The new Cotodear---the world's greatest tire
• actually improves the performance and Nalue of any ea
Ai nio matter what size or tpe the car 11111 he. It does
W through six important athantages:
41 J. M. TICHENOR & SONS
• Calvert City, Ky.
•
•
• BENTON FILLING STATIO
•
• 
Benton, Ky.
•••••••••••••••••••••
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Funeral services were conduct-
ed by Rev. Lomat Saturday,,May
11th, at 2 o'clock. The body was
Ltid to rest in the Clarks riser
cemetery, Morgan Heath in
k. h.= rge. .
Hire%vell Mother, Farewell Moth-
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Till we meet beyond' the river,
LapPy there with thee to dwell
Written by one who loved her.
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d she! her where there will be no eta-
e, two fering. Er effort was OUt
d and forth to e4se the anguish pain.
hrit God saw in his ingnite Wis-
• ,,m to call he home. She could
I nraluerd
le low its
Jamie. don
and lap.
A. corn.
fine gerrana
ring C ar
anocacel
ee.n.cenr
Of Ica low
oil .on-
•n1 II.
"Pittletarki
work, serve and such if need be
for others than kind not of her
sacrifice, but of help and comfort
she brought to them. Aunt Duck
is gone, but not forgotten and
never will her memory fade. She
put forth comfort in the sad and
lonely hours that will never be
forgotten.
Peaceful be thy silent slumber.
Peaceful in thy grave so low,
Thou no more will join our nutit-
ber,
Thou no more our sorrows know.
Yet again we hope to meet thee,
When the day of life is fled,
And in Heaven with joy to greet
, thee,
Where no farewell tears are shed.
Written by Maggie Smith.
When a Turkish census is to be
taken, the order is, 'Stand still
and be counted!' Every person
mud remain at home for twenty
four hours, all means of trans-
portation is at a stand still, tele-
phones and telegraphs are idle,
an markets and stores are clos-
L:iothes, wfien properly
a long way ih
pr-olongs thle life of
,1:11 ke our odorless
AMONG the eight beautiful
I Chevrolet passenger car
models there is one particularly
suited feir every driving prefer-
ence--si Chevrolet for every-
body, eiierywkere.
The family seeking an all-
purpose autoutobile-those
women, and men who require
personal cars of unquestioned
smartness-the business man
who demands combined econ-
omy, utility and fine appear-
ance-owners of high-priced
automobiles who wish to enjoy
the advantages of additional
transportation without sacrifice
of quality or prestige-
-all find in Chevrolet exactly
the car that meets their needs,
at a price whose lowness re-
flects the economies of gigantic
production!
dry-cleaned and pro
adding natural bait y.
any garment.
process and our work
The Sport
Cabriolet
Ttue MOW dionnerfe•
turo-ictur 111•41111ge f
car e..er offered ica
loa-prued field.
Specleas rumble ams.
s7151"litkla.
The Rouci;ter The Coupe
A favorite among those Combines stnart:7 at
who demand &con. pearance, •n•Ilih•11.
conical operation and around utility with low
smart appearance ia • price- Popular for pro.
too-parorogor opts fesidoord or perecroal
cor.ear.
*525 ;41'....' '5Ml.. 62 lit;b-,-„hiha,
Many -Enjoy Baptist
Sunday School Picnic
The Baptist Sunday School en-
joyed a picnic at New Bethel, last
Thursday afternoon. Those pre-
z-ent were:- Louis Lilly, Barnett
viv, Mrs. Gough, G. B. Johnson,
Wm. Ely, Barkley Blagg, Lucille
Ely, J. M. Johnson, Will Ely, Al-
bert Rowe Strow, Rob Brandon,
Jack Johnson, W. S. Castleberry,
Ray McClain, Rebecca Foust,
Mary Eley, Reece Fisher, Gus
Ford, Charlie Barnes, Zack Far-
mer, Murphy Ford, David Peck,
Hong Lamb, Beatrice Lamb, Jack
Barnes, Mae Fisher, Mildred Ely,
lone Farmer, L. B. Egner, Emo-
Unclaimed Bank Deposits
at the BANK O.F BENTON
Benton, Ky., July 15th, 1927.
As required by law the Bank of Benton, of Benton, Ky.,
-.Lows below a complete list of all bank balances in said bank, due
:ind remaining unclaimed by each of said persons for a period of
.,ve years or more.
•
t' W. Bearden $ .02
A. L. & J. E. Copeland  .31
r. R. Minter  .03
Frank Notes  .01
Everett Pinkerton  .20
L. R. Potts  .02
.Nannie Peterson  .02
!Annie Anderson  4.00
Mrs. Hannah Armstrong 45.00
J. B. Barnhart  .54
blamer Brien  .05
Alfred .Burradell  .50
Annie Campbell  1.06
Ciceronial Lit. Society,
B. H. S.  5.71
Class of 1921, B. H. S.  1.18
.1. D. Cope  .40
E. T. Cross  .15
1.. R. Dees  .50
I.. Dees  14.01
O. R. Dycus  1.97
Hugh Edwards   .68
Mont Edwards   3.81
()scar Flood .03
Foreign Missionary Fund,
Mrs. Dallas Burnham Tr. .10
W. L. Henson  .23
M. H. Holland 
Miss Flora Houser  .15
W. B. Kennedy  .02
Joe Lamb  .14
Mrs. Luck Ledford  20.00
E, C. Lindsey  1.8
Marshall County Telephone
Company 
J. T. Morgan 
L. W. Morgan, Admr. 
Mrs. Virgie B. Oakley 
Andy Peck 
Hamilton Perry 
R. W. Perry, Agt. Christian
Church 
R. C. Phillips 
C. L. Pool 
W. H. Ray 
W H Reed 
Mrs. D. Frank Reeder 
Maggie L. Reeves 
R. L. Reeves 
W. S. Riley 
F. T. Salyer 
Walker Story 
Finis Stubblefield 
Arville Leslie Thweatt 
Huel Trevathan 
H. A. Trimble 
K. L. Varney 
T. H. Vaughn 
Wallace' & Green 
L. L. Washburn 
William Wilkins Jr. 
Sid L. Williams. 
Mrs Martha Wyatt 
Charlie Young 
12.50
.52
.36
.50
2.17
65.00
.10
.10
9.36
.10
.65
1.00
1.00
.05
.10
.04
- .72
3.00
.66
.11
1.35
.20
.69
COUN OF MARSHALL
Solon L. Palmer, cashier of the Bank of Renton, Benton.
Ky., under oath 'states that the above is a true and - correct list of
Fank balances remaining to the credit of said above named parties
for a period of five years and more. .
SOLON L. PALMER, -Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Solon L. Palmer,
July 13th, 1927.
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More Mileage • •
• This Super Tire •
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. Yet It Costs No More
• •
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• •
• 1-Traction; 2-Safety; 3-Slow, Even •
• Tread Wear; 4-SUPERTWIST carcass; • 
•• 5--4uietness; 6-Appearance. 
•
•
Let us show you this new tire-tell you what it
will cost to equip your car-we'll take your old tires in •
trade, crediting you with every mile that's left in them. •
The new-type All-Weather Tread Goodyear Balloon
Tire costs no more than the early type balloons which have
gone out-of-date with the phenomenal success of this new
1927 tire. The new Goodyear-the world's greatest tire -
actually improves the performance and value of any Car-
no matter what size or type the car may be. It does this
through six important advantages;
J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS
Cal vert City, Ky.
BENTON FILLING STATION
Benton, Ky. •
jean Cole, Cornelia Draffen, COOPERATION FROMMadge Ely, Edith Brandon, Ruby
GOVERNMENT GIVESWade, Eldridge Cross, ElsieBeard, Holine Beare, Grace Lov-
ett, Francis Henson, Rubena Bow-
ling, Lorine Hunt, l!drs. B. Barnes,
Margaret Heath, 1Lucille Lilly,
Geo. Brandon, Willie Cox, Lena
Morgan, Ruby McGregor, Mrs.
Will Egner, Mrs. Ford, Mrs. Pete
Egner, ' Ina Joe Bowling, Mrs.
Pace, Anna Nelson, Jim Brandon,
.1. Fletcher Hunt, Mrs. C. Hunt,
Mrs. H. Draffen, Mr. and Mrs.
S. Farmer, Mrs. J. Brandon, Mrs.
B. Farmer, Albert Strow, Mrs.
McClain, Mrs. W. M. McGregor,
Mrs. B. Hunt, Connell Brandon,
Mrs. R. E. Foust, Jackie Foust,
W. H. Heath, Charles Smith, Mrs.
W. Eley, Mrs. J. G. Smith, Mrs.
Sam Eley, H. H. McGregor, Dr.
Gough, Patsy Bowling, Bryon Hol-
land, L. Nelson, Gus Ford, Gla-
dis Feesor, Corrine Nelson, Vey
ian Copeland, Dorothy Draffen,
Paul Barnes, Evelyn Brandon,
John Brandon, Mrs. Helen Cox,
Virginia Johnson, Joe Bill Egner,
Mrs. Lucy McGregor, Sarah Bow-
ling, Mary Lyles, Mrs. Ethel
Strow, Mrs. L. V. Henson, E. F.
Black, Jane Black, Mrs. E. F.
Black, C. E. Pack, Pearl Vaughn,
Ruby Cox, Pete Egner, Mrs. Cora
McGregor, Mrs. Jesse Johnson,
Mrs. Nola Thompson, Mrs. Lucy
Gibson, Virginia Smith, Mary
Brandon, Daisy Heath, Mary Ann
Brandon, Sam Ely, E. G. Thomas,
L. H. Draffen, Mrs. Anna Bran-
don, Ed Thomas, Floyd Roberts,
Boby Vaughn, Mildred Vaughn,
Byron Blagg, Joe Pete Ely, Jim
Hendrixson, John Lovett Ely,
John Strow, Will Headley Heath,
Dan Hey, jr., Manila Mae Corn-
well, Bill Pace, Jake York, Foust
Demaree Hendrixson, E.
F. Black jr., Milburn Jones, Jau-
nita Jones, G. B. Johnson, jr.,
Elizabeth Nelson, Elenor Pack,
Elizabeth Fletcher, Geneva Cole,
Rebecca Henson, Carolyn Bran-
don, L. A. Gough, Georgia Bran-
don, Mrs. A. E. Cross and Joe
Brandon.
Local Supporters Will Go to Hear
Candidate for Democratic
Nomination.
Former Senator J. C. W. Beck-
candidate for the Democrat-
ic nomination ft-it. Governor, will
speak at Kuttawa Springs Tues-
day, July 26th, it has been an-
nounced. An all-day barbeque
and picnic will be given on the
camping grounds near Kuttawa
that day.
Senator Beckham has been liav-
ing huge crowds at his speaking
appointments throughout the
state, more than half a dozen
counties being_ represented at
each occasion.
A large number of local Beck-
ham supporteds in Marshall coun-
ty are expected to attend the
speaking at .Kuttawa on the 26th.
FILM AUTHENTICITY
Supporting Players Inclue Haines,
Eleanor Boardman, Cannel My-
ers; Gorge Hill Directed Film
Through negotiations with the
United States government and the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu di os,
life in the United States Marine
Corps, aboard battleships, in bar-
racks and in the field in action,
has been filmed in what is prob-
ably the most elaborate attempt
ever made to picture the actual
life of a great government ser-
vice.
This was done in "Tell It To
The Marines," the new epic of the
Marine Corps, now playing at the
Amuzu Theatre. It was played
aboard battleships and in Ma-
rine barracks, on the field with
regular members of the Marine
Corps in battle and maneuvers,
in a romantic story in which a
notable east tells the life story
of the "soldiers of the sea."
Lon Chaney plays the principal
character role in the gigantic
production, in which the great
battle fleet practice of the Paci-
fiic fleet is shown; in which the
huge guns are seen in action; in
which Marines, in the field, fight
a battle against Chinese bandits
in which 1,200 men take part, and
other thrilling details.
The picture was staged on a
huge scale; entire Chinese towns
were built and destroyed; the
whole Pacific firt cooperated in
some of the most spectacular
scenes of the big picture, and the
•aniera followed the Marine
Corps all over the world.
George Hill dir/ected the new
picture, with 'IViViam Haines in
the romantic lead as a recruit un-
der Chaney's tutelage, Eleanor
Boardman as thif heroine, and a
east that intltotle's CarmeL.Myers,
Eddie Gribbon, Mitchell Lewis,
Maurice Kains, Daniel C. Tomlin-
son, and others of note.
Several hundred regular Ma-
rines and officers take part in the
spectacular details on board ship
and in action in Manchuria.
This picture will be Shown at
The Amuzu Theatre, in Benton,
Saturday night, July 16th.
CARD OF THANKS
He wish to thank the neighbors
and friends for their kindness te
us during the illness and death
of our dear aunt Sarah E Roun-
tree, we also wish to thank Dr.
Eddleman for his untiring efforts
also Mrs. H. B. Hill and many
others and Bro. Pace for his
brief talk. May God bless all is
our prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lindsey.
Report of the condition of the
BANK OF GEBERTSVILLE
Batik, doing business at the town of Gilbertsville, County o
Marshall, State of Kentucky at the close of business on 30th day
of June, 1927.
Loans and Discounts $79,522.98
Overdrafts secured and unsecured  291.21
Stocks, Bonds and other Securities  2,000.00
Due from Banks $ •  20,531.66
Cash on hand 0  4,126.96
Checks and other cash items  NONE
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures  3,000.00
Other Real Estate   NONE
Other Assets not included under any of above heads  NONE
$109,472.81
Capital Stock, paid in, in cis.h $15,000.00
Surplus Fund  7,000.00
Undivided Profits, less expenses and taxes paid  790.54
Deposits subject to check $42,323.18
Demand Certificates of Deposit  NONE
Time Deposits  44,359.09
Certified Chcks  NONE
Cashier's Checks outstanding  NONE
Due Banks and Trust Companies 
Notes and Bills Rediscounted 
Unpaid Dividends 
Reserve for taxes 
Bills Payable 
Other Liabilities not included under any of above heads
86,682.27
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
We, J. R. Gregory, and J. K. Gillahan, President and
Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
J. R, GREGORY, President.
J. K. GILLAHAN, Asst.-Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of July, 1927.
My Commission expires, January 18th, 1930.
W; W. GILLAHAN, Notary Public
Ilopkinsville Bar Passes Res-
olution of Appreciation
for M'Cracken Jurist,
A resolutions expressing appre-
ciation for the services of Cir-
cuit Judge Joe L. Price, who pre-
sided over the June term of the
Christian county circuit court,
due to the absence of Judge H.
Bush, have been, received here.
The resolutions was drawn up by
W. 0. Soyers, James A. McKen-
zie and H. W. Southall, a`comrnit-
tee of the Hopkinsville bar.
The resolutions follows:
"Whereas, the Honorable Joe L.
Price, Judge of the second judi-
cial district in and for the 
;
com-
monwealth of Kentucky, was uly
designed as special judge to re-
side over the Christian circuit
court, at its June ternie 1927, due
to the enforced absence of the
Honorable C. H. Bush, regular
judge thereof; and,
"Whereas, the said Joe L. Price,
pursuant to said appointment,
entered upon his said duties as
such special judge, and presided
over said court: and,
"Whereas, in the performance
of his said duties as such judge,
his uniform courtesy, efficiency
and high knowledge of law com-
mended him most highly to the
local bar.
"Now, therefore, we, the under-
signed committee duly appointed
by the bar of Christian county to
draft resolutions of thanks and
respect due to him, do hereby ex-
tend to him our apperciation for
his services, his fairness and
courtesy, and his unexcelled toil-
ides as judge, dle-,hereby ex end
•It 
to him our deepest apperciation
and highest regards; and,
"Be it further resolved, that
copies of these resolutions be
spread upon the order book of
this court and furnished to the
press of this city and of the city
of his residence, and a copy be
forwarded to hint."
WILLIAM PECK OF CALVERT
IS LICENSED TO PREACH
William Martin Peck, of Cal-
vert City attended the Methodist
District conference held at Bard-
well, July 5th and 6th, passing
the required examinations suc-
cessfully he received license to
preach.
Mr. Peck is the 19 year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Peck of Cal-
vert City. He is also a senior of
the Calvert high school and his
school mates wish him success in
his undertaking. The school and
the town in which he lives is
proud of this young man. Martin
Peck is well qualified to preach
having made the bible his cont.
panion and making a complete
study of it.
Rev. Peck will preach at How-
ard's Grove Sunday, July 17th, at
2:30 o'clock and at Lone Valley
1st Saturday night in August.
Everybody in invited to come.
Three hundred tons of agri-
cultural limestone were used by
Laurel county farmers in May.
• Man with car 'to sell Lu-
bricating Oil and paints to
farming trade . Field Mana-
ger will train. Excellent opor-
tunity. Drawing account.
Arro-Lock shingles are the most successful build-
ing coverings on the market today. By means of their lock-
ed down butts they can neither rip, tear nor curl.
Constructed as asphalt composition ther are FIRE-
PROOF and considerably lessen the threat of fire as well as
lower your insurance rate if you are near any other building.
Our men are trained and instructed in the applica-
tion of these shingles so as to give 100 per cent results.
The labor part is very important as it is necessary that the
roof be laid right.
CALL US BY TELEPHONE OR COME IN AND
LET US MAKE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON A NEW ROOF OF
SOLID SHEETING. Arro-Locks can be applied over the old,
worn-out wood shingles.
..earMillonow...0.1•111.0
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COMMISSIONER' SALE
MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT
KENTUCKY
W. M. Reeder. Admr. of L. E.
Wallace, deceased,  Pl'ff.
Vs.
A. M. Wallace, et al  
IN EQUITY
By virtue of .a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall
Def't.
41,*/
The Greatest
Teacher
EXPERIENCE
is a truly wonderful
teacher. We have learn-
ed much during the
many years since this
establishment was
founded, and this exper-
ience enables us to better
serve our clients. Every
detail is handled care-
fully and efficiently,
eliminating for the fam-
ily all worrisome details.
MORGAN AND
HEATH
Funeral Directors and
Embalmers
BENTON, :-: KY.
Circuit Court, rendered at the
June term thereof, 1927, in the
above cause on the answer and
cross petition of Harry Jones. de-
fendant for the sum of Seven
Hundred Forty One & 38-100
($741.38) Dollars with interest
at the rate of six per cent per an-
num from the 9th day of Octob-
er 1925, until paid, and his costs
herein, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door
in Benton, Kentucky, to the high-
est bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION
on Monday the first day of Au-
gust 1927, at one o'clock P. M.,
or thereabout (being County
Court day( upon a credit of six
months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Beginning at a corner on the
Wadesboro and Paducah Public
road and running thence north-
east on the line between the land
of Byron Roberts (now Lex Lents)
and the land herein conveyed, to
a rock corner; thence due east
with said line to a rock corner
on the line between this land and
the land of J. T. Roberts; thence
south with the said Roberts line
32 rods to a rock corner; thence
west with the line between the
land herein conveyed and the
land of C. W. Waldrop (now J.
F. Darnall) to a Red Oak tree;
thence southwest on said line to
the ‘Vadesboro and Paducah
Public road; thence with the
said road to the place of begin-
ning, containing 25 acres, more
or less, and being in all respects
the same land conveyed to Clyde
Peck by IA E. Wallace and,wife,
A. M. Wallace. by deed dated Au-
gust 9, 1919, and recorded in Deed
Book No. 45 page 211 of the Mar-
shall County Court Clerk's of-
fice and subsequently conveyed
to R. L. Bohannon by Elia Mason
•:na husband, C. T. Mason, by
deed dated April 15, 1925 and re-
Defied in Dal Book No. 49 page
' of eler -'s otTiee.
Ifs Fun to Film
Nothing antis more to the outing than "taking
;:ictures," And then the occasion may be happily recalled
many years afterward.
We carry films to fit all styles of kodaks and
we give RAPID FIRE service on film development.
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
Ford Owners!
Be Sure Your Repair
Service Is Competent
You have purchased your car for ser-
vice and the most economical transpotta-
tion but no car can operate at is original
efficiency or maintain its operatinb econ-
omy under cheap and hap-hazard repair
methods.
Expert workmanship is essential in
servicing a car as well as in building it.
Your Ford dealer offers youl the most in speed, skill,
exeperience and equipment. Our new equipment is the high-
est developed. Their precision enable our experienced me-
chanica to work to a degree of accuracy that practically
eliminates the element of human error.
YOUR FORD DEALER IS THE LOGICAL SER-
VICE STATION FOR YOUR FORD CAR!
Draffen Vlotor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
BENTON, KY. 1 CALVERT CITY, KY.
 AMERIGRRNIMEM/abb
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro- 1927, at one o'clock P. M., 
or
duce the sum sof money so order-
ed to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approv-
ed security or securities must
execute Bond, bearing legal in-
terest from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a Judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
wtth these terms.
C. B. COX,
Master Commissioner.
COMMISSIONER' SALE
MARSHALL .CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
Calvert Bank, Inc.  Pl'ff.
Vs.
J. Rex Liles, et al, heirs of J. C.
Liles, deceased  Def't.
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
June term thereof, 1927, in the
above cause for the sum of Three
Hundred sixty one & 25-100
(361.25) Dollars with interest at
the rate of 6 per cent per annum
from the 7th day of October,
1926, until paid, and its costs
herein, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door
in Benton, Kentucky, to the high-
est bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION
on Monday the 1st day of August,
thereabout (being County Court
day) upon a credit of six months,
the following described property,
to-wit:
A tract or parcel of land con-
taining 52 acres, more or less and
being, a part of the North one-
half of the northeast quarter of
section 31, T. 6, R. 5 E., and be-
ing in all respects the same land
conveyed to the said J. C. Liles
by Martha Jane Graham by deed
dated December 10, 1914 and re-
corded in Deed Book No. 38, page
534 of the Marshall County Court
Clerk's office. (For a more par-
ticular description of said land,
set deed above mentioned.)
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro-
duce the sums of money so order-
ed to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approv-
ed security or securities must ex-
ecute Bond, bearing legal inter-
est from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a Judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
C. B. COX,
Master Commissioner.
$75 WEEKLY. MAN OR WOMAN
WANTED to distribute Raw-
leigh's Household Products to
your neighbors and friends. Fine
openings near Benton. We help
you so you can make up to $100
3 week or more. No experience
',..ANNAMmf
NGEE
50c value
July Sale Price
25c yard
Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
(Incorporated)
DEPARTMENT STORE
BENTON, KENTUCKY
What's The Use
Paying two prices for your groceries, buy from us
and save the dimes you have left for
Hard -Times
We Guarantee to Save You Money
Hog Lard, per pound  .14
Cane Sugar, per pound 
71/2
Navy Beans, per pound  .07
Northern Beans, per pound  .10
White Karo Syrup, gal.  ,55
5 Tie Broom  .25t
Hanes Underwear I.  .80
Guaranteed Work Shoe  ,  2.10
Dollar Shirt . .70
4 bat's P. & G. or Luna Soap  .15
3 loaves Bread  .25
3 cans corn, kraut, tomatoes, etc.  .25
We are here to help you-Use Us!
Smith's Cash Store
CALVERT CITY, KY.
necessary. Pleasant profitable,
dignified work. Write today. W.
T. Rawleigh Co., Dept. KY153,
Freeport, Ill. A5p
WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
beef cattle, milch cows, anything
in the live stock line. Phone
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
Vaughn, Benton R. 6. tf
For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
exchange or address Little Cy-
press, Ky., R. 1. tfc
Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect 
Foundation 
 
Purification.of the System
rieaitl.Nature's 
Why rd
yur foufPeirfecol
chronic ailments that are una,rrtnn-
int your vitality? Purify your en
-
tire systene by taking a tbiraugn
course of Calotabs,-once or twi:o a
week for several weeks-end see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatast of all
system purifiers. Get a family pack-
age, containing full directions. Only
36 eta. At any drug store. (Adv.)
VALUES
That Challenge Comparison and
Defy Competition
Is the key note. to our Friday &
for the Month of July.
COME in on Friday and Saturday
beatable Bargains.
10 pounds Sugar ... $ .65
24Th bag PLUSH FLOUR    1.10
1 bbl. Plush Flour in 4811b bags  8.50
100th bag Chicken feed  2.75
501b can Armour's Pure Lard  7.00
PILGRIM pure Coffee, per lb,  .25
Peaberry Coffee, per lb.   .30
2 1-21b Box little soda Crackers for  .38
No, 2 flowered lamp chimney, each  .15
4 bars P. & G. Soap for 
10c Snow King Baking Powders, for .
20c Snow King Baking Powders for . .15
25c Snow King Baking Powders for .20
Light Houme Cleanser, 2 cars for .07;
Corn Flake & Poet Toasties, 3 for .25
Saturday Specials
for our JULY Un-
ALL 10 Cent
TOBACCO 3 for 25e
CAMEL or CHESTER ELI)
Cif: A RETTES
2 Packages for 25c
- ---
Men Pin ,Check Pants, per pair
Men blue work shirts, (ripple stitch, two pockets,
made for real service, each
Men's °overalls, 220 wt. long as they last, pair
Men's All leather work shoes, per pair .
Tennis Shoes, lace to Toe, all sizes. pair
Boys Caps that sell regelar for $1.00 for
Play suits for boys & girls, blue & white
1 (i.,{,1 Quartlfi( ;Pa'iriti  int 
heavy
 Jf rat.ri ist, '17r d oz e n
Fruit Acid, per 
boxRI,ar8iscii;p2e.rfodroz.pkg. 
Sc, 
2
[
for
$
9 x 12 congoleum bordered rugs, shilaced with
• Du-l'ont Duco, each    $8.00
9 x 12 floor Covering cut from roll, pretty patterns
and long wear, each 6.00
Folding Iron Cot & Mattress complete
Cane bottom Chairs, each  1.01)
Round dining tables with three extra leaves
finished in light oak, each . 14.85
Librati- tables with drawer & bottom shelf .. 7.75
Rocking Chairs, $2.50 and up.
Dining room chairs with leather padding, seats well
built & put together at factory, per set of 6 15.00
Dressers, Kitchen Cabinets, Refrigerators, Sewing Machines
any tting you need in Furniture and at a saving in I'rice.
--,
--1
Li' Because of the late season, our entire
Straw Hat stock is reduced 20r, just
when needed. .
-as
Lumber is high-why not paint your house and save
that lumber from decay, it helps the lodge more than the
paint costs.
Good paint in gallon buckets, per gallon  $2.50
We carry a complete line of lead, oil and brushes.
Steel Bed, all colors, 451b. Cotton Mat-
tres.4es, and set of Springs with Middle 
brace, complete outfit  $17.25 I
DRY GOODS
Extra width 40 in. fine count brown domestic, per yd.. .09
Hop's bleach domestic, per yard  121 2
O. N. T. thread per spool   .01
Ladies mercerized hose, all colors, per pr.  .25
$1.00 Silk Hose, light colors, per pair  .79
Ecru & White Curtain scrim, per yd,  .09
Voil fancy patterns, per yard  .18
Red & Blue Bandanas handkerchiefs, each   .05
Happy Home house dresses in fancies & white, just the
thing for the hot summer days, each  .98
Some real values in lace collars anad cuffs per set  .50
Lingere Crepe-36 in. wide, pink, peach, blue & white
per yard  .25
50c Armond face powder, per box  .39
Roller toweling with fast color border, per yd.  .09
Large palm leaf fans, each  .05
We have a complete line of school sumilies.,with each
school tablet purchased Friday and Sturdy 14 will give
you one free.
1DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY, KENTUCKY
Just In Time.
We received a shipment of cups, saucers and‘plates to-
day that are real values at this price.
1 set 6 cups & saucers for  .98
1 set 6 plates for 
They are beautiful flowered in orange colors.
Wood handled knives & forks, regular $1.00, Friday
and Saturday special, per set  .69
.79
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